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"BLOW-UP IN THE CLASSROOM"
"You make me sick. This is the dumbeist class I've

ever had!"

Jim turned in disgust and stomped from the room., Mr.

Slone, white-faced with anger, followed Jim to the door.

"Where do you think you're going? Get back into this

classroom right now. Did yQu hear Te? Get back here!!

"Go to!" Jim muttered. "I'm never coming back to your

room as long, as r jiver" He jerked open his locker. He

pulled out his jacket and slammed the metal door hard. Then

he ran angrily out of the building.

The next morning in the principal's office Jim did not

apologize.

"I've gone to that class every day for four months, and

I haven't learned a thing. Slone's a freak. Kids throw

spit wads during class and he doesn't do a thing. He just

stands there giving stupid lectureS that no one listens to.

Why should anybody listen? ,
They're all too busy throwing

paper out the window1

"Yesterday was the last straw! I had my hand raispod

for ten minutes trying
tosget.germission to pull the window

1



shade. The'sun was shining right in my face. But did he

call on me? No chance! So I got up and pulled the bade

without permission. Boy, did he get mad! He gave me four

detentions. Four detentions for closing a shade! And this

girl who got up to pass a note, only got one detention. So

I said, ''That's not fair.' He said, 'Fair, what?' I didn't

know what he was getting at, so I said 'Fair treatment'.

"Then'he got all red in the face and yelled, 'When you

talk tome, you call me, Sir. You say 'That's not fair, Sir!'

"That when'I got up and left."



REACTIONS

Can yoy imagine how Jim must feel? Can you understand

why he is so angry? Probably all of us have been in a class

;like this. We have walked out of that classroom and Com-

plained to anyone who would listen.

What was wrong in Jim's classroom? What was missing?

Now that the principal heard Jim's story, what will

'the principal probably do? What dO you think the principal

should do?

Perhaps the principal will encourage Mr. Slone to treat

his students more fairly. Perhaps the principal will ask

Mr. Slone to keep his classes more orderly. But regardlets

of what the principal says, Mr. Slone needs some good rules

to run his classroom better.

Mr. Slone's new rules will need some careful thought.

Mr. Slone could use the following guidelines to make his rules.

GUIDELINES FOR GOOD RULES

1. Write rules clearly so people can understand them.

2. Make the rules reasonable.

3. Write the 'rules so they protect people's well-being.

4. Make only rules which are necessary and can be enforced.

5. Write the rules so that they apply equally to all.

6. Allow some right of appeal.



How do the following rules fail to be reasonable or

clear or to protect the well-being of people?

"No coughing in class."

"Anyone may 'do whatever he wants to do."

"No standing during class for any reason."

"It isn't true that this doesn't apply to

.111/

everyone."

"Anyone who breaks a rule will be suspended."

"All physical education students must run
fifteen laps around the gym every day."

Are the rules below easy to egorce? Do they apply

equally to *all? /

"Students caught smoking will be suspended
for two days unless they are in sports.
Then they will be suspended for five days."

"Everyone must brush his teeth before coming
to school."

"Boys must wear socks at all times.".

"Girls hair must be clean, and tiby at
all times."

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

It is lucky for Jim that he could take his problem to

someone besides his classroom-teacher.

Mr. Hudson, the principal will look at things differently

than Mr. Slone looks at them.



authority]

It is important that one can take his complaint to a

higher Lauthority.i For example, if one cannot 'settle an

argument with his brother, he may go to his parents. If

one cannot settle a quarrel with a'teacher, he may go to

the principal. Taking one's arguments to someone with

, 1

more authority is called an "appeal". Good laws allow,

appeal.

We can understand why good rules are needed 141

schools. Rules help schools operate smoothly-. Good rules

protect the rights of students. So it seems logical to

us that rules are important for nations, too.

LAWS

The rules for a nation or state are called "laws".

In the U. S. laws are made bPelected lawmakers. They

are enforced by elected or appointed officials like high-

way patrolmen, sheriff's officers, policemen, welfare and

county health officials. Courts judge those accused of

breaking laws.

- person with more power

5-



In the pages that follow, we will try to find out what

today's laws are and how they affect young people. Many of

these laws are reasonable, clearly written, and easy to

enforce in a fair manner. Some of them are not.

Some of the laws are like Mr. Slone's rule about

getting out of N desk during class. Often the reasons

for these laws are hard to discover. Many were written

too long ago. They need to be changed. Other laws were

written to help a few powerful people. Still, other laws

were passed too quickly. Many tfmes lawmakers knew too

little about a subject to make a good law. And like all

of us,, lawilakers sometimes made poor decisions.

As we read about laws affecting young people in

Montana, it will be important to remember these things

1. Laws are made by elected men and women. If

eto` lawmakers do not make the kinds of laws voters

want, these lawmakers may be voted out of office.

2. Voters may make poor decisions. They may elect.

bad officials. Or they may pressure good 8fficials

into writing bad laws.

1 6-
6



3. Many citizens refuse tot, vote. Many do not tell

their lawmakers what kinds of laws they want.

4. Lawmakers listen to special groups who have much

money and power. To get support and campaign

money lawmakers may write laws favoring these

special groups.

5. ,Even a very good law cannot meet the needs of

all the pepple.

'C

A

7
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"NIGHTMARE"

4 ,

The girls one the drill team felt excited as they left

the dressing room. They had looked extra sharp. Mrs.
SS.

Shinn had told them they were the best group she'd worked

p
with in 13 years. Heather and Melissa, still in uniform,

talked happily as they set out to look for Frank, Melissa's

boyfri end.

People were going toward the concession stands. A

coach was putting some powdery chalk down on one of ei-e",,\,

- 10 - 2 1



ten-yard lines. The teams had gone into the locker rooms.

People were standing on the steps of the bleachers visiting

and trying to keep warm. Frank was nowhere in sight.

"Let's try the parking lot, Melissa," Heather said.

So they headed towards the gate,- hurrying past little

groups of people. In one group, Heather noticed her

Uncle Blake. He was tolking nervously to another man.

"I wonder if they're having an argument," she

thought to herself.

"Hey, Uncle Blake!" she yelled.

Her ,uncle was surprised, but did not seem to be his

usual cheerful telf.
4

"Where's Aunt Marcella?" Heather asked.

Blake didn't answer the question. He looked straight

at Melissa.

"Could I speak to Heather alone? It's very important."

"Surel Frank and I'll meet you at the Coke stand,

Heather. See you in a few minutes. ",

"Hey, Uncle Blake, what's the deal? Is something

wrong?" Blake was so serious and quiet.

I



"Will you come out to my car, Heather. We have to

talk. There is some very bad news.",

Heather was getting tense. She questioned her uncle

nervously as they walked to the far row of cars.

"Is Grandma okay? I know she's been sick. Mom and

Dad ,have beeri worried. Don't you want tofind them, too?

They were coming to, watch the drill team. I think we ought

to find them." N.

For the second time Blake didn't answer Heather's

questions: He took.her to his car. He opened the door

on the right for Heather and closed it when she sat down.

Then he went around to the other side of the car, got in

and started the motor. Blake sat for a moment without

looking at Heather. Then he said, "We've got to go to

the hospital right away, Heather. There's been a terrible

accident. Your parents666-1hurt. So was Matthew."

Shocked, Heather,couldn't think of a single question

to ask. "What--How did it--I mean--Are they going to..."

"rt's very, very serious, ,Heather. Very bad."

'The hospital waiting room looked like it had before

- 12



when Matthew broke his leg. A baby was crying in one of

the little emergency rooms. Nurses were going over charts

at the main desk. They were whispering so ly.

Blake walked-up to the nurses. "I believe my wife is

here already. I'm Mr. Sullivan. I've found my niece."

The nurses expressions changed. They looked at Heather

standing in the doorway. "Heather, will you come W)th me?"

the plumper one said, very, very gently. "I'll bring you

to Doctor Simon's office. He'll be with you n just a few

minutes. Your uncle has to-sign some paper ." The nurse
. -

smiled at Heather and said, "This way please. You will be

more comfortable in the office."

Heather did not smile back. She quietly followed the

nurse. Her fear was growing. Her breathing was tight and

quick. Hei. skin was chilly and dam,.

"Here are some magazines, dear." the nurse said. Then

she left. Heather looked around the room. She tried to

push awful thoughts from her minds "bead- -no, hurt---bad---

very serious---horrible." She tried to remember her parent's

faces. But in her mind their faces were blurred.



She took a Kleenex out of a box on the doctor's desk.

She began to'twist it. A tiny corner tore, and she shredded

the Kleenex into pieces.

Then there were voices in the hall. As Heather tried to

make out the words, her Aunt Marcella walked into the room.

Marcella had been crying. She pulled a chair opposite

Heather's. She sat down and took both of Heather's hands

in hers.

"Heather, they didn't Make it. None of them made it.

Matthew died, too. The doctors tried so hard, but they

didn't make it. I'm so sorry, dear. Your uncle and I

will help you.any, way that we can."

Heather could hardly breathe. She felt like choking

or gagging. "Someone has to do something...something."

she thought. "Dead'' Oh God!..Matthew...They were just

going to the game...He's only five

Suddenly Heather was angry. "No!" she screamed at

her aunt. 'Heather pUshed her back so hard that Marcella

stumbled and fell against the wall. "I'm going home!!

Home!! Leave me alone! Where's that doctor! Where is

he?" she screamed.



Heather was 10

I/

i g control. She/6rew the Kleenex box

to the floor. F 1 ng somehow better, she pushed an ashtray

off the desk. t shattered. Pieces of glass flew over'the

floor. The s u/ ns/d did something to Heather's mood. She

stood in th' 7Mddle of the room and cried bitter, angry

tears.

M rcella had been standing against the wall, still

and wideeyed. She walked quietly to the door, not ktting

Blake Or the doctor in. She,kept them out by shaking her

head quietly and saying in a sad voice," "Heather is getting

used to being alone."

- 15 -
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Even if we don't always get along with them, most of
40

us depend upon'our parents. We count on having our parents

around when we need them. We expect them to care about

us. We expect them to be interested in us. We expect them

to make sure that we have enough to eat and clothes to wear

and a place to stay. Like most of us, Heather expected these

things, too. And now Heather's parents were dead.

We can and nd why Heather is angry and afraid. It

seems normal to us that she would.be sad. The death of

close family member is painful. ItOs one of the more

difficult things any of us will have to face. Facing the

death of one's parents is even o're difficult when one

cannot yet support and take care of himself.

Now Heather must depend upon relatives. After the

fuheral, Heather's relatives will gather to make a plan

for Heather's~ care. They will try -to do for Reather those

things her parents might have done. Heather may be amazed

at the 'control her relatives will have Over her. With the

approval of the judge, they will plan the funerals and

burials, decide where Heather will live, decide how her

pareAts' things should be taken care of, and plan for

Heather's schooling.

- .



We can easily name many other things that Heather's

relatiVes will have to do as they try to take the place of

her parents. The list of things that parents do'for a child

is very long. It begins even before the birth of a child

when the mother plans a good diet and gets medical help.

The care for children often goes on even after the child has

left home. Many parents help a young person-get some

special training or a college education after high school.

CHILDREN AND THEIR PARENTS
Because parents have so much responsibility, the laws of

Montana carefully name the kinds

of control parents may have over

the children., The laws carefully

prottict the rights of parents

over their children.

Here are some of those rights that Montana law grants

to married parents.

CUSTODY

A father and mother may decide after the birth of the

child who will have jcustodOof the baby. Most parents, of

E5W17371 - the care and control of a young person

- 2o



course, decide to'keep the child: But if they want to give

it away, they need only the approval of a district judge.

If there are special problems, parents may alloy( the child

to beladootedlby another family. They give up their child

by signing papers. These papers make the child in every way

a child of the adopting family. The child takes the name of

the adopting family. The child even gets a new birth certifi-

cate. His adopting parents are listed as his mother and

fatheRg

Parents may choose the new family themselves. They may

also ask certain groups to do this for them. These groups

include theISRS,1 Shodair Children's Home, Lutheran Welfare

Services, and Catholic Charities.

A couple had a baby after their other children

were raised. They did not think they could

take good care of the baby. They found a

couple,who badly wanted a child but could

not have children. The older couple allowed

the young couple to adopt the baby. The

baby was given a happy, comfortable home.

A judge in the county approved the adoption.,

ladooteul - a child is made the child of parents besides

IsRS1 -

the ones she was born to
Social and Rehabilitative Services

- 18 -



Ipermanenti

Sometimes parents cannot take care of their child, but

do wit want the child to belong to another family. They may

place their son or daughter in a ftster home. Foster homes

may be Itemporarvi or permanent.]

Temporary Foster Homes:

Julie

When Julie was 4 days old, her mother died.
Because her father could not take care of
her by himself, he got a woman to take care
of his little daughter. The woman had been
a friend of Julie's mother? She and her
husband had two children of, their own.
Julie lived with that family until she was
five. Then she went back to live with her
father when he got an elderly aunt to live
with him and care for Julie.

Itemoorarvi - for a short period

- long-lasting

4



Theresa

Theresa was very retarded. Her parents

lived in a tiny,-town 73 miles from the

nearest school and 256 miles from a
special school for the very retarded.
Her parents had enough money to live

on. They had no extra money for a
seoond part-time home for Theresa in
the town with the special school.
The local SRS worker wrote up a report
about what Theresa was like. This

was matched to a foster family in the

town with the special school. Theresa

would live at the foster home during
the school year. She was able to go

to the special school. She got to

visit her family on holidays and
during the summer.

Permanent Foster Home:

Jim

Jim is sixteen. He has lived in a foster

home for 7 years. He loves his foster
parents, but he spebds most of his
holidays and several weeks each summer
with his mother and stepfather.

Jim was 4 when his father died in a

plane crash. When his mother married
again, Jim did not get along with his

stepfather. Jim's mother wanted him

to be happy. She asked the court to

put Jim in a permanent foster home.

His mother did not want to put Jim up

for adoption. Jim loved his mother too

much to accept adopting parents. The

court and Jim's mother wanted him to

have a home where he was loved. So.Jim

was put in a foster home where he will

stay until he is 18.

31
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kmfit.1

Jim's mother pays part,of the cost of
Jim's care. The rest is paid by the
Welfare Department. The foster home
provides Jim withlove, security and
a feeling of really belonging.

Parents' control over their children does not end

with the death of the parents. If the parents die, their

"will" may name guardians to take control of the children.

It may name who will control their children's property

until the children are 18. The parents' wishes will be

followed unless a court learns that the guardians named are

MEDICAL CAR(

Except in serious emergencies, a parent's permission is

necessary for a child to have any shots, have his stomach

pumped, have an X-ray, receive a drug, or have any kind of

operation.

If the family religion does not allow certain kinds of

medical treatment, hospitals usually follow the wishes of the

family. Sometimes the mother and father are of different

faiths and cannot agree on what to do for the child. Then

hospitals usually ask the family to reach an agreement.

[unfit] - not able to give a good home to children

4.
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Only one parent need give permission for surgery. However,

hospitals sometimes like to have the signature of both

parents to avoid problems.

Did You Know That?,

While you sit in an hour-long class, two Americans
will be murdered.

NBC News

- 22 -
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TRAINING

Parents influence the way children think. Parents

train children to take care of themselves. They teach

children to get along with others. From their parents,

children first get ideas of what the world is like. At

home, children first learn about rules and regulations.

Because governments want citizens who know how to

obey rules and regulations, the law allows parents to

force children to obey them. The punishment the parents

use may be painful.

Dirk, age 12, was spanked by his dad every
time Dirk disobeyed. Thinking this was ,

unfair, Dirk complained to the teacher.
The teacher checked with the SRS. 'He
found out that Dirk's parents were in the

right. They had not injured Dirk. They

hit him only on the buttocks.

Sometimes parents cannot control their children.

Then'they may turn them over to local juvenile officials

or the SRS. Parents do this by declaring a child "unman-

ageable" orlincorrigible.1 Then the juvenile officials or

the SRS has to make a plan for the young person. For some

young people, this plan is a foster home. For others, It

is an institution like Deaconess, Pine Hills, or Mt. View.

incorrigible - out of control
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TWO SIDES OF A STORY:

PRO AND CON WITH MICHELLE AND JON

Michelle Parents should be
Provost: punished when their

children break the
law.

Jon
Conover:

Parents shouldn't
be responsible for
the actions of
their children.

"Parents are supposed to.
teach their children what
kind of actions are okay
and what kind aren't, Jon.
I think that since parents
teach their kids how to
behave, parents should be
punished, too--at least
fined--when their kids
break the law.

"Part of teaching the
proper behavior is knowing
where children are and
what they are doing. It
is caring enough to help
children choose the right
friends.

"If parents knew they
could be punished, they
wouldn't be so quick to
let kids skip school or
prowl the streets all
night long. They would be
forced to take more notice
of their children's activi-
ties and friends."

M6

"Children learn how to s

behave not only through
their parents' instructions,
Michelle, but from friends,
brothers and sisters, teach-
ers, T.V., movies, books,
magazines, and other things.
Can we put them all in jail?
Can we fine them all?

""Don't you think that juv-
eniles know what they're do-
ing when they get into
trouble? And if parents are
so responsible, why do some
kids in a family turn out
well, and others turn out to
be delinquent?

"About 1/3 of the kids
come from broken homes
where or real parent isn't
even preftent. Who gets
punished then?"
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EDUCATION AND RELIGION

Children usually follow the religion of their parents

because parents give religious training. Parents also may

choose the schools their children attend: public, church,
a

or private schools.

SUPPORT

The law says that parents must meet the needs of their

children as well as they can. The law(does not force

families to provide luxuries. Luxuries are extras. Allow-

/

ances, roller skates, bicycles, and a family television set

are extras. Even a wealthy family would not have to provide

them.

Candle's family earned $10,000 a year.
There were three children still at home.
Her father and mother were buying a
small home. They drank often. They

spent money unwisely. Candle would
have been prettier if her crooked
teeth had been straightened with
braces. But she never got the braces.
Her father said he could not afford

them.

JUVENILES' EARNINGS

The laws of Montana say that the parents may have the

services and earnings of their child. In other words,
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parents can make a son or daughter work at home without

pay. They can also take all the money a child earns if

he has a job outside the home. Even when one becomes an

adult at age 18, a court may order him to help support his

parents if they are very poor and unable to work.

TO END A MARRIAGE

As much as teenagers may love both parents,there is

nothing a youngster can legally do to prevent his parents

from ending their marriage if they wish to do so.

Marriages may be ended in three ways: annullment,

separation, or divorce.



A.nnullment

Kate and Tom

Kate Miller, 15, and Tom Clancy, 17,
wanted to get married. Their parents

would not give permission. So Kate

and Tom lied to their parents. They

said Kate was pregnant. Then the
Miller's and Clancy's gave Kate and
Tom permission to marry,

Three weeks after the marriage the
parents learned they had been tricked.
Kate had 'never' been pregnant. So the

parents hired a lawyer. With the
lawyer they went to the district
court. They asked the judge to annul,

(do away with) Tom and Kate's.marriage.
4

Tom and Kate had lied. So the judge
ordered-the marriage annulled. Legally

it was as though Tom and Kate.bad
never been married. Kate took back

her own last name. Neither had to pay

for the support of the other.

Young people under 18 need their parents' permission

to marry. So a marriage can be annulled if one or bothj

persons are-under 18 and did not have their parents'

permission to marry. It can be annulled if one person

is still married to someone else. It can be annulled if

either person was mentally ill at the time of the marriage.

It can also be annulled, as in Kate and Tom's case, if con-

sent to marry is gotten by trickery or force.
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Annullments usually happen within a few weeks aft27
the marriage. Children are rarely involved.

Separation

Sally and Glen

Sally and her husband, Glen,
every.Aay. So they have de ed to
separate. During the separation they
will live apart. They will try to
decide what to do about their marriage.
Living apart may help them work out
their problems.

Sally and Glen have 3 small children.
They are both responsible for the care
of these children. During the separaT
tion Glen wants Sally to stay home with
the children.' If Sally takes a job, Glen
will still pay money to help support the
children.

Shoulil Glen refuse to pay for his family's
care, he would be breaking the law. He
would be guilty of nonsupport. ] If Sally
complained to the olice Glen could be
jailed. If Glen esert his children,
he could even be sent to prison. But
Glen could stay free by giving his
family support money.

[nonsupport' - not giving money for the care of one's
children. Even a man living with his
children can be guilty of nonsupport.

esertt - to leave a family without good reason
and to give no money to support the family.

- 29 -
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Sometimes separation is an agreement between the

mother and father. Sometimes a court may order a sepatration.

Jeanette and her husband had two young

boys. When her husband drank, he would

beat Jeanette and the children.
Jeanette's religion did not allow

divorce. Her husband could not control

his drinking. He did not want his wife

and sons tolive apart from him. So

Jeanette asked the court to order a

separation.

Where divorce is not wanted for personal and religious

reasons, the separation may be permanent.

Divorce

-Bitterness for Breakfast

"Hey, Mom, any mail from Dad today?"

"No, not a single line. He doesn't

have to write, you know. He probably

doesn't have time--too busy doing all

the things he said he didn't have time

to do when he was married. Not much

of a fatherif you ask me."

"Aw, Mom. I bet he misses_us kids.
Remember how he always took us fish-

ing on weekends?"

"Well, he can fish all he wants to now,
but I don't see him driving over here

to take you with him."

" ad would come, but I think he feels

of place when he comes to see us.
Ma,* us- kids should call him long

t
.
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1

Ndistance tonight. He might need cheering
up."

"Sobering up would probably be more like
it. Don't waste your time and money call-
ing him. Ten to one, he won't be in his
apartment anyway., He's probably out try-
ing to get someone else to pick up-after
him."

"Do you think Dad will ever get married
again?"

"He can if he wants to. He's a free
man! But don't worry. He's still going
to suppon you kids, I'll see that he
doesn't sneak out of that!"

- 31 -
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A divorce is a court action. It must be approyed by

a judge. A couple wanting a divorce usually hires a lawyer.

With this lawyer, or with one lawyer for each partner, a

couple decides who will have custody of heir children.

They decide how the children will be supported. They plan

how property will be divided. If one partner has no job

ikills or mus stay at home to care for the children,

alimony paYments may be arranged for that person. Then

the couple presents the plans to the judge. They ask the

judge to settle any disagreements about the plans.

Because law favors families, the judge first asks the

couple if there is any chance to save their marriage. If

either partner asks forjconciliationithe judge may order

the couple to see a marriage counselor or minister. But

by the time couples appear before a judge, most marriages

cannot be saved. Then the judge's duty is to protect the .

children's rights.

[conciliationl - a way to help a couple get back together

-32-
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Before he gives the divorce, the judge decides if the

custody plans and the child support payments are fair to

everyone, especially the children.

Next to death, divorce' may be one of the most

difficult experience's a per:son may face in his lifetime.

It is pairiful not only for the couple, but also for the

children. So the judge gives very serious thought to

what custody plans are best for the children.

If the mother is a fit person, young children are

usually placed with her. In some cases, when the mother

is not a f.4 person or does not want them, the father may

-33-



get custody of 4,1-1 the children. Parents may decide, if ,

the juOge approves, to separate the children. Each parent

may take one or more youngsters. Sometimes older boys may

be placed with their father. When the

judge'signs special papers,' the mar-

riage is ended. The papers tell the

judge's decision about custody of the

children. They tell his decision

abOut alimony or child support payments.

In Case of Death

When a parent dies, the district court first names a

person to handle the property of the one who dies. This

person named sees that any bills owed by the dead person

are paid. He sees that property is divided as the will or

the laws require. When all bills are paid and the property

is divided, the court then names a "guardian". The guardian

directs the care and education of the children. If there is

very much property, a "conservator" is appointed to protect

the minor's property. The guardian and the conservator may

be the same person:

'special Papersi - legally they are called the "Decree of

Divorce"
- 34 -
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When only one parent has died, he other is usually

.in charge of the property. This arent will get custody

of the children. This parent becomes their guardiin unless'

ruled unfit.

A widowed mother of four children was
ruled by a court to be unfit. She was
an alcoholic. She had neglected and
abused the children on many occasions.
The court appointecra different guardian
for the children.

If both parents die, the court will usually name the

guardian that the parents chose in theirwill. If there

was no will, the court itself chooses a guardian for the .

children. The guardian may be a relative or close friend

who is willing to care for them.

In a will, a person tells the family how to divide his

property after his death. A parent can divide property

among the children in any way the parent wishes. Usually

a will must be obeyed. Sometimes, though, the division

of property may seem unfair.

One woman gave up a career and marriage
ta- stay -en- the -family_ ranch ng for
her sick mother. The woman asked for
no payment. No payment was promised
her. When her mother died, she



I

continued to live on the ranch for

many years. She kept house for her

father and younger brother.;. The
father died. He left the ranch to

the brother. For all her work, the

woman got nothing.

A young person under 18 may not make a legal will.

An unmarried child's property goes_to his parents when he

dies.

A 12 year old boy died. He had willed

his horses to his brother. The court

ruled that the brother could not get

the horses. The horses would go to

the boy's parents. The court said any-

one under 18 is not'able to make a

1- will

Montana Court Case
Galbreath vs. Armstrong

411.^".
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A VISIT WITH THE COUNTY ATTORNEY

DAVE: We came to see you Mr. Greer, because yesterda

. in class we were'reading about the rights o%

parents. We want to know about kids' rights.

We thought you could help 'cause you're the

County Attorney.

MARY: Yeah, how can kids protect themselves from thei

parents? I mean, not all parents are that good.

MR. GREE'R: Well, I'll try to help you as much as I can.

Giving information is part of my job.

37



DAVE: We read that parents can give their kid away.

What if the kid gets put into a' rotten home?

MR. GREER: Are you talking about adoptions?

DAVE: Yeah, and foster homes, too.

MR. GREER: Then let's talk about them ontat a time.

Adoptive homes first. Babies are usually placed

with people who have proven-that they can give a

baby a good home. These people apply to aniagency,

like SRS or Lutheran Welfare or Catholic Charities.

These agencies have a state license. To get a

license they must have college-trained workers.

These workers are social workers. They have

studied about children and their needs.

MARY: But what about rules for parents who want to

adopt?

MR. GREER: I was getting to that. Parents who want to adopt

must prove they are able to care for a child.

They must be mentally healthy. There are not

agency -fan office giving a special service
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nearly'enough children for all the parents who

want to adopt. So who do you think gets the

children?

DAVE: Only the best ones! But you've forgotten some-

thing. A mother doesn't have to go through an

agency to give up her baby. She can put her

child'anywhere she wants.

MR. GREER: That's not true, Dave. The District Judge must

approve any couple before they can adopt. The

judge tries to do what is best for the child.

And it is safer for those RI adopt to go through

an agency. That way they get important facts

about the baby. They can be sure the baby is

normal. The agencies always tell adopting

parents if the child has mental or physical

problems.

DAVE: Okay, now what about foster families?

- 39 -
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MR. GREER: Foster families are usually chosen carefully.

They have to get a license every year to keep

their foster children. And they get small monthly

paymen s from SRS to help support their foster

ild en.

MARY: I know a kid who has to live with his aunt and

uncle. They don't even like this boy: His

uncle is always beating on him. Just because

they're relatives, can they do whatever they

want?

MR. GREER: There's one thing you've forgotten, Mary Kay.

No one may purposely injure a child. Purposely

injuring a child is.called `'child abuse". The

injury may be physical or emotional. "Physical"

means like breaking a child's rib or badly

bruising him. Or it might be leaving tiny

children all day without care. "Emotional"

might be making the child feel hated. Child

abuse is against the law, even -for parenti.



,DAVE: Sure, it's against the law, but does anyone ever

get into trouble for it?

MR. GREER: Child abuse cases are very common. We've had

four cases already this month. Still, we don't

like to haul people into court and.break up

families. If a child is hurt by his parents, we

'try to protect the child. We put him into a

foster home for awhile, if that's necessary.

We try to counsel the parents. Sometimes they

don't know how to treat kids. Often they were

abused as children, too.

Here's one case I handled about a year ago.

These aren't the real names, by the way.

A neighbor rushed LuAnn's baby to the
hospital. She told the doctors that
LuAnn brought the baby, Tommy, to her
apartment. LuAnn said that Tommy had
fallen out of his crib. The doctor
found that little Tommy had teeth
marks on his arms, bruises on his back
and thighs and several swollen bumps
on his head. The baby was put into a
foster home. His mother got counseling.
With the help of a psychologist and social
worker, the judge decided that LuAnn
would never be a fit mother. So Tommy
was kept in the foster home for several
months. Then he was adopted by another
family.
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MARY: But usually parents don't tell anyone that they

beat their children. Who does report child

/,
abuse? And who can one tell...about this friend

of mine, for e\ample?

MR. GREER: Anyone who knows about or suspects child abuse

can call the SRS in his county. Even the child

who is being abused can call. They could also

call the county attorney or the county nurse.

It's against the law for teachers or medical

people to know about child abuse and not report it.

DAVE: What if I reported a person who beat up his

children and he.found out. I might get beat

up, too!

MR. GREER: The county attorney, SRS, and the county nurse

keeps the names secret. Their jobs are to help

children. They're not going to get someone into

trouble for trying to help them do their job.

They do take the name of the caller down if :the

caller wants to give it. Then later they let

the caller know what happened.
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DAVE: Mr: Greer, we read that parents have to take

care of their children's needs. But what if

they'can't?

MR. GREER: Parents brought their children into the world.

So they must support and protect these children.

And it doesn't matter whether the parents are

maried or not. They are always responsible.

If they purposely do not take care of their

children, the parents may be punished harshly.

They may be jailed. But if parents just don't

have money to take care of their children, there

are places they can go for help. I had my

secretary make up this chart. It lists some

of the places.
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,Medical

-

REASON FOR PROBLEM WHERE TO GET HELP I HELP AVAILABLE

Father deserted
Mother can't work

State Welfare
Department

Small monthly payments,
free medical care, coun-
seling until family can
work out problem.

Working parent
temporarily out
of wor

Unemployment
Compensation
Commission

,

Small weekly payments up
to 26 weeks depending on
how long the parent work-
ed and how much he made.

Death of parent
Disability of
parent

Social
Security
Office

Monthly payments for the
wife and children under
18, or young person under
22 and in college.

Injury that
happened on a
job

Workmen's
Compen ation
Insu nce
Off ce

Small monthly payments
for up. to 500 weeks in

the most serious cases.
This is to make up for
money lost due to injury
received on the job.

Temporary
emergency

Salvation Army
or St. Vincent
de Paul Society

Food, clothing, gasoline,
furnishings and other
services to meet
emergency needs.

Temporary
emergency

"FISH" number
in telephone
directory

Emergency meals, rides,
lodging, and other

services.

emergency

County Health
Nurse

Information about how to
get help in some medical
emergencies. Informa-
tion about how to get
money to pay emergency
medical bills. Informa-
tion about birth control.
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DAVE: Mr. Greer, no offense, but my Dad says he would

rather starve than take money from charity.

MR. GREER: Does your Dad pay taxes?

DAVE: You bet! About.three thousand dollars a year.

MR. GREER: When Americans make money they have to pay taxes.

Part of the taxes they pay go to Welfare. So if

0

a man is having a hard time, going on Welfare is

4

not too awful. As soon as things improve for him,

he must start paying taxes again.

DAVE: But what about these other places on the chart?

MR. GREER: Social Security and Unemployment Insurance are

paid for out of the salary of the worker. The

man he works for puts in some money, too. And

the employer pays all the money for Unemployment

Compensation.

MARY: Yeah, don't people pay for those whether or not

they Are used?

MR. GREER: They sure do.
rr
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DAVE: Well, what about the Salvation Army and "FISH"?

And St.'Vincent whatever-you-call-it?

MR. GREER: These are groups of people who want to help other

They enjoy being helpful.

MARY: And the County-Health Nurse?

MR. GREER: The taxpayers hire County Health Nurses to do what.

the, chart says.

DAVE: ,Most of my class was pretty disgusted/that parents

could take a child's-earnings. Isn't that awfully--

unfair?

- 46 -
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MR. GREER: This is a law, Dave, which is not often used by

parents. It is written to protect families.

Suppose there was a very large family which had

hardly enough money to live oft, Suppose one

daughter gets a good-paying job. Is it fair that

she Could have luxuries while the other children

did not have the things they needed?

DAVE: Probably not, but what about having to support

one's parents? When my folks are old, I'll have

kids of my own.

MR. GREER: Just like your parents took care of you, you'll

try to take good care of your own children. For

18 years. Don't you think they will owe you some

sort of help when you are too old to work?

MARY: Don't most old people have social security or

anyway?

MR. GREER: Of course. Fed old peQple would want their

children to support them. And most children ,

think enough of their, parents to want to help

out in emergencies.

pensions - a monthly payment for past services
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DAVE: Hey, this is changing the subject, bt)txmost of

us join our parents' religion. Could'we change

to another religion if we wanted to?

MR. GREER: Some parents would not mineif their children

joined a different church. So there's no problem.

And courts have ruled that young people may choose

their own re igion, just as their parents can.

Of course, on has to be mature enough to clearly

understand the choice he is making.

MARY:

r`r

Mr. Greer, sometimes a teenager wants to see a

doctor for a very personal reason. Do we always

need our' parents'' permission?

MR. GREER: Not if a teenager is married, or pregnant, or
c>,

thinks she is pregnant. And if a teenager thinks
.

he has venereal disease, then he doesn't need his

parents' permission for medical care.

MARY: Does the doctor have to tell the parents he checked

their kid?
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MR. GREER: He-does not have to. It is up to the doctor. But

if the doctor checks fortV.D.,lor pregnancy and

finds out there is none, the doctor cannot tell the

parents.

- venereal disease, a serious disease spread by sexual
contacts
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PSYchologistj

14sYchiatristl

MARY: , I think it's dumb that kids need parents'

permission for medical care. I know this other

kid who wanted to kill himself. His parents

wouldn't even let him go to our school counselor.

They thought the camelor would spread the family

,) problems/all over the place.

MR. GREER: A young person may need care from Ipsychologistsi

oripsychiatrfstsibecause he might hurt himself

or others. Iparents lfuldn't stop-him from

getting help. In a case like 'this, he doesn't need

their permission.

MARY: , 4r. Greer, what kinds of rights do kids have when

their parents get a divorce?

MR. GREER: Remember, Mary, the court tries to protect children

by seeing. that they are placed with a fit par:int.

If possible, the Court makes sure that support

payments are large enough.

-- a person trained to help people with mental

problems
, - a medical doctor ,trained to counsel those

with mental problems .
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DAVE: .Is it true that judges give most kids to their

Moms?

MR. GREER: Usually, Dave. Most fathers couldn't keep a home

very well by themselves.

'DAVE: If my parents got divorced, I'd sure rather live

with my dad. Would I have a choice?

MR. GREER: If both parents are fit and want their children,

the judge may allow older children to make a choice.

By older, I mean at least 14. The dodge. tries to

decide what is best for youngeichildren. He

often listens to young children's wishes, too.

if,

'"Aurs Dad. Can't I watch
just one more killing?'

GI
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MARY: .
This is kind of going backwards, but if parents can

Itake a ch ld's earnings, can they sell his property?

MR. GREER: Parents, don't have any real control over the prop-

erty of a child under 18. If a child has a lot of

property, the court names a guardian.

DAVE: Excuse me, but how could a kid get a lot of prop-

erty?

J

MR. GREER: Perhaps a grandparent left him some land or money.

Then the court names a conservator. The conservator

is usually a parent. ThOjob of the conservator is

to protect the property of the child. He can't sell

the property unless the court gives permtssion. The

court would only give permission for sale if the

sale would help-the young person. Suppose some land

had a very high value. This value might begin to

drop. So the court might let the conservator sell

the property. The conservator could not spend the

money from the sale. He would have to save it for

the child until the child reaches 18.
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DAVE: What if the kid needs the money?

MRY GREER: Suppose the young person was able to go to college

when he was 17. The court might allow the guardian

to sell the child's property and give the money to

the young person. But the court would only give

permission if it thought that was best for the young

person. For example, they probably wouldn't let him

use the money to buy a car.

MARY: Speaking of conservators and guardians and all that,

could you tell us how children are protected when

their parents die?

MR. GREER: Just like in a divorce. Children 14 or over may

suggest whom they Would like as a guardian and con-

servator. Of course, the final decision is up to

the judge.

DAVE: Is it true the conservator can sell the children's

property after the administrator has paid the par-

ent's bills?

MR. GREER: Yes, it is. But he can do this only to help the
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children. The court is on the child's side. It

can make the conservator write a report for the

court once or twice a yeah.

DAVE: My parents don't have a will. So what happens if

they die?

MR. GREER: Do you mean, "What happent to the property?"

DAVE: Yes, who gets what?

MR. GREER: If both parents die, their property iftdivided

equally among the children. But if only one parent

dies, then all the estate goes to the living parent.

If that estate is very large, the children would get

a small part. You see, the law gives the living

parent at least the first $50,000 and 1g of the rest

of an estate. That parent also gets extra benefits

as a surviving husband or wife. Sometimes the living

parent is a stepparent. Then the children get 1/2 of

1

DAVE: What about me?

the estate if it is small. Stepparents also get the

extra benefits.

4
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MR. GREER: The court would find a guardian for you. You could

help choose this guardian. The guardian follows

MARY:

the same rules as if your parents had a will.

This interview turned out to be lots longer than

we expected. We really learned a lot, Mr. Greer.

Thanks.

DAVE: Yeah, thanks a lot.

MR. GREER: It's part of a county attorney's job. Come again!

Did You Know That?

Homicide and assault happen most frequently between
relatives, friends or acquaintances. They take place in
the home or indoors about 50-60 percent of the time. There
usually has been some drinking. Homicides most often
involve handguns. Knives are most often used in assault.

Violent Crime: The Challenge
to Our Cities

National Commission on the Causes
and Prevention of Violence
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'DEAR DIARY: 14.4 AFRAID"



May 29

Mom and Dad had anothek 6 -fight. It wa4 keatty gko44.
Sometime4 I hate them. No chance to talk to Mom. Maky'4
been bugging me again.

June 3

I tried .to tack to the coun4eton thi4 morning, but he
had a meeting. In the a4teknoon John Lynn i4 hi4 aide.
She'6 too big a btabbemouth. Lanny i4n't taking to me.

June 5

Schoot14 out tomouow. Vadyl No mote MA4. Agge.t,
"the Naggek". What a mouth! I hate hen eon getting mad
when I got 4ick in cta44. Like I was ttyimg to 4neak out
o6 4choot in4tead o6 ju4t go vomit.

June 9

Mom can't 6iguke out why I don't eat bkeak6a4t tatay.
Wi4h 4he'd quit pkying. Lanky went to hi4 gkandpakent'4
ranch 60n the zummet, Didn't zay goodbye. Maky'4 414tek
totd me he te6t. Wizh we'd had a 6ight on zomething inztead
06 thi4 way. It'4 tike he'.6 Aneaking out. Maky14 coming back
6kom Great FattA tomoticow.

June 12

Went 4wimming with. Marty and Meaty. Maky14 trying to
get Matty'4 cocain to go 4teady with het. Cakot tike4
Makty. Catot 4aid that two gin& pa44ed a kumok around town
about me. One wa6 Johna. Wizh Ailed die! Been thinking
atot. I'm keeping my 6ingeA4 cko44ed.

June 13

Dad te6t 60n a bu4ine44 trap to Denvek. He wae drunk
a4 U4UAC Maybe he'tt get picked up. I've gained 6out
pound4. Keep thinking, what can I do? I jut don't know.
I beet tike evekyone'4 tatking. Catot'6 been hinting around.
Totd het to Leave me atone.

G
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June 14

Coutdn't steep Last night. What I am pnegnant? A

kid! How wooed I tett my tiotke I Just hale' La4ty1

juAt not tiain. I juAt know that everyone's al ready guessed.
I just don't know what .to do. 1 don't want to &cop out oti

school.

June 16

Wrote To Lanny today. I toed him I was tetting evaybody
and hiA pmentA, too. 1 was going to coat the doctor, but

I
maybe .the doctors would tett. om. I hope it'A all a mistake.

Ok'wowl And what iti I'm no ? Why did I mail that tette& to

Laity?

June 19

Caut I.6 neatly getting pushy. She nags about why I

don't go swimming. And how come I'm so pate. And about
ha stupid Wend who got pregnant and went to the county
nurse. That makes Oun times she toed me about the same
dumb Wend. OciecomeA back Sunday. Maybe that'll give
Mom something dititienent to wonny about.

June 22

I meted the numbe.'L oti the county health nu/toe. Hex

sectetany anmened. I got scared and hung up.

June 231

Cuiwe toed me about hen 6tiend.dgain. I yelled at hen

to shut up. She telit and slammed the dom. Mom wanted to

know what we' were 6ighting about.. I said, "Oh, nothing,"
and went upztaiAz and listened to 'meads untie. supper.
Nogi Mom and Dad are bugging me about what'A wrong.

4
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June ,25

ot and Many came oven.. They'd been talking. They
kept oking at each °then. They zaid .they didn't know what
wad ng. They said Lanny blabbed to Malay beSone he Zetit

nend 41 wanted, they'd go zee the nutze with me. Judi to
dheck and be surte zo I could ztop'wonnying. I toed them I'd
.let 'them know.

June 27

,We'ne going .to zee .the nutze at 3:30. Canot made: the
cat Son me. She probey enjoyed doing it, but I'm glad
they're coming atong.

June 28

Weil, I am, Wert wonnying zo much, I just Ott numb
when the nunze,zaid 1 waz. I didn'tchy.on anything. The
nurse wad pretty nice. the ptegnancy test only took anew
minutes, It's a mine test. Everyone wad pretty nice. Fon
once Canot and Many knea when to. 'shut up. They tat so 1
cowed tath to the nunze atone. She said the S.inzt thing
wad td go to a docton:. So tomdtkow I gp to a .dacton she
knowz.. We can tnurthim.

June 29

The .doctor wad!, pretty buy but was kind and nice. He
zaid the nuAze was night; I am pregnant. He azked what I
waz going to do. He asked iS, Mom and* Dad knew, on iS I wantec
him to tett. I said no. He gave me zoom' booktetz to /Lead
and zome pitt4 Son. irrluvril He-tad me to talk ,to the county
nuAz-e about zome oS the thing4 I could do.

T e said the baby would mimt tikety be Sine. I

could have dnlabontion.I That has to be in .the 6i4zt six
months.` On I could keep the baby on give .et. up Sot adoptiOn.

upset stomach

- removing the unborn from the womb before the
- unborn can survive
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,

Az nunse tatked about each,one. She won't tett me what
she thinh4 1 should do.' She says Ws my decision. She
says aitek I get an abontion ok_a4ten. the baby £ boAn
she 'can hetp me !Sind out about IconticacertaveTsi 40 I won't
get Augnant again. She can get some lion. me. And she
Knows doctors who wilt give the pitt without tett.Lng you&
6otk4. Why, oh whY, don't they tett kids about contna-
ceptivea be6oke? I mean, be6oke they getpAegnant.

WHERE CAN KELLY GO FOR HELP?

Kelly Marie has many difficult choices to make.

,MOkihgthese choices will be very painful. Kelly is worried

and embarrassed. She is afraid people will judge her harshly.

litany other girls must face 'the same problem which Kelly

now faces. What bath girl does to help herself depends upon

the choice available to her. In every girl's community,there

are many people willing to help.' They can help the girl make

a plan for herself and the baby. They can help young peqple

like Kelly and Larry understand whys they got into trouble.

Relatives

Many families would want.to help a family member who is

pregnant and unmarried. Some parents might even want to

provide for both the youqg mother and their grandchild. By

law, though, they do not have to support the grandchild.

Ohtraceptives = the "pill" or any device to prevent.
pregnancy
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If a young girl did not want to stay at home during her

pregnancy, another relative might provide a tOmporary foster

home.

Florence'Crittenton Home 0

Sometimes pregnant girls cannot live with relatives.

The Florence Crittenton Home in Helena cares ,for these girle.

The girls live in dormitory-like rooms. They are able"ib

continue their schooling in the home. They may take special ,

classes. Girls can choose their own doctors. Their babies

are born in Helena hospitals. After givinNirth, girls may

rest a few days before returning home.
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Brondel Hall

Run by the Catholic Church, this is a Helena home for

unmarried mothers-to-be. It has room for ten girls. A girl

can find out more about this home by contacting a priest

or a nun.

Social and Rehabilitative Services (SRS)

Trained social workers can help a girl make a plan for

herself and for her baby. They will keep all information

strictly secret. Social workers know of many fine foster

homes where the pregnant girl can live away from her home

town. If the girl's parents can afford it, they may be asked

to pay some money each month for the girl's care.

If the girl decides to keep herehild, she may get small

welfare payments. If the girl decides to give her.child up

for adoption,. the social workers will find the baby a very

.good home.

Clergyman

Many ministers and priests are trained to counsel

troubled people. Some churches, like the Lut4ran Church,

can find a good foster home for a pregnant girl until the
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baby is born. Later, if the girl wishes, Lutheran or

Catholic agencies can place her baby in a good adoptive

home. Only the best homes ever get a child through addption.

The girl can be sure the adopting parents will want the baby

very much. The baby will be loved and cared for.

Doctor

A doctor can give medical advice about pregnancy. He

can send the girl to ethers who might help her.

Some girls choose to end their pregnancy by having an

abortion. If a girl is under 18, her doctor may ask her to

get her parents' consent for the abortion. But even if the

doctor does not ask for the parents' consent, he must send
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the parents written notice of the abortion.

Abortion is a serious step. Many religions regard it.

as murder. If done, abortions should be performed only by

good doctors in good hospitals.

School Counselor

A good school counselor can tell a girl where she might

get help. He, knows which people will be most understanding.

He scan help a girl make a plan to stay in school or to keep

up with her studies at home. Many schools have special

programs for pregnant girls or girls who have a child.

'Counselors can explain these progtams.

THE UNMARRIED FATHER

Jacob: What aboutfout-of-wedlock] fathers, Mr. Janssen?

You've been a social worker long enough to know ir

that they have feelings too. Maybe they do

care about the baby. Don unmarried fathers

have any rights?

Pout-of-wedIockl - outside of marriage
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Mr. Janssen: Most unmarried fathers don't take enough interest

to get involved.

But.more and more,

young men are realizin

that it's a big deal

to be a father. I

mean, that baby is

part of them, too.

So if a boy wants to

come intour office

with a girl h6 got

pregnant, we let him

Jacob:

take part in making

plans for the baby.

But don't they have any other rights? Can't

they get the baby?

Mr. Janssen: If the mother wanted to give the child to the

father, she could. But the district judge

would have to approve that arrangement.

Jacob: What do you mean?

7 5
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Mr. Janssen: The father wouldhave to prove he could give

the baby a good home and proper care.

Jacob: But that means the court could turn the father

down.

Mr. Janssen: That's true, Jacob.

Jacob: And I'll bet if the father is under 18, he

doesn't have a very good chance to get his

own child.

Mr. Janssen: Very little chance.

Jacob: And what if the mother doesn't, want to give the

baby up? Can the father get the baby then?

Mr. Janssen: He could marry her!

Jacob: C'mon. Don't joke! Most kids my age aren't

ready for marriage.

Mr. Janssen: His only chance would be if the,mother abused

or neglected the child and it was taken away

from her. It's still rather unusual for an

ugmarried father to get custody.

- 66
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Jacob: So the mother can decide to keep the child all

by herself! But the father has to 46 through

all kinds of things to get custody. That's not

fair! The child is his, too!

Mr. Janssen: Who carries that child and goes through _the

pain of childbirth? Remember, too, that a child

needs care for many years. Most boys couldn't

give that 24 hour-a-day attention to a baby.

Most wouldn't know how.

Jamb; Someone told me the mother can make the father

support the child? Is that true?

Mr. Janssen: Parents, married or not, must take care of their

children. If a girl can prove a boy is the

father of her baby, she can get a court order

to make him pay so much each month. This may

also happen if the boy admits he is the father.

Jacob: What if the boy doesn't have a job?

Mr. Janssen: Well, his parents may want to help. Or he may

be forced to get a job. Or the unpaid bills may



just keep adding up until 0 gets a job and can

pay.

Jacob: What if he won't pay?

Mr. Janssen: The court may "attach" his wages. That means

it would take some money out of every paycheck.

If he owns property, the court may sell it.

Jacob: How long does he have to pay for the child's

support.

Mr. Janssen: Until the child is 18.

Jacob: 18? That's a long time! What if the mother gets

married?

Mr. Janssen: The father still pays unless the child is

adopted by the step-father.

Jacob: What if the girl wants an abortion and the bo0.;

doesn't want her to have one? Can he do any- 4,

thing to stop the abortion?

Mr. Janssen: Nothing.
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"BIKES AND BRUISES"

"You moron! Can't

you even ride a bike?

Look what you did! You

bent my front wheel. My

fender's ruined."

"It wasn't my fault,"

'Murray shputed back. "You

should have stayed out of

my way. It's your own

fault. Don't blame me."

Greg felt his anger getting out of control. His

t.

shoulder ached from landing on the pavement. One elbow was

skinned and bleeding-. His bike lay bent and damaged on the

curb.

"What in the hell were you trying to do anyway?!"

"Mind my own butiness, that's what!"

They glared at each other. Now Greg noticed that his

knee was skinned and sore. Looking down, he saw his jeans

were badly torn. That was the last straw for Greg. Without

a word, he attacked. Greg was fast and Etio-rough.I\Before

thorough - not leaving anything undone
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Murray couldAouble up his fist, Greg knocked him down.

When Murray got up, Greg jumped him again. He clobbered

Murray's eye. He pounded his nose. He slugged him in the

stomach. All Murray could get in was one solid punch to

Greg's mouth.

With Murray down again, Greg stood over him breathing

hard.

"Lay off! Lay'off!" Murray groaned. Blood from his

nose ran down his chin. One eye was swelling. He stared

up at Greg. "My brother's gonna hear about this," Murray

threatened. ."Boy, are you gonna get it, you maggot!"

Halfway down the block, Murray was still yelling insults.

"You woman!" Greg shouted. "Come back and fight!"

When Murray didn't answer, Greg picked up his bicycle and

wheeled it Tome.

Greg's mother wasn't very happy. Even Greg's excuses

'didn't stop a sermon. "You're 12 years old. Can't you find

another way to settle arguments? Here you are with a bloody

lip. You've probably lost a friend. And after that beating

you gave Murray, there's no way his parents will fix your

bike. Why did you do such a stupid tiling?"
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'HI don't know," Greg answered. slowly. "But for1a while

there, I guess I felt better."

IIREAC IONS

What would happen in our country if all disagreements

were handled as Greg and Murray handled theirs? Suppose a

person had to settle all his disagreements personally. And

suppose he had to use force,to make things right. Then try

to imagine.how the following stories might end.

A big tough senior lied to local police.
He told them that 14-year-old David had
stolen hubcaps. Even though the police
learned the truth, they still question
David whenever anything is stolen.
David is small and slender.

Thirty farmers are angry with the
Montane, Highway Department. It is

forcing each farmer to sell some of
his land to make room for a new highway.
The top officials who decided about the
farmers' land have offices in Helena.
The farmers live in the southeastern
corner of Montana.

Duane left his bicycle on the sidewalk in
front of his house. Then he and his
father left town on a fishing trip.
After dark a 200 pound wrestler was
walking down the sidewalk in his new

$195 suit. He tripped over the

bicycle. He sprained his ankle and
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tore his pants. Duane's 90 pound mother
was the only one at'hOme.

Life in Montana might be a little dangerous if everyone

ith a Complaint had' to settle'it himself. There has to be

4:wai to settle disagreements in a fair, but peaceful manner.

Aiat is why states set up courts. 4
A court is a place to which different sides bring

the "arguments. In the court both sides tell their story. .

Cou' s set up strict rules for everyone to follow, so that

both i s will have an equal chance to be heard.

MONTANA COURT RULES,

Haveyou ever played a game with someone who did not

know and f:p114 the rules? Maybe the game was baseball or

chess or or m poIy. qo you remember who played the best

game, Was it the one who knee and followed the rules or the

one who' did not?

Rules help gaies go more smoothly. That's how rules

help courtsi: too. Each person in court} must follow. certain

rules. 'Cuckil court 'rules are easy to learn.
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Read over the following list of people and the parts

they must play in court. Then try to figure out where they

are stationed in the courtroom diagram that follows:

1. A PLAINTIFF signs a complaint (written papers)

saying another wronged him. These papers ask

the court's help.

8 4
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2. THE LAINTIFF'S LAWYER tries to show the jury

that the plaintiff deserves payment for wrongs done

to him by another.

3. THE DEFENDANT 1s.the one accused of wronging

another.'

4. THEDEFENSE LAWYER tries to show the jury that

the defendant wronged no one and should not have

to pay the money asked.-

5. THE BAILIFF tells people to stand up when the judge

enters. They stand to show2their respectifor the

law. If the judge orders people to leave, the

bailiff makes sure they do. In some cases, the

bailiff keeps the defendant from escaping.

Did You Know That?

The first known Mafia murder in the U.S. was on
January 24,-1889, the,,year when Montana became a state.

The Mafia is Not an Equal Opportunity
Employer
Nicholas Gage
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6. A COURT REPORTER takes down everything said ip

court. Then people can check back to see what was

> said.

7.- THE CLERK OF COURTS schedules the Irse of the

courtroom. He keeps minutes much like Vclub

secretary,:does. He swears in witnettes.

8. THE JUDGE sees that all court rules are followed.

He tells the Jury what the law is. He makes sure

that everyone is treated according to the laws of
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Montana and to the laws of the United States.

'9. JURYMEN are citizens who listen to the "testimony"

that witnesses give. They look at the "evidence"

such as diagrams, guns or photographs. They listen

to the judge's explanation of the law. 'Then they

decide on the facts. If the jury cannot make a

decision, it is called a "hung jury". If there

is a hung jury, a new trial must be held.

10. THE JURY FOREMAN elected by the jury. He is in

charge of the meetings during which the jury reache4d,

its decision. These meetings are "deliberations".

The final decision ise "verdict'. The foreman'

hands the written verdict to the bailiff. The

bailiff gives it to the judge.

11. WITNESSES are people who take asatemn pledge called

an "oath" to truthfully state the facts they know

abotit'a court case. To lie under oath is "perjury".

Perjury can send a man to prison. To protect

privacy, personal information given to people like

ministers, counselors, and doctors must be kept
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secret if, these pegple are called as witnesses.

Students may go to a teacher for counseling. What

,

they tell this teaser pri'vately may also be kept

secret.
)

Only the person who gave the private information about

himself may permit that information to be given to the court.

Husbands and wives may notitestify against one another, unless

one has brought the other to court.

Most witnesses may not give opinions. They must state

only facts. The testimony below is not acceptable in court.

Not Acceptable

LAWYER: How did the victim act the day of

the poisoning?

WITNESS: He was awfully sick to his stomach.
But I'm sure it was his'appendix. L.
He had a terrible pain in his side.

Only experts likedoctors may give an opinion. They may

give opinions in the area in which they ar6°*experts. The

following testimony is acceptable in court.

fees-672 - to give information in court while under-oath..
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Acceptable

LAWYER: Dr. Long, what caused Mr. O'Riley's
breathing problem?

DR. LONG: Many things added to the problem, but
in my professional opinion,, the chief
cause was the coal dust,which Mr.
O'Riley breathed into his lungs at
the Ransom Nine. He worked there for
23 years. 1/,\

13. THE AUDIENCE is made up of peOple who come to watch

a trial. In most cases, the public is very welcome

if it acts courteously. When privacy is very

important, the court may be closed to the public.

Examples are adoptions, court meetings to decide if

someone is insane, and court-cases where juveniles

are thought to have broken the law. Causing disorder

or refusing to obey a court order is "criminal contempt".

A person may be sent to jail or fined for criminal

contempt,

Did You Know That?

In identifying crime suspects, women notice things that
men don't, but men tend to give more accurate over-all
descriptions.

Invisible Witness
William W. Turner
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THE SMASH -UP"
PART I

They left the kegger in the Haggerty's '69 GTO with the

dented right fender. Ninteen-

year.Lold Kevin Haggerty, a

little less drunk than his

passengers, was driving.

Gary Marone was slouched down.,

his head resting on the back,

of the seat. In the rear,

sleepy Bill Jensen stretched

out on the seat. He gotten

sick at the kegger. vin

and Gary had refused to let

Kim in the front seat.

The boys were feeling

silly. Even the dull stories

they told seemed more inter-

esting. The old jokes seemed

funnier. They yelled and

laughed. They felt awfully

good!
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s mood suddenly changed. He slugged Gary on the

leg. He said ip a low voice, "Let's see if,we can keep old

Jensen awake." .

Kevin stepped down on the gas pedal. As he drove he

began to turn the headlights off and on. He hit the brakes

every few seconds to make the car jerk along the narrow road.

"Fun, huh?"

"You bet, Haggertyi" Jensen-growled. "What kind of

dumb game you playing?"

h, well, how about this?" Haggerty stepped it up to

85 miles per hour. He began swerving from one side of the

road to the other.

Jensen sat up and leaned forward over the front seat.

He shouted almost into Kevin's ear, "Knock it off, you slob!

You drunk! Cool it, ya?! Do you hear me?"

Gary Marone stared straight back into Bill's face. He'd

.
always thought Bill was a little bit chicken, anyway. "You

getting scared, Jensen? Come on, Haggerty! Let's show him

what moving is really like!1"

47

.9 2
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PART I I

The Holdens had been anxious to get home from their

vacation. They had decided to drive late at night. When

the Haggerty car sped toward them', there had been no escape.

There were no shoulders on that old road, and the ditch'

was 8 feet deep. Both drivers braked

hard, but the cars slammed.into each

other almost head-on.

Corinne couldn't remember any

screaming, any great explosion, an ambulance. She, only

remembered being thrown hard against the rear view mirror.

She .remembered the,feeling of fear, butno pain--not until

she woke up in the hospital.

When Corinne awakened, a nurse called the doctor to

her room. The doctor said, "Corinne? You've been in an

accident. Don't worry about your parents. They're okay.

They're sleeping now. I'll wake them if jou would like."

Corinne 0°0 her head.

"You b'oke your jaw, just like a boxer," he said,

trying to-soften theCbad news. "We couldn't put it in a

cast,,so we had to wire it. You'll have to drink lots of



malts and soup in the next few weeks. I hope you like

ice cream..."

About an hour later a nurse 'did carry in some soup.

It' was awful. She brought a Man with her. He introduced

himself as Dr. Keller, an lorthodontisTn "I'm just going

to look at your teeth to check them, Corinne. We won't

be able to replace anything until this jaw heals, though."

'Replace what?" Corinne wondered..

A half hour later Mr. and Mrs. Holden came into the

room. Both, had ugly bruises. Mr. Holden' was in a

cast. "Hi, Corinne," her father said, too cheerfully.

Mrs. Holden walked over to the,bed. She patted her

daughter's arm. "Don't worry, dear, you'll be as good

as new."

"Of course, it will take some time," her father added.

"But those little cuts will heal so quickly you won't-

believe it! And with a little make-up..."

Corinne's mother interrupted. She tolcUCorinne about

the boys' injuries and how sorry the boys' parents were.

She talked on and on and on about the accident.

lorthodontistl - a dental specialist who straightens teeth
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PART IrI

After her parents left, Corinne asked the nurse for

a mirror. "Honey,wthe nurse said, "remember you've been

thrown through a windshield. You were badly hurt. But we

have wonderful doctors here."

When she saw her reflection Corinne understood why

the doctor had looked so serious. She knew why her dad and

mom had looked at one another in that "be careful what you

say" manner when they talked to her.

Still, Corinne couldn't believe the deep cuts, the

dozens of stitches, the blackebed eyes and the swollen

nose. She covered her face with her hands and cried.

REACTIONS

Corinne Holden and, her parentt suffered greatly. 'Their

suffering' was caused by Kevin's carelessness: Kevin did'

not drive as a "reasonably careful person" would have

driven. A reasonably careful person would not have driven

while he was drunk. He would not have speeded and swerved

on such a narrow dark road. Kevin did not drive like a

reasonably careful person. So Kevin was "negligent".
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If a person is negligent, he is "viable" for any damages

he causes. To be liable means that one must pay for these

damages.

O

Decide who is liable in the cases which follow.

Children often crossed an unfenced vacant
lot near a local school. One day a crew
dug a deep trenckfor a new sewer line on
the lot. They let the hole unfilled and
unmarked. An 8-year-old, on his way home
froRa Small Fry baseball game, fell into
the trench. He was knocked unconscious.
He vas not found for several hours. He
suffered from shock and a broken arm.

The Larson brothers laid a trap for their
stuck-up city cousin, a 12-year-old sports
hero. They dug a hole four feet wide and
two feet deep. Every day for three days
they watered the hole. They adAd some
barnyard manure to the hole. Then they
sprinkled a layer of grass over the manure.
After their cousin arrived, they planned
to challenge him to a broad-jumping con-
test. They planned to let him go first
because he was company. They were going
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to aim him in the direction of the pit.
Unfortunately, a neighbor delivering a

lToad of hay backed into the pit and broke
the rear axle of his truck:

/

LOOKING AT THE DAMAGES ,

Kevin was clearly liable for the Holden's losses.

Andeven ffhe lost his driver's license, got a heavy fine

and a jail sentence, the Holden's Situation would not be

helped. The family car had been ruined. The Holdens had

lost time on their jobs. The family now faced'huge medical

bills.

Corinne will suffer most of'all. Her life has been

permanently affected by the accident.

Because of her scars Corinne will never again-be

really pretty. Some people will stare at her. Some boys

will not date her. Corinne will probably never be able to

be a model or an airline stewardess.

The Hoidens feel they deServe payment for their losses.

They feeltha? Corinne deserves payment for her mental and

physical suffering, too. But collecting such payment is

very difficult. The Hoidens will need the help of a person
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Did You Know That?

In Montana, a licensed driver charged with driving"
while intoxicated automatically loses his license for
60 days if he refuses to, take a chromatograph (breath)

test.

Montana Statute (Law)

- 88 -
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trained in law and court proce

lawyer,

dure. So they will hire a

TRYING TO SETTLE OUT OF COURT

Kevin could admit his guilt and pay whatever damages

the Hoidens ask. Most likely, though, he will hire a lawyer.

The lawyers know that a court case could be very(costly

for both Kevin and the Hoidens. They know that neither

side is sure-of winning the case. They know that it could

' take many months before the Holden case might be heard by

a judge. They have seen how court cases often bring

embarrassing publicity.

So Kevin's lawyerand the Holden's lawyer will try ,

to reach a settlement out of. court. If no such settlement

is possible, the case must be brought into a courtroom..

FILING SUIT.

The Holdens' lawyer will prepare a special paper. This

paper is called a "complaint". The complaint tells the

Holdens' side of the (dispute. 1 It tells why the Holdens feel

they should be paid damages. Sending the complaint to the

[dispute] - ,disagreement

9 _
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justice of the peace court'

clerk of court is called "filing suit". When the suit is

filed,a trial date is set. uAt trial, both sides of the

dispute can be heard.

If the Holdens wished to sue Kevin for $300 or less,

they would sue him in bustice of the peace courtlor

claims court.' But the Holdens losses were great. They

intend to sue Kevin for $500,000. So they will sue Kevin

in a iffiginWriall The district court judge will order

Kevin to appear for trial.

. mall claims courts

Iistrict court'

-Atourt run by a common citizen
elected for a 4 year term to
handle less serious cases.

- communities may let up this

special court to handle suits
up to $1,500. People can use
this court without lawyers.

- court run by a judge who is
an experienced lawyer and who
is ylected for a 6 year term.



.CHOOSING A JURY

Before the trial can begin, a jury must be chosen.

There are two steps in choosing a jury: naming the jurors

and examining jurors who have been named.

Naming

Jurors are county taxpayers. Each taxpayer is given

a number. Four times a year the district *fudge drawt some

numbers. The numbers ire in capsules. Those taxpayers

whose numbers are drawn will be asked to serve as jurors

when trials come up.

k
Not everyone whose name is drawn will serve. Some may

be excused from serving. People in medical services,

teaching; or'government offices may be excused. The

community needs their daily Services.

Examining

Jurors are questioned by the lawyers. The lawyers

may ask the judge not to allow certain people on the jury:

anyone who has already made Op his mint about the case;

any friend or relative of people involved in the case;

anyone withIbiasesi against people involved in the case.

biases! - prejudices; judging people before you know them
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ki(If the Holdens were blac s, for example, someone who hated

blacks.would probably not be allowed to serve on the jury.

Depending on the size of the jury, lawyers may also

turn down a certain number of jurors for nc, special reason.

A lawyer may turn a juror down just 'because of a feeling

lawyer has about this person.

THE TRIAL: THE PLAINTIFF

a tht -4%:1° jury is chosen, court is convened

to order). The jury takes an.

t 2'9 .,4dge instructs the jury.

Tr,t n lawyer gets toopen

his case first. 11... s because he must

prove that Kevin did somni wrong.

He must also prove that the rIc:Awls deserve
t

the large sum of money they ask,

The plaintiff's lawyer begins his

case by making an "opening speech" to the

jury. He tells the jury what he will try

to prove.



Direct Examination

Then the plaintiff's lawyer calls his wetness

During "direct examination" he asks' them to,state wha

really happened.

"Where do you live, Mr. Becker?"

"I live about 20 yaVils off the old
gravel pit' road."

"And did you see anything the night
of July 29 of this year?"

"Yes, sir, I did."

"What did u see?"

"I saw this car weaving down the road.
I mean, I saw the headlights of this
car that was zigzagging down the road."

"Go

"Well, this car that was weaving started
to go faster. And it smashed into the
other car coming from the opposite
direction."

Cross-examination

Kevin's lawyer will "cross-examine" each witness

that the Hoidens' lawyer calls. This means that he tries

to point out any mistakes the witnesses make. He may
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try to show that these witnesses are not correct or not

truthful. He'tries to take the sting out of what the

witnesses have said.

A cross-examiner is careful not to ask a question

which would help the other side. He does not have to ask

only direct,questions like "What is your name?" or-"What

did you hear?" He may ask questions that "lead" the

:witness to a certain answer, like this question does:

"When did you start driving recklessly?"

- 94 -
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"Mr. Becker-, what time did all this
happen?"

"Around 2:00 in the morning."

"How did you happen to see the, accident
at-such a late hour?"

"I got up to see if my mare had foaled.
She was in the pasture by the road."

"I would be correct in saying that yoU
tend to be very groggy when you first
get up in the middle of the night,
would I not?"'

"Well, yeah, I guess so."

"Now isn't it true, Mr. Becker, that it
is very easy for you when you are still
groggy, to mistake some of the details
of what you see?"

"Yes, sir, I guess it is."

Redirect Examination

Because he called the witnesses, the Holdens' lawyer

gets th1 last word with them. He does what is called

"redirect examination" after the cross-examination. He

tries to end any doubts the jury might have about what

the plaintiff's witnesses said.
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"Mr. Becker, do you often get up in
the middle of the night?"

"At least once a week. I make my
living raisin those colts."

"And about how long had you been uR
that night when you first noticed
the weaving car?"

"Close to an hour."

"Were you tired or groggy when you
saw the accident?"

")No, sir. I was worried about* that
mare, and I was wide awake."

1

THE TRIAL: THE DEFENSE

When the Holdens' lawyer has called all his witnesses,
!

it is the defense attorney's turn to speak to the jury.

He gives Kevin's side of the story. He calls his witnesses-

for direct examination. The Holdens' lawyer cross-examines

the defense witnesses. ,Then Kevin's lawyer will conduct

redirect examination.

Rebuttal Witnesses

Sometimes the judge may allow both sides to call what ---1

are called "rebuttal witnesses". They are called to try to
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get facts on testimony

offered late in,the

trial. They may explain

information wh'iCh may

have come up'while the

trial was going on.

Closing Speech

Both lawyers now

make their -closing

speeches to the jury.

The piaintiff!S lawyer

reminds the jury why

the Holdens are asking "I have all the right answers. I

hope somebody asks me the right
Kevin for $500,000. The questions."

defense attorney tries

to show why that amount is unfair.

THE TRIAL, THE JURY DECIDES

The judge explains the law to the jury. He tells them
.0,

how the law applies to this case. The decisipn is up to the

j ry. The jury usually goes to a special room. The court

')
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goes into a "recess" (short break). The jurors discuss the

case. A yote'is taken. When 2/3's of the jurors agree to

the "same decision, they have a "verdict". They send word to

the judge.

U

The court is called back to order. The jurors. file in.

The judge asks the foreman to hand the verdict to the bailiff.

The bailiff lets the judge read it. The judge asks the jury

if this is their true decision. The jury nods or says "yes".

Then the bailiff reads the verdict to the court.

If the jury finds Kevin innocent, the Holdens lose their

suit. Kevin will not have to pay them any money.

If the jury finds Kevin negligent, the Hoidens win. 4he

judge will order Kevin to pay the amount the jury sets.
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The judge also orders Kevin to pay the witnesses' fees

and other court costs.

Finally, the judge tells the jury they are free to

leave.- Court is !'adjourned". The trial is ended.
.ti

AFTER THE TRIAL

If the -Hoidens lose the suit, they could appeal to a

higher court.

If the Holders win and Kevin is found negligent; he
4

must pay 'damages. Much of the money Kevin has or will earn

and certain kinds of property he may have in the six years

after the Verdict will be used to repay the Hoidens.

There is one small hope for Kevin. Kevin might not

. have to Pay if he appeals his case to a higher court and wins

the appeal.

There is a lesson to be learned from Kevin's case. If

Kevin had bought liability insurance, he would be in less

trouble. Liability insurance would have paid most of the

damages. Liability insurancelprotects drivers whO injure

people or damage property.
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TORT

./ The word "tort" means 0 wrongful act that results in 411

injury to a person or damage to his property. Kevin

Haggerty committed a tort. He injured the Hoidens. He

damaged their property. So the Holdens sued Kevin in court.

Some actions are

both torts and viola-

tions of the law. The

person who commits

such an action m

have to suffer the

pentalty the law sets.

171e

A
may'have to repay

his victim, too.

Mervin, 25, slugged Polly, 19, in the face.
Polly reported him to the police. She had

a law er file a complaint with thelcivil

court. The civil court ordered Mervin to

pay 2,000 in medical and dental care for

Polly. In addition, a Icriminal court I

sentenced Mervin to jail for assault.
1

Icivil court! - what we sometimes call a court in which

people sue others

court) - what we sometimes call courts in which
people are tried for breaking the law
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Clara was speeding down a private
ranch road. She had been drinking
heavily, Clara's car struck and
killed a prize Hereford bull. The
owner of the bull called the police.
The police gave Clara a chromatograph

, test. She was found to be drunk.

In a "criminal court" Clara was found
guilty of drunken driving. She lost
her driver'slicense. She was fined
-$200.

The own4 of the bull sued Clara. In

"civil court" Clara was ordered to pay
. $3000 for_tke bull. Clara was also
ordered to pay court costs. To pay for
the damages, Clara had to get an extra
job.

TORTS: LIBEL AND SLANDER

A man may sue and be sued, not only for personal damage

or property damage, but also for "libel" and "slander".

Libel is a lie writtePointentionally to hurt someone's good

name. Slander Is a lie spoken to damage the good name of

another. Here are two cases which might give a person the

right to sue for libel or slander:

Libel

An underground school newspaper hinted that
Theresa, a cheerleader, had a big surprise
for everyone. An issue later, the same
newspaper asked if anyone knew why Theresa



Slander

was going to the doctor so often. It said

Theresa was gaining weight. In a third

issue, the newspaper said that Corey,
Theresa's steady boyfriend, ought to get
married in a hurry.

A group of seventh grdderss hated one of

1111

their study hall teachers. They thought
the supervisor was too strict. They de-

cided to get the supervisor fired. So

they began to spread a rumor that the
study hall teacher wts "shooting up" in
the bathroom between classes. They also

told two school board members that the
teacher "popped" pills during study'halls.

JO

In order to prove libel in the first case and, slander

in the second, and in order to get paid for damages caused

them, Theresa and the study hall teacher would have to prove

these .things:

1. What was said was really a lie. The lies were

about Theresa and the teacher.

2. The lies were meant to hurt the good names of

T4resa or the supervisor.

3. The lies' really did cause some harm like the loss

of a job, the loss of friends or the loss of com-

munity respect.
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Did You Know That?

Tiny organisms living in a mash of grain or fruit (:

cause this mash/to ferment. Fermenting produces alcohcA.
Alcohol is really the body waste of the tiny organisms.
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BEFORE YOU SUE
"I'll sue you!" is a very 'common

threat. However, before you threaten

to sue someone, remember:

- ,Just to see a lawyer about legal

matters costs $25 to $50 an hour.

- A lawyer won't usually take a

case unless there is good evidence for

, his side.

- A lawyer won't file suit for you

unless the person you want to sue has money or property or

insurance.

- It may be 2 months to 1 year before your. case can be

heard in court.
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- A lawyer usually gets 1/3 to 1/2 of damages paid you.

(lid You Know That?

All the following contain the same amount of alcohol:

1 oz. of 100 proof liquor 4 oz. of wine

14 oz. of 80 pi.00f liquor 12 oz. of beer

./
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"CLAU DIA"

Mi.s. Jarrett w6s taking roll when Claudia entered the

classroom. Claudia looked the same as always. She was

homely, plumb and sloppy. Her skirt hung below her knees.

Her white sweater was wrinkled and dirty. Oily blonde hair

huh over odd-shaped glasses which sat On'her pudgy nose.

Jim rolled his eyes and pretended to vomit as Claudia

passed. Ellen waved her English paper under h4f. nose as if

to keep from fainting. Betsy's face had the expression one

wears around a decaying animal. Claudia seemed to pay no

attention to this everyday action. She sat down clumsily

as Mrs. Jarrett began the lesson for the day.
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SeverAl weeks later the Wool counselor stopped Mrs.

Jarrett in the hall. He invited her into his office.

"Claudia has dropped out of school," the counselor said.

"She told me she's 40 a bad year. She,said the kids have

been mean to her."

"Yes, I know," Mrs. Jarrett nodded. "Kids sure can be

cruel."

"Claudia may have been mistaken," the counselor con-
Ant

tinued, "but she said the teachers treated her badly, too.

She said not one tried to help her."

f "It would be easier to help her if she'd just try a

little bit,"' Mrs: Jarrett said, a bit angrily.

"I think Claudia did try. Her family was very poor,

you know. Claudia tried to help by earning a few dollars.

She babysat late almost every night. When she wasti`t working

away from home, she took care of her own brothers and'sisters

so her mother could work. She had other family problems, too,

enough to get the best of most kids."

Mrs. Jarrett stepped back into her room as the bell

rang. Ellen, neat, pretty and popular, offered some help in

taking roll. "Mrs. Jarrett," she said. "Claudia is absent
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again. That makes 3 days in a row."

F9rsOme reason Mrs. Jarrett felt'terribly sad.

,"Claudia won't be back at all," she said.

Almost as one person, the class cheered and clapped.

IPEACTIONSd

We all want to Work for the kind of life that will make

us most happy. We want to live with as much freedom as pos-

sible. We want to live safely and without fear.

To work for the kind of life we want, all of us make j

b

choices. We decide what to wear, how to 'ct, how to dress

and what to say. We are like the people in the story about

Claudia. Everyone'in that story made choices,, too.

Claudia chose to overeat and to dress sloppily. She

chose to leave school. She chose not to face the truth. She

made excuses for herself. The students chose to be cruel.

They made fun of Claudia. Mrs. Jarrett'chose to ignore her

student.

But none of us cans ignore "responsibility" for our

choices. Choices bring results. We must live with those

results.
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The people in the story must live with the results of

their choices. Claudia may have fewer opportunities because

of what she chose to do. Mrs,. Jarrett and her students were

unkind. They.chose to hurt Claudia. But they hurt them-

selves, too. They failed to become better, people. they

must live with Claudia's bitterness. And if Claudia later

needs goverAment help, they must pay part of the tax bill.

Neither they nor we can escape the results of our- choices,

We must live with the results of our own choiCes.

But we must also live with the results of the choices others

make. And we have little control over their choices. We

have little to say about what jobs our parents take or how

much money they earn. We cannot force parents, classmates,
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e's

or teachers to be kind to us or to like us. We cannot force

others to respect our rights or our beliefs.

GOVERNMENTS AND LAWS

So we set up governments. We give governments the

power to make laws. Governments write laws to limit the

kinds of choices people make. Governments put pressure (n

people. They try to make people act in certain ways.

CIVIL LAWS

'A few people choose to be so careless that they cause

physical injury, mental suffering, or property damage.

Governments make civil laws to protect us from such care-
*

lessness. Here we can recover losses suffered because

others were negligent or thoughtless.

CRIMINAL LAWS

Governments also make criminal laws. CriMinal laws say

that people cannot do certain acts. Such acts are called

"crimes". Crimes are not just negligent acts. They are

usually 'done purposely and knowingly. Crimes may cause loss



/Mk

of life or property. Th

threat

ey may cause injury. They may

en the beliefs or powereof certain groups. And

crimes may cause damage which can never be fully repaid.

Consider the following case:

During a wild brawl in a small-town
tavern, William pulled a gun. He
fired two shots into the bartender's
head. William was not intoxicated,
although he h44 drunk two bottles of
beer. He did not know the man he had
killed. He could give no reason for
having shot him.

Yr

Imagine how shocked and lonely the dead man's family

felt. It must have been difficult for them to manage without

him. The family maitake William to civil court. They may

ask the civil court to make William pay damages. But

William's act did Tot only cause suffering and loss. William's

act showed that hecould also be dangerous to others. So

Williafi would also be brought to criminal court.

William had not respected that family's rights. He

took away the father's life. He took away the father's

freedom to live safely and in his own way.

Law enforcers investigate crimes. They bring suspects

like William to criminal court. Criminal courts decide if
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Suspects are really guilty of

crimes. When people are found

guilty, criminal courts give them

a punishment or "sentence". The

sentence is usually in the form

of supervision, jailing, or fines.

What the sentence will be

depends on many things. Each

person's life is different. Each

person who breaks the law does so

for different reasons. The law

itself may be silly or unfair.

The law may be against the beliefs

of certain people. When a man is very hungry, laws about

stealing may seem unimportant to him. Laws may also seem

unimportant to a man who is selfish or greedy. Some people

choose to commit many crimes. Others just one in a lifetime.

So the men who made the laws named only almaximumlsentence

for each crime. The criminal court decides which sentence

is most fair in nth case.

'maximum! - harshest or longest sentence allowed
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FELONIES AND MIEMEANORS

People in our society do not think all crimes are

equally serious. Crimes people consider very serious are

called "felonies". Crimes

people consider less ser-

ious are called "misdemeanors".

Misdemeanors

Sig and his wife,
Dorothy, were at a
rodeo. A well-
dressed cowboy began
to flirt with Dorothy.
Sig told,the cowboy to
"get lost". But the
cowboy just winked at
Dorothy and pinched
her cheek. So Sig
slugged the cowboy in
the mouth. When the
cowboy fell down, Sig
kicked him in the stomach. Luckily,
the cowboy was only bruised.

Many people in Montana believe conduct like Sig's is

not very harmful. So Montana lawmakers call Sig's action a

misdemeanor. Sig's punishmehrruld be fairly light.
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Felonies

Paulette had no money in her checking
account. She wanted a secondhand
motorcycle. So Paulette wrote a check

for $175. She gave it to the salesman.
Then she drove the motorcycle off the
lot.

One of the

most valued rights

in our society is

the eight to own

property. So Mon-

tana lawmakers say

that causing another

to lose more than

$150 in property or money ds a felony. People usually

react very strongly against felonies. So felonies are more

harshly punished than misdemeanors.

DEGREES OF RESPONSIBILFfY

MENTAL ILLNESS

Some people are mentally ill. They do not think like
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most-other people think. Some cannot understand that their

actions are crimes. Some may be aware of what they are

doing./ But they are unable to stop'some of their criminal

actions. Some people are very confused. They could not

help defend themselves if they were accused of a crime-.

Our laws protect people who have these mental illiAesses.

Our laws say that people who are mentally ill in these ways

are not responsible for their actions. If they commit a

crime, they will not be put on trial. Usually they will be

sent to a hospital for treatment of their mental illnesses.

Josh Doesn't Know His Act Was a Crime

Josh, 16, was mentally ill. When his
neighbor bought a new Cadillac, Josh
attacked the car with a large hammer.
He seriously damaged the car body.
He knocked out all the glass. Josh
thought the Cadillac was "an invader
from outer space".

Ginger Can't Stop Her Criminal Act

Ginger had been abused by her bearded
father. She hated and feared men with
beards. One cloudy afternoon she met
a bearded man on a footbridge over the
creek. In great panic Ginger pushed
the man off the bridge and into the
water. She could not stop her action.
And true gentle old man was almost drowned.



4

Henry Can't Help Defend Himself in Court

Henry, 18, beat up a 12 year-old neighbor

boy. Later Henry couldn't remember what

he had done. He was too confused to
answer police questions or to help his

lawyer defend him.

The law does not consider Josh, Ginger, or Henry to be

responsible fOr their crimes. They have 3 serious kinds of

mental illnesses. There is one other case, in which a person

is.ert held responsible for his actions. Here is an example:

Delite Cannot Plan Her Actions

Delite was not married. She had a small

baby. The baby cried often. He was hard

to care for. Delite did not want her baby.

She put him in a box. Then she put the box

in an attic. The baby died. Law officers

wanted to charge Delite with deliberate
homicide. Deliberate homicide is a murdcr
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that is planned in advance. But a
psychiatrist proved that Delite had a
mental illness. She could not plan her
actions in advance. So Delite could not
be charged with deliberate homicide.

Some crimes require that a person have a certain

"frame of mind".' That means the person must plan t0 do

a certain act or (do an act in a certain way. If a person

is too mentally sick to plan an action or to do an action

in a certain way, he cannot be tried for that crime.

DRUG USE

Some drugs are like mental illnesses. They may affect

one's ability to make good choices. They may lead a person

to hurt others.

But a person decides to use the drugs. So he ts

responsible for what he does after he has taken them. If

he hurts others,'he may be sued in civil court. He may be

sentenced in criminal court.

Dawn was returning from a party-with her
friend Agnes. Agnes and she had been
taking "downers". At a busy intersection,
sleepy Dawn did not see a red light. A
truck hit the right side of the car,
killing Agnei. The district court ruled
that Dawn had caused the death' of her
friend. Dawn was sent to priion.
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INVOLVING OTHERS

People often commit crimes because they are encouraged

or influenced by others. No matter what part they play,

people involved in a crime are lawbreakers. Those helping

another commit a crime are called "accomplices" or

"accessories". An accomplice or accespory may be involved

in the crime in many ways:

..He may force another to commit a crime.
Example: He may. threaten to beat a

child if the child will not
steal beer for him.

..He may talk another into committing a
crime.
Example: He may talk a retarded girl

into shoplifting for him by
promising her candy.

..He may help someone commit a crime.
Example: He may give advice about the

best methods to rob a bank.
He may help a gang plan a '

robbery. He may drive a g
away car. He may hide the

robbers.



..He may talk-up a crime until another agrees
to do it.
Example: He may encourage a friend to take

an old man's savings.

..He may, by asking, get another to commit a
crime.

Example: He may ask his girlfriend to
steal money for him so they can
elope.

..He may agree to commit a crime with another
and prepare to commit that crime.
Example:. He may agree to burn a building

and buy gasoline to start the fire.
(Planning to commit a crime with
another and taking a step towards
committing that crime is sometimes
called a "conspiracy".)

Those involved in a crime may all be given the same

sentence. It does not matter what part they played. The

crime doesn't even have to be carried out. If it is only

attempted or started, everyone involved may be punished.

Two former prison 'inmates' bought a gun
to.rob a bank. They made maps of the
bank. iThey-drew escape routes. In a
stolen car, they drove toward the bank.
The car was spotted, by police. After
a short chase§the.police put the men
under arrest. The police found the gun,

a note for the cashier, and the maps.
The men were sent back to prison for
attempted robbery and car theft.

hnmatesj - someone serving time in prison
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12 GAUGE PUMP SHOTGUN

USING WEAPONS

A weapon can be anything which might cause death or

bodily injury. It might be a gun, a rock, a knife, a chain,

or a club. Weapons can be dangerous. When used to commit

a crime, weapons increase the chances that someone may be

killed or injured. So the law sets up harsher punishmentg

for crimes done with weapons.

Hector wanted to frighten some boys away
from his favorite fishing spot on public
lands. He pointed a rifle at them and
shouted threats. He did not plan to

actually shoot. But the boys were very

frightened. The boys reported Hector to

the sheriff. A deputy arrested him.
Hector was charged with assault. He was

sentenced to two weeks in the county jail
for pointing the gun at the boys. If

Hector had not used a weapon, he would
have received no punishment.



INTENTIONS

Some choose to commit 4,crime with a weapon. They take

greater risks with the safety of others. The results of

this greater risk may be a harsher punishment.

Punishment may also be related to the intention of the

lawbreaker. If a person intends to kill another and does

so on purpose, the penalty is very serious. If he doesp't

intend to kill another, but does so out of carelessness, he

will still be punished. But the penalty in this second case

would not be so harsh as in the first case.

A man's intention can also make a difference in the

charges against,him. If one doesn't understand his income

tax forgi he might not pay enough taxes. He could be made

to pay the unpaid taxes plus interest. But if one purposely

does not pay all of his taxes, he could be sent to jail.

With some laws, one's intention makes little difference.

Traffic laws are an example. If one doesn't intend to drive

over the speed limit, he could stilllibe fined heavily if he

does.
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TWO1SIDES OF A STORY:

PRO AND CON WITH MICHELLE AND JON

VI

Michelle Don't allow the
Provost: sale of handguns.

Jon Allow the sale of
Conover: handguns.

"If) the sale of handguns
was not allowed, our crime
rate, especially for murders
and robberies, would drop.
Statistics show that 3/4 of
11 murders are done with
handguns. Assault cases
involving such guns are
increasing steadily.

"Did you know that our
urder-by-gun rate is 3000%
igher than Japan's? The
eason for this is that
amp has laws limiting the
Tb of handguns. But in
he United States almost
nyone can get a handgun.
t doesn't matter how
angerous he maybe.

"Doesn't this tell us
omething, Jon? Doesn't
his tell us that we must
ontrol guns? Doesn't this
can we should "outlaw" the
eapons most used in crime?
hat most-used weapon is the
andgun, Jon. I think sales
f handguns should be ended."

"If having a handgun is to be-
come illegal, we are going against
a freedom, granted us by our Consti-
tution. It says we have the right
to keep and carry arms. So any law
passed to end the sale of handguns
is unconstitutional.

"If a person is a criminal, he
would not mind breaking another
law to get a gun. Then how is a
law-abiding citizen going to pro-
tect himself? How would you feel,
Michelle, if you knew a dangerous
armed person was entering your
home with murder on -his mind? Could
you protect yourself by' telling him
the pistol he carries is illegal?

"It's more practical to carry or
store a.handgun for your own pro-
tection than to depend on a heavier
weapon. Can you imagine a 30.06 in
a policeman's holster? Or an ele-
phant gun in a glove compartment?

"Face facts, Michelle. Sometimes
a citizen must protect himself.
Without a gun, he may be an easy
victim. He could even become a
murder statistic."
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Did You Know That?

In some large school districts,trained dogs are
hired to prevent vandalism. These dogs roam the
buildings and rooms. They are trained to accept no
food. They hold intruders at bay. They attack only
when escape is attempted. A school in New York
reduced vandalism almost 100% by using dogs.

Vandalism
Arnold Madison

Did You Know That?

It is estimated that there are 5000 Mafia members,
and the Mafia is just one of the hundreds of organized
criminal gangs in the U.S.

The Mafia Is Not an. Equal Opportunity
Employer
Nicholas Gage

Did You Know Thatt)

It is estimated that the Mafia gets at least $30,000
a year back on every $10,000 it lends. Their interest'
rates can run up to 700%.

How to Protect Yourself Today
Hair-Baker
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MISDEMEANORS

Misdemeanors

not think misdem

for misclemeanor

usually-6 mon

Thou

demeanor

One ca

Com

are crimes. People in our society do

eanors are serious crimes. So punishments

s are fairly light. Maximum sentences are

the in jail or a $500 f e or both.

HOW MISDEMEANORS ARE HANDLED

sands of Montanans see or become Victims of mis-

s. Anyone who knows of a misdemeanor can report,it.
A

n report misdemeanors to the sheriff or to the police.

plaints and Warrants

T

Sometimes law officers catch a lawbreaker in the act.

hen-they arrest him at once. Otherwise, they must investi-

gate. Law officers try to get evidence about people who

commit misdemeanors. When they get enough evidence, they

will sign a "complaint". They will show the evidence to the

judge. A citizen who has some evidence can also sign a

complaint. A complaint asks the court to issue a "warrant".

A warrant allows officers to arrest the person suspected of

'breaking the law.
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laccused]

(accused)

Hearings and Bail

The arrested person is brought before a judge:, An

appearance before a judge is called a "hearing". At the

hearing theisuspectlsometimes admits his guilt. ''Then he

is sentenced immediately.

Sometimes the person denies his guilt. Then

the judge sets a date for trial of the one accused. The

judge also sets bail. If the accused person can pay the

bail, he may go home to wait for trial. Bail, then, is

money paid to the court. It guarantees that the accused

will appear for his trial. If he appears, he will get the

money back. If he does not appear, he loses the money.

He is also charged with the crime of not appearing for

trial. When caught, he will have to wdit in jail for his

new trial.

If a person has a good record, the judge may release

him without asking for bail.- The man would have to promise

to return for his trial.

Isuspect1 - person officers believe committed a crime

person officers say comrnTtted a crime
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Juries

At triols for misdemeanors,the suspect,if he wishes,

may have a six-member jury. He may have a lawyer, too.

COURTS WHICH HANDLE MISDEMEANORS

Two kinds of courts are set up to handle trials for

misdemeanors: police magistrate courts and justice of the

peace courts.

Police Magistrate
Courts

Justice of the Ptace
Courts

City traffic
City laws \ p.

State misdemeanor
laws

County traffic

POLICE MAGISTRATE COURTS

Police magistrate courts handle city traffic violations.

They handle violations of city laws. The judge in police

magistrate court is an ordinary citizen. He is elected to

serve as police magistrate for a 4 year term.
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The city attorney prosecutes at jury trials in police

magistrate court. The city attorney is appointed by the

city council.

Fines collected by police magistrate courts go to the

city. Jail terms are served in t ;711
,

ity jail. Suspended

sentences are supervised by the po ice magistrate.

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE COURTS

24re must be at least one justice of the peace court

in every county. Some cities are too small to have a

police magistrate. Then all misdemeanors are handled by the

justice of the peace in the county seat.

Usually justice of the peace courts handle misdemeanors

which violate state or county laws.. They handle traffic

violations which happen outside city limits. The judge in a

justice of the peace court may be an ordinary citizen. He

usually receives a few weeks of training after his election.

The justice of the peace serves a 4 year term.

iprosecutes1 - tries to prove the accused guilty of a crime

suspended) - the sentenced person does not go to jail. He

lives at home but must follow special rules
and be supervised by law officials.
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The county attorney prosecutes at jury trials in justice

of the peace court. The county attorney is elected by the

citizens of the county. They elect him to see that citizens

)7 who take away the rights of others are punished.

. Fines charged by justice of thevpeace courts go to the

county. Jail terms are erved in the county jail. The

justice of the peace supervises those given suspended

sentences.

Appeals to Higher Courts

Cases may be appealed from police magistrate courts and

justice of the peace courts to Montana district courts.



"A LESSON FOR JEFF

"How's it

going, Jeff?"

"Okay!"

"Come on,

Jeff. I heard

about Celia

Reuben's ol' lady."

"Yeah, what

a witch! No sense

of humor."

"What did she

get you guys for?"

"Unlawful re-

straint."

"You're joking!"

"It's no joke. I could go to-jail for six months or

get a $500 fine. That's all the money I've saved for-my

first quarter in college. That old hag!"



"Hey, you said you were okay. You sound pretty upset

to me."

IS

keep trying not to think about it."

Jeff dr4gged the hose over to his father's car. Theen

as he and Ernie talked; Jeff spread suds from a pail of

soapy water all over the little. Mazda.

Just thinking about his upcoming trial made Jeff

nervous. There had already been an article in the town

paper. Also, an old man had written a letter to the editor.

He demanded to know what was becoming of today's youth. He

suggested that the draft be started again to teach these

"young hoodlums" how to be men.

Jeff was glad that he and other 18-year-olds had the

right to vote like other adults. "But he wasn't really sure

that he wantec' to be treated like an adult in justice of the

peace court.

"You know, it all started out as a joke. I mean, we

were just trying to tease those girls. Celia Reuben is kind

of cute. At least, I always thought so. Her friend's a

loser, but we never intended to hurt them. We just wanted



to play a trick. You know, shake them up a little. Scare

them a bit."

Ernie's face was serious except for the tiniest smirk.

"How did you getthem into the closet anyway?"

"Well, you know the FHA slave auction? We bought Celia

and Paula.! We told them the coach made us sweep the bleachers

off every day before basketball practice. We-told them-to.

do it for us. We sent them to the storage closet behind the

weight machine. When they were in there digging around for

brooms, Elliot slammed the door shut. That's all."

"Didn't they scream?"

"You bet! Loud! It sure changed my opinion of Celia.

That girl can really use the swear words. I mean, she was

really mad. Wild!"

"I heard that they were locked up until 5:00 when the

janitor found them."

"Yeah, And before 5:00 ol' lady Reuben had called the

cops, the sheriff, the superintendent and all the kids Celia

knows.1!

"How come the sheriff arrested you and Elliot? Why not

the cops? They usually want to be in on stuff like that."
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"Reuben went down to the sheriff's office. She signed

this complaint, under oath even, as soon as Celia told her

what happened. The cops mostly handle traffic cases and city

laws. You know, like disturbing the peace, burning leaves

and all that."

"Did they read you your rights?"

"Yeah. The sheriff came about supper time. I guess

there's some rule that arrests for small offenses usually

hive .to-be made during daylight hours. My dad answered the

door. You should have seen his face when they asked for me!"

"Personally, I'd like to have seen your face when they

arrested you."

"You junior high punks really like to see someone iii

tight spot, don't you?"

"Anyway, what happened next?"

"My dad called his lawyer. Then Dad drove me down to

the courthouse. I had to.go before the justice of the peace

right' then."

"Who did you go up before? Benson?"

"No, she's police magistrate. She just handles the police

4
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cases. I had to go to Noble."

"Noble's a real dog. My dad was charged with driving

while intoxicated. Noble wouldn't even listen to Dad's side

of the story."

"My lawyer told me that that's the trouble with J.P.'s.

Sometimes they talk it all out with #.he cop who arrests you.

They do this even beforc your trial."

"You really think you need a lawyer?"

"You bet. I don't know that much about the law. I

don't want to spgnd the last few weeks of my senior year

in jail.

"Elliot's folks said if he wanted a lawyer, he'd have to

hire his own. And his dad says that, personally, he'd like

to see Elliot sit it out in jail."

"How are your parents taking it?"

"They're,pretty mad, but not that mad. They just told

me to do what the lawyer says."

"Yeah, and what did she say?"

"To get a haircutovof course. To dress neater. To act

like a gentleman. You know, say 'Yes, sir' to everything.
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To have clean fingernails. And to see the Reubens and

apologize so they would drop charges. But I tried that and

it didn't work. They said they'd do all their talking in

court."

"Hey, I heard you pleaded not guilty. Isn't that pretty

dumb? Everyone knows you locked the-Nsjs in the closet."

"Dumb? If we'd have pleaded guilty,--weid have been

sentenced right then."

"Yeah, but you did do it!"

"But we didn't mean to hurt anyone. And the girls

liked us to kid around with them. We didn't mean to hurt

them. That's why we pleaded not ilty., We're just lucky

Noble knew us so we didn't haveto post bond. He took our

word that we'd show up at the trial."

"What do you mean, 'post bond'?"

"You know, give the court some money, like $100, maybe.

We wouldn't get the bond money back unless we appeared for

trial."

"How did you go about pleading not guilty? What was

it like?"
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"Well, we went into this office. The J.P. asked me

if this was my real name, the one on the complaint. Then he

read the complaint and the name of Mrs. Reuben who swore it

out. He told me my rights, too. He asked me if I wanted to

plead 'guilty' or 'not guilty'. I said 'Not guilty'. Tshat's

what Dad's lawyer said to say. Elliot pleaded not guilty,

too, even though he do 't have a lawyer. So the J.P.

looked up a date on his lendar. He said we have to go to

trial the day after tomorrow."

"Will there be a jury and all that?"

"There'll be six men on the jury. They're chosen pretty

much like regular ,juries. And the trial will be run off just

like a regular one."

"What if you lose the case?"

"You could have gone all week without saying that!"

"Well, what could you do?"

"Start wearing my striped shirts."

"No, really, what can you do?"'

"I could appeal it to the district court. Justices of

the peace don't have as much power as a district judge.
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District court judges have to be lawyers. J.P.'s don't

have to be lawyers or have any special education."

"Jeff, I know this one J.P. He's a lawyer!"

"I know that guy, too, but he's an exception to the

rule. I'm really worried. Most people who go to J.P. court

are found guilty!"

"Most people who go to trial are found guilty. But

that's because most people are arrested for a good reason!"

"Why don't you get lost, Ernie? Go take a nap on the

freeway!"

"Okay. See ya jailbird! Hey! What did you do

that for?" Ernie rubbed soapsuds from his eyes. Dirty

water dripped from his chin. "I'm all wet!"

"You can say that again! Now get out of.here before

I ram this sponge down around your tonsils!"

IONSII

Jeff didn't mean to seriously frighten Celia or worry

her mother. But the law says that holdinfpeople against

their will is a criminal act. Unlawful restraint almost
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always causes inconvenience or fear. Jeff got into trouble

because he didn't know what the law said about illegal

restraint.

Every citizen is responsible for knowing what the laws

are. But sometimes it is difficult for citizens to find out

exactly what the laws say. The paragraphs which follow are
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written to help students understand what Montana laws say

about common misdemeanors.

MISDEMEANORS: CRIMES WHICH
HURT PEOPLE

Unlawful Restraint

Nat was watching a construction crew.
He was walking around the construction
site. Some of the workers didn't like
Nat's long, curly hair.' They didn't
like his beard. They shoved Nat against
a wall. They would not let him leave.
They made fun of him. They pulled his
beard. They said they might cut his
hair. When the foreman drove up, the
workers let Nat go.

UNLAWFUL RESTRAINT is holding someone against his

iw 11. It violates the right of people to move about freely.

Poenalty: Up to 6 months, $500, or both

Assault

The town-drunk, staggering down the sidewalk,
threw his arms around the neck of a pretty
girl. He tried to kiss her. When she tried

, to push him away, he pinched her on the
posterior.

- ASSAULT upon a person takes away that person's right

to live without injury or fear of injury. One who commits
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assault may purposely injure another. He might touch or

pinch someone insultingly. He might use threats to make

someone fear injury. Carelessly injuring another with a

weapon is also assault.

Penalty: Up to 6 months, $500, or both

reating alRazard

SOFT* 13-year-old boys dug a cave in a
vacant lot. 'A businessman took a short-
cut through the lot. He fell into the
cave entrance. He sprained his ankle.

CREATING A HAZARD means that one does certain actions

which could cause injury to another. Having an unused re-

frigerator or freezer outside and unlocked is creating a

hazard. Leaving a well or cistern uncovered is creating a

hazard.

!Penalty: Up to 6 months_,_ $500, or bop]

r'

Cruelty to Animals

A family grew tired of its dog when the
animal was no longer a cute puppy. They
took the animal to an area where there
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were many small farms. They forced the
dog from the car and sped away.

CRUELTY TO ANIMALS may include taking very poor care

f one's pets. Torturing animals, abandoning animals, or

making animals fight issruelty to animals, too.

Penalty: Up to 6 months, $500, or both

False Alarms

FALSE ALARMS to fire departments or police departments

are illegal. In case of real danger,false alarms would keep

public officials from protecting people and property.

IPenolty: Up to 6 months, 500, on both
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Public Nuisances

The Kellers loved dogs. They owned nine,

all licensed, which they raised in the
back yard of their city home. The yard

was fenced. It was never cleaned so it

had a bad smell. The dogs barked day and

night. The Kellers allowed their dogs to
exercise, all at the same time, in a small

neighborhood park. Children were often
afraid to be in the park when the dogs
were there.

PUBLIC NUISANCES are actions that'people do, or

conditions that people make, which threaten the safety or

health,of others. A public nuisance might offend the senses.

It might prevent the free use of property or roads.

Penalty: Up to 6 months, $500 or both(

Disorderly Conduct

Three college boys had a crush on their
pretty English professor. They put two
smelly, dead catfish under the driver's
seat in her boyfriend's car.

DISORDERLY. CONDUCT includes many kinds of annoying

actions: -quarreling; challenging someone to fight; fighting;

making loud, unusual noises; using-threatening, profane or

abusive language; firing guns for no good reason; blocking
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car or pedestrian traffic; disturbing public meetings or

private gatherings; turning in false fire alarms; or playing

practical jokes which create danger or offend the senses.

The example shows how one sense, the sense of smell, may be

offended.

1Penalty: Up to 10 days in jail, $100, or both
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Violations of Privacy in Communication

Kim and Nadine hid a tape recorder in

Nadine's purse. On a double date with
Pete and Jay, they secretly tape-recorded
all that was said. The next day in school

they let their girlfriends listen to the
tape in the girls' locker room.

PRIVACY IN COMMUNICATION is harder than ever to

protect. Much "bugging" and wiretapping goes on. So
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Montana law protects the freedom of its citizens. One may,

not use a telephone to threaten or frighten another. He may

not use a telephone to annoy or offend another. (Obscene]

phone calls or nuisance calls are illegal, too.

No one may record what others say unless everyone

speaking knows he is being recorded. Without permission, no

obscene - indecent, like the use of dirty words
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one may open a sealed message.

1 Penalty: Up to 6 months, $500, or both

To open another's first class mail without permission

is alfederalrOffense. It is also a felony. The punishment

may %e harsh.

Did You Know That?

In some foreign countries pickpockets put up their

I

own signs: BEWARE qi PICKPOCK TS. Most people who read

the sign check to se if their wallet is safe. The pick-

pockets notice where the wallets 'are.

Did You Know That?

Mafia comes from the words "Morte alla Francia

Italia anela". It means "Death to the French is

Italy's cry!". It was the motto of Sicilians who

revolted against their French ruler in 1282..

The Mafia is not an Equal
Opportunity Employer
Nicholas Gage

federal a law that applies to all eltizens in all states
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MISDEMEANORS: CRIMES WHICH
HURT PROPERTY

OWNERS
Theft (Under $150)

Errin was shopping
with Katie. The
girls went into a
drugstore. They
looked at racks of
pretty jewelry.
Errin slipped a pair
of earrings into her
coat pocket. Katie
put a necklace into
her purse. Errin's
mother noticed the
new earrings. She
knew Errin didn't
have enough money
to buy the earrings.
She questioned Errin.
Errin admitted she
had stolen the ear-
rings. "Everyone
does it," Errin said.

"Besides, the clerks should have been
more careful."

THEFT is taking anything of value which belongs to

someone else.

Shoplifting is a type of theft. The shoplifter steals

property which a storeowner bought. The storeow er and his

employees try to earn a living by selling this property
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again, Shoplifting hurts businessmen. It hurts customers.

Prices on goods go up to cover losses caused by shoplifting.

Like other kinds of theft, shoplifting takes away the right

of people to own property.

[Penalty: Up to 6 months, f6tit,:)rb----.othl

Theft of Lost or Mislaid Property

Alongside the highway,Darrel found a
chest full of tools. He took the

chest home. Darrel heard a radio
announcement and read a newspaper ad
asking that the tools be returned.
Darrel kept the tools.

THEFT OF LOST OR MISLAID PROPERTY happens when someone

does not try; 0 find the owner of property he has found.

If he knows the owners but keeps the property, he commits

a crime. If one gets the loan of property by using threats

or trickery and then keeps the property, he commits a mis-

demeanor.

Penalty: Up to 6 Months, $500.or both
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If one finds property, he should turn it in to the

local police or sheriff's department. He should leave his

name and address. If no owner is found, the finder may

get the property.

Negligent Arson

As a prank, Patricia threw a burning cig-
arette into a trash container on a public
sidewalk. A small fire started. The city
fire department had to put the fire out.

NEGLIGENT ARSON happens when a fire or explosion is

started on purpose. It places people or property in danger.

IPenaltv Up to 6 months, $500, or both'

If the danger to people is very serious, the offense

is a felony. The punishment harsher.

Criminal Mischief (Under $150 damage)

Leo and Andy wanted to get even with a
grouchy neighbor. The neighbor had
complained about the loud practice ses-
sions of their dance band. Leo and
Andy waxed the windows of the man's
car. They let the air out of his tires.
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CRIMINAL MISCHIEF causes damage or destruction of

property without the owner's consent: It includes doing

something to someone else's property so that it becomes

dangerous to use Or so that it does not work well. Pranks

which injure people are also criminal mischief.

jPenaity: Up to 6 months, $500 fine,or both

Obscurring the Identity of a Machine

A ring of professional bicycle thieves
would take bicycles from crowded1whool
grounds and slimming pool parking areas.
They would take the bicycles apart. They
would repaint them and scratch off the
serial numbers. Then they would sell the
bicycles in secondhand shops in other
cities.

OBSCURRING THE IDENTITY OF A MACHINE is hiding or

changing its identification or serial number. Machines

include vehicles and electrical devices.

Venalty: Up to femorW- bot I

Unauthorized Use of Vehicles

Benny had a bad driving record. So

he was not allowed to use the family
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[Penalty: Up to 6 months, $500, or both

cars. But Benny took his dad's car
for a ride in the country. Benny's
dad had him arrested.,

UNAUTHORIZED USE OF VEHICLES means the use of anyone's

motor vehicle without his permission. However, permission

does not have to be given each time the vehicle is used. It

can be given for a long period of time.

Criminal Trespass

Several Boy Scouts on a
hike found an abandoned
farmhouse. They crawled
through a broken window.
They searched every room.
They looked into old
boxes and chests that
werg\eovered with dust.
As the boys were walking
back to town, they were
stopped by a deputy. He

told them that the rancher
who owned the old farm-
house had complained.
The rancher said that kids-
were trespassing on his
property.

CRIMINAL TRESPASS is entering another's vehicle or

building without permission. It is entering land posted with
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"No Trespass" signs. If someone has been perpnally

notified that he is not welcome on a certain ranch or farm,

he cannot legally go onto that land.

(pens ty: p to months, 500, or iTotin

Forgery (Under $150)

Carla found a checkboo in a women's
restroom. The checks ere the personal
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6 checks of Edith-Krantz. The checkbook
also contained a driver's license. The
license had a photograph of a woman who
looked like Carla. So Carla bought
three pairs of shoes. She signed Edith's
name on the checks.

FORGERY is an offense in which false signatures or

papers are used to get someone else's property.

Penalty: Up to 6 months, $500, or bothl

Issuing a Bad Check

Glen had his car repaired. The bill was
$70. Glen had only $13 in his checking
account. He couldn't get his car out of
the garage until the repair bill was
paid. He wrote a check for $70. He
gave it to the repairman and took the
car home.

ISSUING A BAD CHECK means writing a check without

having a checking account. It may also mean that a per-

son has written a check for'. more money than he has in the

bank.

Penalty: Up to 6 months, $500, or both
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Deceptive Practices

Max wanted to buy a
birthday gift for his
daughter. He found a
credit card. It be-
longed to another
man. Max took the
credit card to a pet
shop. He used the
card to buy his
daughter a puppy.

DECEPTIVE PRACTICES are actions which use trickery

to take property from others. A commoh deceptive practice

is the use of another's credit card-without permission.

Another deceptive practice is using a false credit card.

jPenalty:. Up to 6 months, $500, or both

Deceptive Business Practices

Mr. Kilhauf advertised that he had 800
pairs of shoes for sale. The first
customer to arrive found that there
were actually less than 100 pairs for
sale. Two customers signed a com-
plaint at the sheriff's office.

DECEPTIVE BUSINESS PRACTICES can be punished in Montana.

If a merchant falsely advertises the prices of his goods
4
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or the amount he has for sale, he has broken ti* law.. He

brOks the law if he gives short amounts of goods. He

may not sell goods that do not meet government requirements'.

Penalty: UpbTD15aTIT'fg65,cTFEiiail
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"ANOTHER KIND OF LAWMAN"

"I was born and raised in

Miles City, Montana, and

h(ve practiced law here

since May, 1949. A legal

career is an interesting

profession and would have

great rewards for any boy

or girl who is interested

in the law,.

"In order to enter a

law school, you must have

a degree from a four-year college. After you have graduated

from college, you then attend,a law school for three years.

After you graduate from law school, most states require that

you take an examination to be sure that you are qualified

before you can practice ldw in that state.

"Seven years may seem to be a long time to go to college,

but many other careers also require more than four years of

college at the present time. For instance, a teacher may be
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able to teach after four years of college. However, teachers

are often required to go back to school toobtain further

education. Thetfore, a young boy or girl should not dis-
,

.

regard a career a lawyer just because the seven years

seems like such a long time."

Did You Know That?

There were more murders in the U.S. in a recent L

3 years period than U.S. deaths in Vietnam in 10 years.

NBC News

Did You Know That?

In one yAr banks lost seven million dollars to
bank robbers and fourteen million to thefts by bank
employees.

How to Protect Yourself Today
Hair-Baker

Did Yqu Know That?

Paper on which money is printed has to be so strong
that it can be folded 2,000 times without breaking. A

dollar, bill lasts 18 months because of the heavy use it
encounters.
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FELONIES
Felonies are crimes. People in our society regard

them as very serious offenses. Punishments for felonies

may be harsh. The maximum sentence may be death or life

in prison.

HOW FELONIES ARE HANDLED

Many Montanans are innocent victims of felonies.

Others witness felonies. The law says anyone who knows of

a felony must report it to the sheriff or to the city police.

The FBI handles felonies, too. But it handles only felonies

which break federal laws.'

Criminal Complaints and Warrants

If law Officers catch a man committing a felony,they

may arrest him immediately. Otherwise, they will investi-

gate. When they get enough evidence about a felony, officers

will sign a "criminal complaint" against a suspect. They

will show the evidence to a judge. The judge will issue a

warrant. It allows the arrest of the suspect.

A citizen can also ask to hav,ea lawbreaker arrested.

(federal laws! - laws which apply to all people in all states.
They are made by Congress in Washington, D.C.
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'A citizen who witnesses or.is

the victim of a felony may go

to the county attorney. There

the citizen signs a criminal

complaint. If there seems to

be enough evidence to bring

the accused person to trial,

the county attorney asks the

judge to sign a warrant.

Preliminary Hearing

Law officers take the war-

rant and arrest the accused

person. If evidence is not very

strong, the accused is brought .

before a justice of the peace.

He receives a preliminary hear-

ing. At this hearing the jus-

tice of the peace decides if

there was good cause for the

arrest. If there was good cause,

the justice of the peace turns

1236
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the accused over to the district court. When evidence is very

strong, this preliminary hearing is not held.

Arraignment

Some cases Mile to district court from justice of the peace

court. Other cases with strong evidence come from the county

attorney. In both cases, the district court holds an arraignment.

An arraignment is an appearance before the district judge.

At the arraignment, the suspect is told the charges against him.

'''' Sometimes accused people admit guilt at the arraignment. We

they plead "guilty". They may plead guilty in hopes that the

judge may give them a lighter sentence. Then the judge sets q

date for sentencing. Sometimes accused people do not admit,guilt.

We say they plead "not guilty". Then the judge sets a date for

the trial.

At the arraignment the judge also sets bail. Bail allows

a person to live at home. A person out on bail can support him-

self and his family. Bail allows a person to help his lawyer

prepare a defense.

The amount of bail depends on the charges. The more serious

the charges, the higher the bail. In case of deliberate homicide,

bail need not be granted.

171
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Perry was accused of theft. $950 was

missing at the bank where Perry was
the bookkeeper. Because he had a good
record and the crime was not violent,
bail was set at $1,500.

Buck had just been released from prison.
He had served 7 years for manslaughter.
Buck was arrested after an armed robbery
at a bank. A witness told police Buck
was one of the robbers. Bail was set at

$100,000. Buck did not have that amount,
and no one would lend it to him. So he

had to stay in jail.

Jurieks

At trials for felonies, the accused.may have a jury

of 12 members. He is entitled to a lawyer.

COURTS WHICH HANDLE FELONIES

. k
Two kinds of courts are

set up to handle felony trials

in Montana: Montana District

Courts and U.S. District

Courts.

Montana Law Montana

Violations District'
Courts

Federal Law U.S.

Violatiops District
Courts
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MONTANA DISTRICT COURTS

Montana District Courts handle felonies which break state

laws. They also handle large civil suits. The judge in Montana

District Courts is an experienced lawyer. He is elected to a

6-tear term.

Montana is divided into judicial districts. EiCh judicial

district has at least 1 judge and 1 courthouse.

Prosecutorslin Montana District Courts are county attorneys.

They are the same men who prosecute at trials for misdemeanors

in justice of the peace courts. The prosecutor is usually from

the county in which the crime was committed.

Sentences given by Montana District Courts are sewed in

the state prison. If a man's sentence is suspended, he will be

supervised by court officials.

Cases are appealed from Montana District Courts to the

Montana Supreme Court. A few very important cases go from the

Montana Supreme Court to the U.S. Supreme Court. These few cases

usually deal with rights granted all U.S. citizens by the EU

Unititatignal

- They try to prove that accused people are guhty.
on - A document which tells how U.S. government

will be set up. It names the basic rights
of all U.S. citizens.
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MONTANA COURT CASE
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There's
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TRIAL
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SENTENCING
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U.S. DISTRICT COURTS

The U.S. District Courts handle only federal offenses..

Crimes done on Indian reservations, tax evasion, interferring

with the mail, and doing damage in national parks are examples

of federal offenses. In Montana,6 U.S. District Courts. handle

such cases.

The judge in a U.S. District Court is called a U.S. District

Judge. He is appointed by the President. The prosecutor in a

U.S. District Court is also appointed by the President. The

prosecutor Is called a U.S. District Attorney.

N
A Sentences given by U.S. District Courts are served in fed-

eral prisons outside of Montana. Suspended sentences are super-

vised by federal officials.

Cases from U.S. District Courts may be appealed to U.S.

Circuit Courts of Appeal. From there a few may go to-the U.S.

Supreme Court.

FEDERAL LAWS AND FEDERAL COURTS

Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI)
investigates:

- Breaking of most
federal laws

Drug Enforcement
Administration
(DEA) investigates:

- Drug traffic
- Illegal drug-

making

Secret
Service
investigates:

- Counterfeiting
- Assaults or

threats to
U.S. officials
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UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT
It hears appeals from U.S. Circuit Courts of Appeals
and State Supreme Courts. It hears only the most
important cases. It decides if the Constitution
was obeyed.

U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
It hears appeals from U.S. District Courts. Appeals
from U.S. District Courts in Montana are usually
sent to San Francisco.

Postal

Inspectors
Investigate:

Mail

frauds

1

.S. D s r ct ourt
t holds trials for those

who plead not guilty to
indictments_. There is a
U.S. District Court for
Billings, Butte, Great
Falls, Havre, Helena,
Missoula.

Grand Jury
It listens to-evidence the
U.S. District Attorney col-
lects from law officers.
It decides if there is
enough. evidence to bring
charges against those in-
vestigated. The charges
are called an "indictment".
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"THE BEATING"

cm

,V*I\q/: ,4
"Vi*,

-

a

When Robbie opened the kitchen door he smelled beer. The

first thing he saw was the clutter of empty bottles on the sink.

"Looks like they've been at it again!'" he said to himself.

He tiptoed through the downstairs looking for his family.

But all the rooms were empty. He-checked the upstairs bedrooms.

Nothing. Iv

"Hey!" he yelled. "Anybody home?" There was, a moment of

silence. Then from a clothes closet came a frightened voice,

11.
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/"Robbie,is that you?"

Rob ran to the closet. Inside was his 7-yearkald

'brother Tim. Tim's shirt was ripped. He had an ugly black

bruise under one, eye. The other eye was swollen shut.

There was a bloody cut over one temple and several black

and blue marks on both arms. Rob helped him to his feet

and out, of the closet.

"Dad beat me up and I didn't do anything!" Tim said

in a shaky voice. Then the tears came. "He kicked me,

Rob. I can't move my arm," Tim sobbed. "It hurts real bad."

Rob stood with his hand on his younger brother's

shoulder. "Dammit" he said to himself. "He's not going

to go through the same hell I went through!"

Rob went downstairs and dialed the police.

WCTIONS

Lawmakers in Montana want to protect citizens of

this state from cruel and hateful acts like beatings which

cause serious injury. So they pass laws against such acts.

They call such acts felonies. They set harsh punishments

for people convicted of felonies.

The chart which follows explains felonies which break

Montana laws.
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FELONY DESCRIPTION

Deliberate hOmicide

,

.PUrposely,causing the death of
another without just reason.

-

Mitigated deliberate'
homicide

-

Killing another with no just
reason while one is under great
mental -,or motional pressure or
stress.

ligent homicide . Killing someone through careless-
ness sometimes called manslaughter).

Ag4 avated Assault
,

..

..,

Deliberately causing serious injury
to another; causing any kinc(of injury
with a weapon; injuring a laW officer;
using a weapon to make someone fear
injury.

.

Intimidation
, /Ai

,.

,,,.

.

Threatening harm to someone, their
property, or others in order to force
them to act in a certain way. Threat-
ening an explosion or fire, that would
put lives or property into danger.

.

Kidnap .

losing force or the threat of force to
unlawfully hold someone against his
will in a secret or isolated place.

Aggravated-kidnap

.

.

.

Holding someone for ransom; using
someone as'a shield or'hostage while''
committing,a crime or escaping capture.

.



EXAMPLE MAXIMUM PAALTY-

A Mafia member planned and carried
. out the killing of a marviwho

threatened to report the Mafia crime
to the police.

6

Death, up to 100
years in prison

'

,

A man killed his wife in a restau-
rant when he found her there with
another man.

40 years
m ,

,
.

A drunken driver hit another ,car,
killing the driver.

.

1.0 years
.

In a fight, one girl stabbed a
friend with a pair of scissors.
The friend was seriously inlured.

.

.

, 20 years

,

To force an Afro-American out of
the neighborhood, some white
residents threatened to burn down
his garage.

10 years

.

To frighten a fat, babyish boy,
his friends locked him-in an old
'homestead cabin miles from town.

.

10 years

A bank. robber grabbed a customer
to use as a shield when police
surrounded the Building.

Death, or 100 years,
10 years if the victim
is not seriously
injured.



FELONY DESCRIPTION

Sexual intercourse'
without consent

Forcing another to have sexual
intercourse. (Sometimes called
rape)

.

Theft ($150 or more). . Taking control of another's property
without permission; getting another's
property through lies or trickery;
accepting stolen property knowingly.

,

.

Burglary, Unlawfully entering or remaining
in a building with the plan to steal.

Aggravated burglary Carrying weapons or explosives while,
committing a burglary or while escap-
ing the scene of the ime; injuring
or attempting to injure another dur-
ing a burglary.

Robbery Causing or threatening injury during
a ,theft.

Arson Using fire or explosives to damage
or destroy buildings.

A

Desecration of,the
flag

Causing disrespect for the flag by
publicly damaging it; using the flag
in advertising; defacing a flag
(changing its design).



EXAMPLE MAXIMUM PENALTY

A man sexually attacked a woman
he did not know.

4'

20 years. 40 years if
the victim is under 16
and the offender is more
than 3 years older, 40
years if victim is
injured. ,-

A man stole a fancy 10-speed
English racer from an outdoor.
display. The racer sold for
$250.

10 years

A woman hid in the lavatory of
a department store so she could
steal clothing when everyone left.

10 years

.

.

In case he should be discovered,'
a burglar carried a gun when he
broke into a private home.

40 years

A young man held a gun on a
tourist, forcing the tourist to
give the young man his wallet.

40 years

A young gang set fire.to an
abandoned hotel.

.
,

20 years

,

To show anger over what the
President was doing, ,a group of
citizens burned a flag.

10 years
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FELONY DESCRIPTION

Criminal mischief ($150
or more)

Causing damage to property, killing
a hoofed farm animal; causing serious
damage or interruption to gas, water,
and power services or public communi-
cation or transportation.

"THE EXPLOSION"

"Am I burned as badly as Turk?"

Not quite, but just about as badly, Merv."

"Am I going to live, Doc?"

173 -
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EXAMPLE ,MAXIMUM PENALTY

After a rancher ordered some
hunters off his property,
they shot and killed one of
his bulls.

10 years

"No, Merv, you are not."

Does that conversation sound like a T.V. show? Does

it remind you of a scene fAim a detective movie? It is

neither. It is a conversation between a burn patient and

a doctor in a small Montana town. The startled doctor had

just discovered that the burned and blackened figure on the

stretcher was someone that he knew.

Mery lived for three days. His friend, Tur,k, lived

for only 12 hours. Both died o third degree burns over

- most of their bodies. What happened that brought these two

young men to their painful deaths?

On the morning of June 20, 1955, there was a tremen-

dous explosion: It blew windows and doors off a service

station in a northeastern Montana community. A man with

clothing on fire staggered into the street and collapsed.

Witnesses rushed him to a hospital. Another figure, unseen,

escaped from the garage to his home. He was discovered by
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a younger brother and taken to the hospital, too. But both men

were so badly burned that neither could recover.

An investigatioM showed that when business was bad, the owner

of the station took out 'a $12,000 fire insurance policy on the

building. He hired Turk 0 "torchman" to burn it down. Turk

asked Mery to help him. T soaked the place down with gasoline.

Mery served as lookout. Some of the gasoline was splashed too

near the hot water heater. Both men were caught in the unexpected

blast.

Since the deaths were caused during the act of committing a

felony, the jury found.the owner of the station guilty of murder.

He was sentenced to life in prison.

IREACTION1

Homicides are not the only felonies whichresult in killings.

Many innocent people die because of felonies like arson, burglary,

and robbery. When felonies cause the death of innocent victims,

those who commit the felonies are charged with deliberate homicide.

Bank robbers are speeding away from the
scene of a crime. They accidentally hit
and kill a child crossing the street.
The driver of the escape car, his partners
and anyone who helped them are all guilty
of deliberate homicide.
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'JOURNAL OF A CRIME"

Apri1 7

John Hardy, 47, is found dead beKind the bunkhouse on

his ranch. John's body is bruised and beaten. His two

hired men are missing.

-176-
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April 8

A neighbor of John Hardy reports that John had quarreled
angrily with the hired men the day before John's death. The
oroner rules the death a murder. The sheriff files a (criminal'

with the justice of the peace. Then the justice of `

the peace signs a warrant for the arrest .of the hired men,
Irvin Singleton and Silas Warner. He issues an All-Points-

, Bulletin for Montana and nearby states. Law officers in these
states now watch for the men.

April 9

Two other neighbors tell the sheriff of fights between Jahn
and the two hired men. In the bunkhouse, the (sheriff finds a
bloody leather glove with the initials "S.W." printed on the cuff.

April 11

Lab reports show that the blood on the glove is type
"A positive". John's blood was "A positive:

April ]2

Irvin and Silas are recognized in Sundance, Wyoming. They
are arrested as "fugitives" (runaways) from justice.

April 15

The governor of Montana asks "extradition" of the two men.
He asks Wyoming's governor to send the prisoners back to Montana.
They must go on trial for murder.

'coroner' - a man elected in each county to investi-
gate unusual deep's.

complaint' - a complaint against a person. It says
that the person has committed a serious
crime.
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1 16

The Wyoming governor signs papers ,to allow extradition.

A Montana sheriff comes to Sundance to pick up Irvin and

Silas.

April 17

Irvin and Silas are brought back to Montana. They

are taken to a justice of the peace. At a preliminary

hearing, the justice of the peace rules that there is

enough evidence to hold Irvin and Silas for trial. H4

turns them over to the district court because they are

accused of a felony.

April 18

The County Attorney, Clyde Arden, files an "information"

with the district court. The information tells the charges

against Silas and Irvin.

April 19

Silas and Irvin are brought before District Judge E.

V. Pelt for an "arraignment". At the arraignment Judge

Pelt tells the men -their rights. He explains.that they are

charged with deliberate homicide. The men plead not guilty.

Judge Pelt names J.P. Moore as their attorney. The judge

does not grant bail because the charge is deliberate homi-

cide and there is much evidence against the men.

April 25

John Hardy was very'well-liked in'his,community. So

defense lawyer J. P. Moore asks for a "change of venue".

But Judge Pelt refuses to let the trial be held in another

district. He rules that a fair trial can be held in John

Hardy's home town.
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May 6

Judge Pelt sets July 8.for the trial in district court.

July 7

Jurors are selected.

July 8 ,

The trial begins in the afternoon. Jurors are sworn in.
County Attorney Arden tries to prove to the jury that Irvin and.
Silas 'planned to kill John. He tries to show that, they purposely
beat John to death. Defense Attorney Moore argues that the
murder was not done on purpose. He says the men killed John after
a'fight. John had insulted and angered the two employees by
calling them names. He had refused to pay them the money they
had earned in th%-past two weeks.

July 10

The lawyers make their final speeches.
deliberate.

The jury goes to

July 11

The jury "convicts" the two defendants by finding them guilty
of mitigated deliberate homicide. The judge sets July 18 as the
date for sentencing.

July 18

Judge Pelt 'sentences) both Irvin and Silas to 4Q years at
the Montana State Prison: Defense Lawyer J. P. Moore asks for
a new trial for his clients, Silas and Irvin. Judge Pelt rules
that the trial was fair. He says no mistakes were made. He..

turns dom.) the request for a new trial.

Oentences1 - to give a punishment for a crime.
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July 21

Silas and Irvin are taken to the prison at Deer Lodge.

July 22

J. P. Moore appeals the sentence to the "Sentence.Review

Board".

July 29

The Sentence Review Board refuies to change the priion

terms given to Irvin and Silas. The Board says Judge Pelt's

sentences were fair.

August 3

J. P. Moore gets a "transcript". It is a complete

record of all that was said during the trial.

August 13

J. P. Moore files an appeal with the Montana Supreme

Court. He gives the court the transcript of the trial. He

writes a legal paper called a "brief". The brief says that

the trial was unfair. Moore argues that there was not

enough evidence to convict Silas and Irvin.

August 25

The Montana Supreme Court "upholds" (agrees with) the

decision of the district court. It rules that the trill

was fair. It turns down the appeal for a new trial.
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[REAcTIONS1

When men like Silas and Irvin are found guilty of a crime,

the judge considers the reasons each got into trouble. The judge

looks at each man's background. Then the judge igsues'the sentence.

A sentence is supposed to coptrol the one convicted 'of a

crime. It is supposed to help the convicted person change, his

behavior. A sentence Is supposed to protect innocent people from

dangerous lawbreakers.

One sentence the judge can choose is to send the convicted

person to prison.
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MONTANA'S PRISON AT DEER LODGE

It will cost the taxpayers around $10,000 a year to

keep each convicted man in prison. What does this money

buy?

A person sent to Montana State Prison is put into the

main prison building. He is'assigned to a room or "cell".

He is fed, clothed and guarded. He is given medical care.

He gets mental and physical tests. Officials, counselors

end teachers use these tests to make a plan for the prisoner.

The plan is meant to help the prisoner prepare to return to

life outside prison.

;Many men in prison have never learned to earn money

in a lawful, manner. So a big part of.the prison program is

job training. The Montana Prison offers courses in up-

holstering, printing, wood finishing, slaughtering animals

and in other trades. It also has classes for those who

want to finish school. Even some college classes are taught

there.

If a man is not too dangerous to others, and if he

has proved that he can be trusted, he may be allowed to work.
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on the prison ranch. The prison ranch supplies meat, milk and,

eggs for many of the other state institutions. About one-half

of the inmates at Deer Lodge work at the prison ranch.

There, is little space for\women at the Montana prison. Sd

women sentenced in,Montapa are sent to prison in Nebraska.. Others

are kept at Warm Springs. Those women prisoners work there much.

like men prisoners work at the prisOn ranch. Warm Springs is the

state hospital, for the mentally ill.

These programs and upkeep of all land and buildings are

part of the high cost of keeping each prisoner. Taxpayers also

buy the services of the Board of Pardo
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Release from Prison

The Board of Pardons is agroup of men which studies

the records of each prisoner. They study his progress and

behavior in prison. If the Board.approves,.a man can get

an early release from prison woen he has served one-foUkh

of his sentence.

A person wft gets"an early release from prison is on

"parole", A man on parole

Often he may not drink

must follow many rules.

alco-

hol or visit certain people.

ItC1
ill AtliHe

must report to a parole

officer frequently. If he

parole, the man will be C

breaks the rules of his

. -

sent back to prison.

In prison a man may earnNood time". "Good time" is

good behavior and taking part in worthwhile activities such

as duties, athletics and volunteer work. Through "good

time" a man may earn 'even more days off his sentence.

1"good time" - days off his sentence.
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A man sentenced td 40 years' in prison may be released in 10

years. If he has earned 4 years of "good time", he may be freed

after serving only 6 years. But no One may be,released before the

end' of his sentence if he is thought to be a danger to society.

When a prisoner has finished his sentence or his parole, he

gets, back all his rights as a citizen.

The Failure of Prisons

Unfortunately, prison helps feW men. Locking people up does

not solve their problems or.the problems of society. Being locked

in prison may be a harsh life. It may be violent. Prisons do not
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have the money to hire the best-trained people. Prisons

usually do not run successful training programs, Because \

of poor job skills and criminal records, it will be dif-

ficult for many of those freed from prison tdvfind jobs.

"WOULD YOU MIND GIVING ME A RECEIPT? I

HAVE TO TELL MY WIFE WHERE I SPEND EVERY
PENNY."

.....1111 011111.11M
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PROBATION

Prison is only one of the choices a judge has in sentencing

. a, prisoner. Other choices let a person stay out of prison and

earn his own living. These other choices dg not Ti Ea a persOn

like prison does. These choicesdo not force a person to spend

all his time with other 1.awbreakers. They provide more freedom

for the person. They allow families to,stay together.

If a person has committed a less seridus felony. one which

does not involve violence, and if he has never committed a crime

before, he may be given a deferred sentence. One who i'.given a

deferred sentence is said to be on probation. For a period of

time set by the 'court, he must follow the rules the court gives

him. He must report to a probation officer at least once a

month. If all goes well, at the end of the probation period, the

charges against the person are dropped. His records are cleared.

But if he breaks the rules or commits another,crime, the p rson

on probation will be sent to prison.

- a tag or name on a person, like "convict", "con", or
"loser".

44.

1 9
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SUSPENDED SENTENCE

A person may receive a certIn sentence and haveNdll

Or paht of that sentence susperfded.- A suspended sentence-

works like this:

S

A person is sentenced to-5 years in,
prison with 3 ye rs suspended. He
goes to prison. He serves as much
of the two year as is necessary
to earn parole. In six months the
person might be released on parole
for the rest of the two years. At
the- end of the two years, the.

person begins his suspended sentence.
He goes under the authority of the
judge who sentenced htm. The judge
supervises him for the next 3 years.

DEFERRED IMPOSITION OF SENTENCE

imes a judge may delay sentencing to give a

person a chance to prove himself. Sometimes the judgt

needs to get snore information about the persoh. Sometimes

the person has unexpected problems such as illness. This

delay in sentencing is called a deferred imposition of

sentence.
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TWO SIDES OF A STORY

PiRO AND CON WITH MICHELLE AND JON

,Michelle Keep the
Plovost: death penalty.

"In the past, the death
penalty was given most often,

.to poor people or fb.Vie mem-
bers of minority groups' like
Negroes and Puerto Ricans.
To fit the law, capital pun-
ishment would have to be
given to everypne who com-
mitted certain crimes. So I

think thkt capital punishment
should begiveri to everyone
who commits deliberate homi-
cide.

"Right now a murderer can
get parole in 7 years. But
he took a human life. 'It

can never be replaced, not
in a thousand years. A

death penalty would be more
fair. 'It would make people
think twice before killing..
Murder rates would drop.

Surveys show that most
Americans favor the death
penalty._ This is a democ-
racy. Thi peOle's will
should rule."

Jon End the
Conover: death penalty.

"Michelle, as usual, you are
jumping to a lot of conclusions.

41(First, not. everyone

comes from the same backIntind.
Should a person raised to pOerty,
neglect or abuse be treated the
same as a person from a loving,
well-to-do familk which gave Kim
every advantage?

"Second, its just t true
that all murderers go free in 7

erous aren'tyears. The most dan
granted parole at al

"Thl'rd, the facts show that
murder is one of the crimes least
likely to be repeated.

"Most important, is crime
something for which the public
deserves revenge? Sure, revenge
may feel good. But does it help
people? Does it change the be-
havior of those who may,break the
law? Recol-ds show that it does

not."
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RIGHTS OF THE ACCUSED

WHERE DO WE GET OUR RIGHTS?

Constitution

Both the U.S. Constitution and the Montana Constitution list

the rights people deserve just because they are people. They

list the rights of people who are suspected of crimes.

Laws

Like Constitut'ons, lawS protect accused people. Thes-i

laws are made by U, . and Montana liimakers.

Courts

Courts, too, protect accused people. They give the accused-
.

a chllce to argue his Side of a case. Courts also judge,the

laws people must obey. If a law takes away a right granted by

a constitution, courts may declare that law "unconstitutional".

An unconstitutional law must be thrown out. It may not be

enforced.
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DUE PROCESS OF LA111

All the rights granted to an.accused person by Consti-

tutions and lawmakers and protected by tourt deciO.ons are

called "due process". The rights have to be given accused

people at a certain time in the legal process. The rights

have to be given,to all citizens, young and old. No right

may be taken away unless the accused person wants to give

up that right.
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PEOPLE'S RIGHTS DURING THE INVESTIGATION
"e'

Police need power to investigate crimes. They need power

. to prevent crime. But their power must not take away the due

process rights'of citizens.

Rights During Questioning

Police question people-to get information about crimes.

But the rights of due process protect personal property. The

law saysthe police must have good cause to question someone.

That means they must h*ave good reason to think that the person

quesjoried knows something about a case. They must tell this

person that he is being questioned, not arrested.

When questioned, a person need only give his name and

address.. After 30 minutes have passed, he must either be

released or put under arrest.

Rights During Frisking

Police sometimes ifrisklpeople they have stopped to question.

Police frisk these people to look for hidden weapons. These

might be used against the investigating officer. They frisk

((frisk] - patting of a person's clothing.
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people to lodk for hidden evi-

dence. The police May take any

weapons or evidence found in a

legal frisk.

But the police may not stop

and frisk juSt anyone. The

rights of due process do not al-

low citizens to be frisked un-

less the police have good reason

to think that the people they

stop.are committing, have com-

mitted,or are going to commit a

felony. Police may not stop

people near the scene-of a crime

phless there is good reason to

believe these people have infor--

mation about the crime.

Rights in Shoplifting uses

( A merchant may have good

reason to believe that someone
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in his store is shoplifting. Then he may legally stop that

person in the store. He may ask that person for his name

and address. He may cgiestion that person. He may search that

person for objects which are obviously hidden, from view. He

may search that person's garments, packages, brief case or

purse. He may arrest that person or ask him to stay in the

store until the pollee arrive. But in shoplifting cases, too,

ie people have due process rights. If no stolen goods are found',

the suspect must be released. And if the suspect is not put

under arrest after 30 minutes, the merchant must let him go.
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Rights Diming Searches

Searching private homes,

/Vehicles or buildings helps po-

lice get evidence about crimes.

Laws of due process protect the

privacy of people whose proper-

ty is searched.

To search private homes,

vehicles,or buildings,law of-

ficers have to get a special

paper from a jutge or justice

of the peace. The paper is a

"search warrant ". To get the

warrant, the officer must tell

the judge the area to be

searched. The officer must

4
tell the judgefthe reason for

the search. The judge will ,

sign the warrant only if he

thinks the police officer has

good reason to make a search.
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Search warrants are only good for a certain length of time.

A search warrant allows an officer to search only the area named

on the warrant. In these ways, warrants help protect privacy.

Sometimes /police officers do not need.search warrants. /-
When an officer makes an arrest, he may without a warrant, search

the area in which the arrest was made. He does this to be sure

that there are no sni rs,'hidden weapons or-hidden evidence.

RIGHTS DURING ARREST

To arrest a person means to take that person's freedom

away. So laws of due process say that police must have good

reasons to make an arrest. An officer may make an arrest if

he has good reason to think that a suspect was involved in a

serious crime and if that suspect would escape unless immediately

arrested. He may arrest screone he sees committing a'crime. In

/-other cases, a poltcd offiter'needs an "arrest warrant" to take

a'citizen into custody.

An arrest warrant is like a search warrant. It must be

signed by a judge or a justice of the peace. To get an arrest

warrant, an officer must show a judge evidence that,,a crime was

committed. He must give the judge good reasons to think that
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he one named on the warrant was probably

evolved in the crime. An arrestwarrant

an only be used for a certain person.

ike a search warrant, it helps protect

itizens,fran abuse of police power.

When a person is arrested for a fel-

ny, th- ice must. immediately tell him

at rights he has as an arrested person.

ficers often carry a card. They read

is card to'Reople arrested for felonies.

re is what such a card says:

If arrested, you haVe the following
rights under the 5th amendment to
the Constitution:

1. You have the right to remain
silent.

. Anything you say can and will
be used against you in a court'
of law.

. You have the right to talk to a
lawyer and have him present with-
you while you are being questioned.

. If you decide to answer any
questions, you have the right to
stop talking at any time and
request,your attorney to be pres-
ent.
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5. If you cannot afford to hire a lawyer, one
will be appointed to represent you before
any questioning, if you wish one.

An arrested person must teli.the police his name_ ?

and address. He does not have to tell them anything else.

He may ask foi- a lawyer immediately. He is entitled to,a

lawyer during every step of the legal process.' If a sus-

pect cannot afford a lawyer, the court will appoint one

for him. The suspect will not have to pay this lawyer.

RIGHT TO A PRELIMINARY HEARING

The rights of due process protect citizens even after

arrest. With as little delay as possible a suspect must

be brought before a judge. When evidence is not very strong,

the suspect must be given a preliminary hearing. The judge

decides if there is enough evidence to keep the suspect

under arrest.

RIGHT TO AN ARRAIGNMENT 6

k

A person has the right to know the charges against him.

He has a right to ask for bail. ,-So in feldny cases the law

allows a aring called an "arraignment". At this hearing
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the accused is told tile charges against him. Bail is set

or denied.

RIGHT TO A TRIAL

Hearings and arraignments are part of due process rights.

So are trials. Alxone accused of a crime has the right to a,'

public trial as soon as possible. He may have a jury, if he

wants one. The jury will be made up of ordinary people, not

legal authorities. The accused person must be told in advance

who I witnesses will be called against him. He must be told be-

fore his trial what these witnesses will say. He must be al-

lowed to call witnesses of his own.

The trial, usually is held in the judicial district where

the crime was committed. This makes it easier to bring wit-

nesses and evidence to ihe trial. But in-some cases the

accused alpf-ialk to have the trial moved elsewhere.

<10-

Nelson, A Cheyenne Indian, was accused of
burglarizing a store in a small town near
the reservation. A local newspaper printed
an article which/accused Nelson and his
tribe of not respecting white man's property.
So Nelson asked that his trial ,be, moved to
another district.
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Law officers bring'people to

trial after an investigation.

Law officers must get information

and evidence with reasonable

speed. For all crimes, except

homicide, there are "statutes of

limitations ". A statute of lim-

itations is a limit.on the length

of time officers may take to bring

charges against 'a suspect. The

statute of limitations for mis- .

44

demeanors is liyear. Statutes of

limitations for fplonies are

usually longer.

ENFORCING DUE PROCESS

A citizen is entitled to

every part of due process. Some-

times legal officials do not let

a citizen have all his rights.

Then there are things that a citi-

zen can do.
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Due process protects citizens from frisks and searches done

without good reason. If police frisk a citizen wfthout.good

reason, or if they demand to make an unfair Search, a citizen

should always cooperate. Not cooperating can get one into

trouble. But the person should clearly and calmly state his

objection to the search. If he does not trust the police

officer, the person shbuld ask the officer to ta4 him down to

the police station. There the person should insist that his
vb.

objection be written down. Later the person end his lawyer can

argue that the frisk or search was illegal.

The judge may agree that the police were wrong. Then he

will throw out any evidence found during the illegal search.

Two burglars were passing through a small
Montana community. They were stopped by
city police who saw them "casing" a store.
Without permission from the burglars and
without a search warrant, police opened the
back of the burglars' van. They found that
the van was full of stolen goods. The
judge could not allow the stolen goods to be
used o4 evidence against the pair. Police
had not followed due process of law.
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When the police arrested
Cora and Dan, they com-
pletely searched the
house in which the two
were smoking marijuana.
The police had no search
warrant. Cora and Dan
had objected, to the
search of the house. The
police found marijuana in
an upstairs closet. The
judge. would not let police
use the marijuana as evi-
dence against Cora and
Dan. The closet was out-
side the area of the ar-
rest.

Many lawyers say that a per-

son should never consent to any

frisk or search. These lawyers

say that a person should tell the

police that they are acting with-

out his permission. It might

later be found that the search or

frisk was illegal. If permission

had been granted, evidence found

could be used in court. If per-

missi was not granted, evidence
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'ound could not be used ,in court.

If one is arrested illegally, he should.also go along with

/the arrest. But he should state his objections. Later,* the sus-
.

, ect and his lawyer can try to convince a judge that the arrest

as illegal, If they succeed, the arrested man will be released.
'r $

e will be able to file charges against the officer who made the

nlaWfUl arrest. But if one resists arrest, he loses his right

o file charges. He also commits a crime - - resisting arrest.
c

During the hearing, arraignment, and trial, no part of due

rocess may be skipped. If a man feels his court treatment was

nfair because he was denied some due twocess right, the man may

tppeal his case to,a higher court. This appeals court has no

ury. It is made up of qualified judges. They read a Itranscriptl

f the trial. They carefully consider written friefs presented

y lawyers. Sometimes there is evidence that a person was denied

mme of his rights. Not having these rights might have hurt the

Jerson at his trial. Then a new trial will be ordered.

ranscriptl - record
riefsl - arguments'
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Did You Know That?

To help law enforcers trace a suspect, technicians
developed a pill-sized transmitter that gives off a

"blip" sound on a receiver. It can be drool* into
the subject's dOod.

The(invisible Witness
William U. Turner

Did You Know That?

A criminologist can tell from a piece of hair.;
whether or not it is human and estimate the person's
age, race, or sex.

Invisible Witness
William W. Turner

d You Know That?

"Voice spectograms" (voice prints) are diagrams or
"maps" of the voice characteristics, actually little
pictures of one word of a person's speech. They.are
produced by_a spectograph, a machine which puts the
energy into visible form. They cannot easily be dis-
guised. About the only way to "beat" the voice print
system is to change the throat and nasal cavaties by
surgery.

Invisible Witness
William W. Turner
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ACTUAL CASE 'HISTORY: PINE HILLS SCHOOL FOR BOYS

ZACHARY
DOB: 7-30-56

ADM: 10-31-70

SOURCES OF INFORMATION: Mr. X, Chief Probation Officer

for the Judicial District and Zachary

himself

Circumstances Leading to Commitment

Zach first broke the law at about the age of 9.

His first offense was stealing. At the same time,

Zach first became involved with the authorities. His

official offense record is as follow

April, 1969 -- theft
April, 1969 -- theft
July, 1969 -- theft
August, 1969 -- glue sniffing

November, 1969 -- burglary

February, 1970 -- malicious mischief - vandalism

February, 1970 -- theft
March, 1970 -- suspension from school for truancy

March, 1970 -- commitment to Montana Children's Center

June, 1970 7- car theft
June, 1970 -- runaway from Twin Bridges and car theft

August, 1970 -- run from Twin Bridges

August, 1970 -- run from Twin Bridges

September, 1970 -- run from Twin Bridges and car theft

Commitment to Pine Hills School

'Zach says that he does not have a drinking problem.

He does drink on occasion. He says that he has sniffed

glue. He feels the cause of his delinquency is his step-

mother. He said that she played favorites with her own

child, who is Zach's half-brother.
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Zachary's Personal History

Zach, age 13, was born in 1956 in
, Montana. Heis a Caucasian and a Protestknt. At the time of his commitmenthe was living in

. Zachary says that he does nothave any hobbies. For fun helilces football, fishing, and hunt-ing. Concerning disciplining, Zach feels lietakes it alright,depending who it is given by, and if he thinks they're all right.He says he doesn't get along with kids his own age. He says hegets along with'older kids a lot better. He says he gets alongwith adults fairly well.

Father --
, age 37, was born in

'Montana. He has a 9th grade education and is occupied as asalesman. His general. health is good. Zach said he got alongwith his father pretty well if his stepmother didn't interfereall the time. He also mentioned that the father was home onlyabout two days of the week since he traveled Monday throughFriday.

Mother --
, age 35, had an 11th grade edu-cation. No other information was available:

Stepmother --
, age 28, was born inMontana. When asked about her health Zach said, "O.K., I guess.I really don't care." Zach says he doesn't get" long with hisstepmother very well.

Zach has one full brother and one half-brother.age 15, is presently at Pine Hills School.
, age 9,lives kith his parents.

Za h said he started school at the age of five in
0He says 'he has been suspended quite a few times for truancy. Hisfavorite subject was P.E. He also likes English but said he isn't
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very good at it. He said his most disliked subject was

math. Zach said he liked school. His plansaWe to be

a pro football player.

No information was available about his health

$ when Zach arrived here at Pine Hills School.

Zach was very cooperative. He volunteered much

information. He seems to get along well with the

other boys and supervisors. He has mentioned that

he would like to be in a small don Zach mentioned

that he would rather stay here than go back with his

stepmother. iHe said he had asked his officials to

put him in foster home, but they wouldn't let hiM

Z;1
go to one. } tead, they sent him from Twin Bridges

back to h me. At the present time, he wants to

go .to a foster home when he is released from Pine

Hills. Zach is presently programmed for the

and school.lunitl

i ntake

Michael F. Regan
Social Worker

fintake unity - it takes boys who first are sent to Pine
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4REACTIONSO

Zach is not Yit 18 years old. He is a "youth". He is also

a "minor" and a "juvenile". Like many people his age, Zach is in

trouble with the law.

His records show that a juvenile may be punished for felonies

and misdemeanors. Juveniles may be punished for traffic, hunting,

and fishfng violatiOns, too. And in addition, juveniles must obey

many special laws.

Lawmakers know that the yourig are forming their personalities.

Young people are still leatning about themselves and others and the

world around them. They are still learning hOw to act.

Lawmakers want young people to act in ways approved by society.

So lawmakers usually require minors to live with and obey adult

Wardiansj Most adults have already learned to act in approved

ways. Lawmakers give guardians many powers over young people.

lowardiansl - We shall use this word to mean parents or others
having custody of young people.

-210 -
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into custodyj

School and legal officials have special powers over the

young, too. Minors must go to school until they are 16 or

finish the 8th grade. They must obey teachers. They must

follow school ruls. Until they are 16, young'people may

hold only family or occasional jobs. They must obey special

curfews. For minors there are extra laws about alcohol and

tobacco.

SUNG PEOPLE IN TROUBLE

Sometimes law officials have good reason to suspect

that young people like Zach have broken the law. A citizen

may have signed a complaint. The officers might.have gotten

evidence. Then law officers may question young people.

Officers may frisk them. Officers may evon take the young

people

RIGHTS OF YOUNG PEOPLE IN TROUBLE

But young people are citizens. So they are protected

by all the rights which constitutions, laws, and courts grant

any accused person. If taken into custody, a minor must be

)into custody) - Officially, minors are "taken into custody",

not "arrested". But they have the same

arrest rights adults have.
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told his rights Immediately. Sometimes an officer will read

these rights from a form. He will ask the young person to

sign the form as proof that the minor understands his rights.

Below are the rights which are read to a young person

taken into custody. Can you)yecognize the extra right young
eV,

people have?

Before Any Questions Are Asked, I Will Advise You ofYour Rights. They Are:

1. You may have your parents present with you
before any questions are asked.

2. You have the right to remain silent.

3. Anything you say can and will be used against
you in a court of law.

. You have the right to talk to a lawyer and have
him present with you while'you are being
questioned.

. If you cannot afford to hire a lawyer, one will
be appointed to represent you before any ques-
tioning, if you wish.

. You can decide at any time to exercise these
rights and not answer any questions or make any
statements.
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WAIVING RIGHTS WHEN IN TROUBLE

Sometimes young people who are taken into custody choose

to give up their rights. Giving up one's rights is "waiving"

4

often treat less harshly those who waive their rights. -1*

JUVENILE may waive their'. rights

rights. Young people

P ROHM' ON
because they want to

OFrIcfg
keep a case more pri-

vate or speed the case.

Juveniles are en-

titled to all their

rights. But, unfor-

tu6tely, law officers

Minors Under 12

If a person is under 12, his parents may waive his

rights.

Herbie, 11, was very shy.= He skipped

school several days each week. One

afternoon police caught Herbie hiding

in an abandoned house. They took him

to the police station.' When Herbie's
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parents arrived, they waived his right
to remain silent and to have a lawyer.
Later, at thelavenile Probation Office'
they waived these rights again. They
told the juvenile officer Herbie wanted
to go to Yellowstone Boys' Ranch. Here,
they all agreed, Herbie could be counseled
and helped.

Minors 12 and Over: Parents Agree

If a person is V to 18, he-and his parents may agree

to waive his rights.

Kim, 14, ran away from home. S e was
found living with some old iends
in a cheap motel. Kim ha been in
trouble before. She had run away
several months earlier. She had
been arrested for driving without a
license. She had been picked up for
drinking beer. So this time, when her
parents were called to the station,
they agreed with Kim to waive her
rights. They waived the rights at
the meeting with the juvenile
officer, too. No one wanted a trial.
Kim wanted to go to a foster home.
Her parents and the juvenile officer
thought that a foster home might
help Kim.

Juvenile probation office' - office set up to handle

juvenileroblems.
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Minors 12 and Over: Parents Disagree With Youth

Sometimes parents may want a minor to waive his rights.

But the minor may not wish to do so. If this minor is 12 to

18, he may make his own decision. But, he must get the advice

of a lawyer. If a young person has no money of his own, the

county must hire a lawyer for him.

Jacob, 15, was walking to the bowling

alley. Bill offered Jacob a ride.

Jacob accepted. Once inside Bill's

car, Jacob noticed that Bill was

smoking marijuana. A few blocks
from the bowling alley, a police
officer stopped Bill. He warned

Bill that one tail light was burned
out. Then the officer noticed the
odor and a hand-rolled "joint". The

officer ordered the boys out of the

car. The officer asked Bill for the

keys. In the trunk the officer
found a six-pack of beer: He put

Jacob and Bill under arrest for pos-
session of illegal -drugs and illegal
possession of alcohol. Jacob's

parents were calle8. They did not

believe Jadob's argument that he

was innocent; Tiley wanted Jacob to

waive his rights. Jacob.refqsed.
Jacob would answer no polite ques-

tions. He insisted that the police

let him call a lawyer. Jacob wanted

to. be cleared of the charges.
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Wetentionl

In some cases, a young person accused of a crime may be

in danger of losing his freedom for 6 months or more. Then

the young person cannot waive his right to have a lawyer. Then

his parents cannot waive his rights, either.

4NEN MINORS ARE HELD IN CUSTODY

When a young suspect is taken into custody, he is

questioned. Then he may be released to his guardians. It

is expected that within a few days the guardians will bring

the young person to a meeting with the juvenile officer.

But if the young person is likely to escape, if he is a

danger to himself or to others, or if he has no guardians,

he may be held in petentionj

Sometimes the young person is held in a foster he .c or

a "youth detention center". A youth detention center is

built to house youths in trouble. If there are no foster

homes or youth detention centers,or if the youth is danrrnus,

he will be held in jail. He must be kept in a part of the

jail away from the adult prisoners.

When a juvenile is taken into custody or held in detention,

- a way to force someone to remain in custody.
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officers of the local "youth court" must be notified at once.

SPECIAL HANDLING FOR
JUVENILE CASES

In each judicial district a judge is chosen to handle

the cases dealing with minors. This is the "jutpnile judge".

The juvenile judge appoints men and women to help him with

juvenile cases. These men and women are "juvenile probation

40
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officers". The juvenile judge, the juvenile probatiOn

officers, and the other people who work for the court to

handle juvenile cases are called the "youth court".

JUVENILE PROBATION OFFICER

The juvenile probation officer is the youth court

official first called-when a young person gets into trouble.

He may be called when a youth is taken into custody. He may

be called when a youth is mistreated at home. A juvenile pro-

bation officer is not a policeman. His job is to help minors.

He tries to protect minors from abuse. He tries to keep them

from breaking the law. But suppose a minor breaks probation

or disobeys a court order. Then it becomes the duty of the

juvenile probation officer to arrest him as a police officer

would.

CASES THE YOUTH COURT HANDLES

The youth court handles most cases dealing with young

people. But it usually will not hear juvenile bunting and

fishing cases. And it usually hears only the most serious
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traffic cases involving young drivers:

- driving while intoxicated;

- failing to stop at an accident;

- 2nd offense of driving without a license.
1,
er w.r

.01.111111

STEPS IN HANDLING
JUVENILE CASES

PRELIMINARY INQUIRY

When the juvenile probation officer first learns of a
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youth in trouble, he calls 4 meeting. It is the "preliminary

inquiry". The youth, his lawyer and guardians, and law

officers or witnesses may be asked to come to this meeting.

The purpose of this meeting is to get information about the

case. From the information presented, the juvenile officer

decides if Suvenile court officials have the legal right to

enter the case. He' decides if further investigation is nec,

essary. He decides to handle the youth as a "youth in need

of care", a "youth in need of supervision", or a "delinquent

youth".

A Youth in Need of Care

A "youth in nild of care" is abused or neglected. He

may be abused physically, emotionally or sexually. A "youth

in need of care" is not a lawbreaker. He is the victim of

lawbreaking. So he may not be held in jail.

The juvenile officer sends cases involving an abused

young person to SRS. SRS tries to protect the young person.

They may put him into a foster home. They may counsel his

family and him.

2 3t)
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A 13-year-old
girl suddenly
became very
quiet and ner-
vous. One day
her friends
found her cry-
ing. They
brought her to
Mrs. Briggs, a
'school coun-
selor. Mrs.

Briggs learned
that the girl's
father had been
making sexual
advances to his
daughter. With

the girl's per-
mission, Mrs.
Briggs reported
the sexual abuse
to the juvenile
officer. He

quickly called a
prel.iminary inquiry. He learned

that the girls story was true.
The girl was a "youth in need of
care". So the juvenile officer
called the SRS. He called the
county attorney, too. The county
attorney must decide whether or
not to prosecute the father. All

the officials must keep the girl's
name a secret.
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A Youth in Need of Supervision

A "youth in need of supervision" usuallt does an act

which would not be against the law for adulis.
, He might

break laws about the use of alcoholic drink.g. He might

frequently disobey his parents. He might be ruantlfrom

school. His only offense might have been to break curfew

laws.

V
If a juvenile officer decides that a young person

appears to be a "youth in need of supervision", the officer

may handle the case himself. He often will not send the

young, person before a judge,

A "youth in need of supervision" cannot be sent,against

his will, to state institutions like Pine Hills School for

Boys or Mountain View School for Girls.

Donna's parents are divorced. Donna
lives with her mother. Her mother
works at an all7night cafe. Donna
does not obey her mother. Donna gets
into trouble often. She was caught
drinking. She was truant from school.
She was found staying out all night.
At -a preliminary inquiry, the juvenile
officer decided Donna was a'Youth in
need of supervision".

kruantl - breaking the law by skipping school.

23
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A Delinquent Youth

A "delinquent youth" does acts which are crimes for

adults. Or he could be a minor who breaks probation

given by a judge. The probation might have been given

for acts like truancy or breaking curfew laws. Or it could

be the result of an act which would be a crime for an adult.

If a juvenile officer decides that a young person

appears to be a "delinquent youth", he often asks the

juvenile judge to enter the case.

A young person found guilty of breaking adult laws or

breaking probation given by a judge may be sent, against his

will, to certain state institutions. They include Pine Hilirk

School for Boys and Mountain View Schools for Girls.

Jerry, 14, has been in trouble often
in the last 3 years. Recently he
stole a car and smashed it into a
gas pump at a local garage. When an
officer tried to question him, Jerry
cursed at the officer. Jerry re-
fused to get into the police car.
At a preliminary inquiry, the juvenile
officer decided that Jerry must be
handled as a "delinquent youth".

At the preliminary inquiry the juvenile officer decides

how to handle a case. When a case is not too serious, a



juvenile officer may choose to handle the case himself. That

means the case is handled "informally". When a case is more

serious or a young person has a bad record, the juvenile officer

may ask the juvenile judge to enter the case. That means the

case is handled "formally".

INFORMAL HANDLING
INFORMAL HEARING: ADJUDICATORY PART

//If the juvenile officer decides to enter a case and to

handle the case informally, he must then get more facts. He

must find out if'the accused young person really broke the,

law. So he calls an informal meeting in his office. This is

the "informal adjudicatory hearing". There is no judge present.

He might, however, have asked a judge to subpoena witnesses.

He might have directed the police or other agencies to da

investigations and send any information they get to the

adjudicatory hearing.

When the juvenile arrives, the juvenile officer will re-

mind the juvenile of his rights. The juvenile officer gives

the youth and his parents a chance to waive the youth's rights.
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The juvenile officer hears from the witnesses, the youth and

his parents. Then the juvenile officer makes his decision.

The juvenile officer may decide that the youth is not

guilty. Then the case is dropped. If the juvenile officer

decides the'youth is guilty, he may make a plan for that

youth.

INFORMAL HEARING: DISPOSITIONAL PART

Sometimes the juvenile officer may delay making a plan.

He may wish to consider the case further.

When .delay is necessary, the juvenile officer sets up

a separate informal hearing in his office. This is the

"informal dispositional hearing". At this hearing the

juvenile officer, the youth, and. his guardians enter into

an agreement. The agreement must De signed by all if they

agree. The plan must be reviewed by officials every 6 months.

The county attorney reviews the plan. He represents

the people in the county. He makes sure the plan protects

the people in the county.

If the victim or law officials feel the plan is unfair,

they may appeal to the county attorney. He may then-decide
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to take,the case to court. The judge, too, must, approve the

plan if the young person is accused of a felony or held in

detention.

Here are some choices a juvenile officer can make for a

youth in trouble. While these plarts may look good on paper,

they may not meet the young person's needs. They may not

teach him to obey the law. Th'ese plans don't change poor laws.

Counseling

The juvenile officer may decide to counsel 4 minor. We

may send the minor to a psychiatrist or psychologist. He may

send the minor to a Mental Health Center.1 He may urge the

family of the minor to get counseling, too.

Informal Probation

The juvenile officer may put the young person on informal

probation. On probation a juvenile must report often to the

juvenile officer. He must follow certain rules. He may not

be allowed to spend time with certain friends or go to certain

places. He may have special curfews. Sometimes minors break

!Mental Health Center l- Offices in Montana which have trained
social workers, counselors, psychia-
trists and psychologists.
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the rules of their probation

Then they. may go before a judge.

These minors may face harsher

plans.

Changing Homes
.

Sometimes parents cannot

give a minor good care and

supervision. A relative like

an aunt or uncle can do a

better job. ,So the juvenile

officer might allow the young

person to live with such a

relative.

Foster and Group Foster Homes

Some juveniles who get into trouble have family problems.

0

Some are not well supervised by their parents. So the plan

may provide that the young person be put into a foster home

or group foster home. Group foster homes are sometimes called

"Youth Guidance Homes". A group foster home has one set of

parents to care for several teenagers.
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The foster parents try to help young people learn how

to get along in a family. They try to teach young people

how to control their behavior. Foster homes and group homes

can give individual attention to young people. Foster homes

are usually in or near the young person's home town.

Intermountain Deaconess..Home for Children (Helena, Montana)

Supported by several churches, Intermountain Deaconess

cares for young people who might become delinquent if they w

do not get special attention. The home usually accepts no

more than 40 children at one time. It tries to work mostly

with those between 9 and 16. Minors may,'however, stay at

Deaconess until they are 18.
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Each child is placed in a cottage with house parents.

He has certain duties. He is rewarded for good behavior..

Young people from Deaconess go to schor-4n Helena.

Yellowstone Boys' Ranch (Billings, Montana)

Like Deaconess, Yellowstone Boys' Ranch usually works

with young people who have not yet become serious lawbreakers.

It takes in boys who are 14 or younger. It tries to work with

the boys for at least one year. A boy's average stay is

two years.. During his time at Boys' Ranch, a young man

lives in a cottage with a set of house parents and other

boys. He usually goes to school right at the ranch. He

gets personal instruction whenever needed. Each young man

has a job. Most work at the ranch. They work to earn their

own spending money. They buy their own clothes. They may

advance to better jobs if they are good workers. Yellowstone

Boys' Ranch tries to give every boy at the ranch training

in a certain job area. These areas include welding, car-

pentry, drafting, printing and food preparation. For boys

who are ready, the ranch runs two group homes to help them

get used to family living.
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Warm Springs State Hospital ( Warm Springs, Montana)

This large state hospital provides care for the mentally

ill. It helps those who will need treatment for only a short

time. It also cares for those who will need treatment for

many months. If a young person knows he is not mentally well,

he may volunteer to go to Warm Springs; State Hospital for

tests and treatment. The hospitl holds special classes for

young patients. The juvenile can -keep up with his school

work,if he is able. He can get special help in areps where

he is having trouble.

The State Hospital also has a drug abuse treatment center

and an alcoholtreatment center. Here those who have become

dependent on drugs are treated -and counseled. Many juveniles

go to Warm Springs for such care.

If a juvenile himself has asked to be admitted and has

been accepted as a patient, he may leave whenever he wishes.

rmT
4,...,/"Jaempli,,,,
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FORMAL HANDLING

The juvenile officer may find a case too serious to

settle informally. Or the young person and his lawyer might

not accept the juvenile officer's plan. Then the case must

go to the juvenile judge.

PETITION

When he wants to send a case to a juvenile judge, the

juvenile probation officer asks the county attorney to fill

out a "petition". The county attorney must sign the peti-

tion. It tells about the crime. It names the minor accused

of breaking the law. It names his guardi s and gives their

addresses. It lists the names and addresses of witnesses.

The petition is sent to the juvenile judge. It tells the

judge whether or not the young person is in detention.

If the young person is in detention, the petition

must be signed within 5 working days. If it is not signed,

the case i5 dropped. Unless there is good reason to delay,

the youth must be freed.
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SUMMONS

The juvenile judge receives the petition. The judge

sets a date for a court

appearance. At least

five days before that

date,."summonses" must

be deliVered. The

order the young person

and his guardians to

appear in court at a

certain date and time. They may order the law officer delivering

the summons to take the accused minor into custody. A copy of

the petition is attached to the summons. This helps the young

person prepare his defense.

Even after getting a summons, the young person and his

guardians may not have to go to court. They might still be

able to work out a plan with the juvenile officer. The plan

.must set up controls for the young person. The an must win

((YR

the minor's approval. Guardians, juvenile off cers, the

juvenile judge and the county attorney must al o approve the
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plan. It m last no longer than 6 months without review

by the cour

FORMAL HEARING

If_a juvenile case goes,to youth court, it is handled

much like an adult's. But a juvenile court case-has a

different name. It is called a "formal hearing''.

The-first part of the formal hearing is the "adjudica-

tory hearing". The second part is the "dispositional hear-

ing".

Both hearings are usually held privately. This protects

the good names of the minor and his family. But if the minor

is charged with a felony, the hearings are open to reporters.

FORMAL HEARING: ADJUDICATORY PART

The adjudicatory hearing is'usually held within 15 days

after the petition is signed. There is a judge, a prosecutor

and a court reporter. The court reporter writes down every-

thing said. If the minor could be sent to a state institu-

tion for more than 6 months, there must be a defense attorney.
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A youth may also have a jury if he requests it.

Before any adjudicatory hearing, the courtmust find out

/if the youth admits or denies the charges. The charges are in

the petition.

The young person may have admitted his guilt. At the ad-

judicatory hearing the judge must then decide whether or not to

accept the admission of guilt. He will only accept the admission

if he decides it was freely and honestly given.

The young person may say he is innocent. Then the purpose

of the adjudicatory hearing is to decide'swhether or not the charges

are supported by good, solid evidence. Such good evidence is

called "proof beyond a reasonable doubt". Sometimes there is no

"proof beyond a reasonable doubt"; then the court will dismiss

the petition. It will release the youth from custody.

The judge and the jury, if there is one, hear the facts. The

jury finds the young person "guilty" or "not guilty".

Suppose the young person is found guilty by the jury. Suppose

his confession is accepted by the judge without a jury. That young

person will be declared "delinquent" or "in need of supervision".

1
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FORMAL HEARING: DISPOSITIONAL PART.

When a youth is found guilty, the judge schedules

another hearing. There the judge will decide on a plan for

the minor in trouble. This second hearing is the disposi-

tional hearing.

Before the hearing the judge reads a report written by

the juvenile offiCer. This report tells about the young per-

son and his family. It may include reports from school- of-

ficials. But those who write the report or add opinions to

it can't just say whatever they wish. The young person's

lawyer may cross-examine any of them in court.

Using the reports and the results of the adjudicatory

hearing, the judge makes a plan for the Minor.

If the minor is found to be a "youth in need of super-
.

vision", the judge has the same choices the juvenile officer

had at the preliminary inquiry. One of these choices is pro-

bation. But when a judge puts a minor on probation the pro-

bation is formal. A minor who breaks formal probation may

be declared a "delinquent youth".

If the minor is found to be a "delinquent youth". the

judge has several more choices. If he thinks it is necessary,

the judge can now send the minor to one of 6 state institu-

--\
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[State Depart-I

ti

tions. Or he can. commit the yoting person to the

Iment of Institutions.) They will evaluate the young person.

They will place him in the institution which can best serve him.

Warm Springs State Hospital

The judge may send a minor to Warm Springs State Hospital.

41:1 Then, before the minor can leave the hospital, officials must

decide that he is well enough to go home. Sometimes the court

may order the young person to be sent home. The hospital makes

a plan so that treatment and care continue after the patient is

released.

Swiliver Forest Camp

The court may send minors 16 and over to this camp near Swan

Lake. Here young men are closely supervised. They are taught

work skills.

Pine Hills School for Boys (Miles City, Montana)

Pine Hills is a state institution for boys who have been

judged to be delinquent. The school makes a plan for each boy.

It assigns each boy to a counselor.

1State Department of Institutions' - a group of officials who run
state institutions.
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Boys thought to be !-

difficult to handle are

put into closely super-

vised cottages and work

details. They have few

privileges. As a boy

shows that he can obey

the rules, he may move

into a cottage withomore

privileges.

Boys must attend school until they are at least 16. Then

they may be sent to Swan River Forest Camp if they need work

skills more than schooling.

Mountain View School for Girls (Helena, Montana)

Mountain'View School is a state institution'for girls who

have been judged delinquent. It helps educate these girls.

It tries to give them the guidance needed to learn acceptable

behavior. Each girl who comes is assigned a "big sister" and

a counselor. Girls'are placed in cottages according to their

'maturity. Through acceptable behavior they gradually earn more

privileges. Then they move into cottages with fewer rules.
V
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Twin Bridges (Twin Bridges, Montana)

Twin Bridges is an institution for children who have

trouble at home and in foster homes When they are in grade

school, children at Twin Bridges go to classes at the insti-

tution. High school students from the institution go to

school in the town of Twin Bridges. Young People at Twin

Bridges earn privileges through acceptable behavior. The

home has about 112 young people.

'216
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Aftercare

Courts send juveniles to a state institution for a

certain length of time:

- Winifred to Mountain View For 2 years

- Horton to Warm Springs for 6 months

- Herman to Pine Hills until he is 21 or

officials there think he is ready for

release, whichever is earlier

- Isobel to Twin Bridges until she is 18

- Eggebert to Warm Springs until he is 16

or until officials there think his drug

dependence is under control, whichever

is earlier

When the minor ) s'soon to be released from an institution

run by the state of Montana, his records are sent to an agency

in Helena. The agency is "Aftercare". Aftercare makes a

plan to help the youth after his release. Aftercare super-

vises young people released from state institutions until

they no long7_need supervision or until they are 21.

A JUVENILCS LEGAL RECORDS

When a young person gets into trouble with the law,

8
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.dozens of records and

reports about him are

kept by officials.

These records could

hurt a young person's

good name if they be-

came public. So legal

records are Clded to

the public without a

court or1er. When a

youth reaches 18, if he is out of trouble, the records are

sealed. So are court records.

Before police records about a minor are sealed, legal

officials may inspect them. The minor and,his guardians may

inspect them, too. So may the minor's lawyer.

Only for serious reasons will a court grant permission

to open the records. Ten years after the records are sealed,

they may be destroyed.

Minors cannot be photographed or fingerprinted by legal
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officials without a court order. When minors are photo-

graphed or fingerprinted, the records are usually destroyed

when the case is closed.

(1) Crime

(2) Taking
into custody

(3) Preliminary
Inquiry

(5) Adjudicatory
Hearing

(6) Dispositional
Hearing
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WHEN JUVENILES GO TO ADULT
COURT

A 16-year-old boy purposely
stabbed to death a 5-year-
old girl. Then he burned
her body. The juvenile
court ordered the boy sent
to the district court for
trial. The 16-year-old
boy was sentenced to 100
years in prison.

Sometimes youth courts send 16 and 17-year-olds to

adult court foNrial. 4th courts take this action

only after a hearfng.

The prosecutor must show 5 things to convince the

judge to move a case*to adult court.

1 The youth is fairly charged with
homicide, arson, aggravated
assault, robbery, burglary, ag-
gravated burglary, aggravated
kidnap, possession of explosives
for an illegal purpose, sexual
intercourse without consent, or
criminal sale of dangerous drugs
for profit.

2. The crime was forceful, violent,
or planned in advance.

The,minor is mature enough to
understand how serious his actions
are.

I.
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4. Handling the minor as an adult
would'iletter protect the com-

munity than handling him as
a minor.

5. The youth is dangerous to others.

/ At the hearing the youth and his lawyer may argue

against moving to adult court. Penalties there may be

more harsh.
4

Highway patrolman Bud
Kaul likes his work. But

he says it has some bad,

moments. One night a man
threatened to kill Bud,
when Bud stopped him for
speeding. The man could
not be brought before a
judge until morning, so
he was jailed overnight
in Glendive. He spent
the long hours of the
night calling Bud and
the Glendive policemen
every crude name that
came to his mind:
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"TROUBLE AFTER TEN"

Courtney walked slowly down the street. It was a beautiful

night. The air was fresh and sweet after an early evening

shower. Everything had gone well for him that day, absolutely

everything. He felt great: He looked great, too'. His hair

Was clipped and neat. His new trousers were cuffed and stylish.

His-shirt with the flower pattern was crisp and clean.

Courtnej, saw Barney loafing at the corner of 10th and
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Pleasant. Many people thought Barney was a little weird.

Others thought he was rather different. He wore his hair

long and he dressed oddly. Sometimes he wore green socks,

sandals, and orange trousers.

"Hey, Court, what you all dressed up for? Wow, are

you fancy!" Barney reached out with a dirty hand to touch

Courtney's shirt. Courtney backed away.

"What you doin' these days, Court?" Barney asked.

"I'm working for Dad at his office. We're doing a lot

of research. I'm helping him do some of his experiments.

I'm learning a lot. What are you doing?"

"Aw, I'm having a lousy summer. I've had three jobs;

couldn't stand the first two. 'Course, you know me. I'm

not the greatest for work. My folks are gonna' throw me

out if I don't start paying for some of the! stuff I eat.

My sister's husband is in the hospital. I have to babysit

her kids eery night so she can go visit him. I'm in a

mell of a hess!" He signed wearily.

A police car pulled up to the curb and stopped. An

S.'

officer'called out, "Kind of late, isn't it,boys?"
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"It's only 10:30. We're not kids!" one boy called back.

"Kids or not, it's past curfe:W. Better move along or

I'll have to pick you up," the officer said.

"Pick us up? What for? We haven't done anything wrong!"

"Maybe not, but curfew is at 10:00."

"What do you mean, maybe not? I'll have you know I'm

minding my own business!"

"And I'm minding my business. And my business is to

see that you guys are off the streets by 10:00. Let's cut

out the smart stuff, huh?"

"What are you trying to do, cop? Get a promotion?"

The officer got out of the car. The two faced each

other. Their anger was groWing.

"That will be just about enough from you!" the officer

growled. "Now let's move it!"

"You dumb fuzz! You stopped just because you wanted to

shove somebody around, that's all! We weren't doing anything

wrong!"

"Right now you're very close to resisting an officer!"

"Are you an officer? Pardon me! I didn't know that!"
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The policeman looked at the red-faced, angry boy.

- He heaT4i.the boy's friend warn, "Come on! Cool down or

you're gonna' end up in trouble."

"Shut up! You sound just like this dumb fuzz! Out of

MY way, cop! This is a free country. I'll go wherever I

please!"

"Young man, you are coming with me! And you are going

home! I'll see to that. But not until I've taken you to

the station. Now get into the car! Your friend had better

head home right now!"

At the police station, the boy waited. He was unfriendly

and angry. "Hello, Mrs. Newby. This' is Lt. Griffin at the

police station. I picked up your son a few minutes ago and...

Yes, ma'am. I'm sure he's your son. No, I dqn't think there's

been a mistake. Yes, ma'am. I'll do that. He's a tall,

neatly dtsessed boy. He's wearing a fancy shirt with a flower

pattern. Says his name is Courtney..."

RREACTIONSd

Why did Courtney act the way 'he did? Why do so many of

us feel as Courtney felt? Why do we question the authority

of tne police? Why do we try so hard to annoy them? Why do

we so often make fun of law officers?
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Perhaps part of the answer is that we really do not under-

stand the policeman's job. Perhaps we too seldom see the good

that policemen do.

COPS AND KIDS

For most serious crimes there is at least one victim. So

citizenplire officers to protect

people from those who do not re-
-.

spect the rights of others.

Law officers have one important

duty: to serve the people. They

serve the people by protecting

them and their property. They keep

order. Law officers are not the "bosses" of the people. They

are the servants of the people, young and old.

In order to do their jobs, police have been given power

by lawmakers the people elect. But because they have this power,

it is important ,that police officers be mentally and physically

heOthy. They must be intelligent enough to act wisely. They

must be trustworthy enough for the responsibility of serving

the people.
(
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TRAINING

To become law officers in Montana, young men and

women must live in the state for at least one year. They

must be high school graduates. Some cities and counties

even require that law officers -have college training.

Many young officers have had military service. The young

man or woman must have a good moral character. No one

may be a law officer who has been found guilty of committing

a felony. He must pass a physical examination. In most

places he must pass several mental tests, too.

HIRING

Highway patrolmen are hired by patrol officials.

'Sheriff's department officers are selected by an elected

sheriff. These deputies are approved by the elected

county commissioners. Police department officers are

usually hired by a special committee chosen by the mayor.

Officers must be approved by the city council. Officers

chosen must already nave passed the required tests.
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DUTIES

Law officers must obey their commanding officers. While

on duty, law officers must be sober, awake, and alert. They

must be efficient. Since police work for the people, they

must be courteous towards those they serve. Just as a citizen

may not use obscene or vulgar language when stopped by a law

officer, a police officer may not use such language while on

duty. /Law officers may not call a citizen insulting names

like "nigger", "spik", "greaser", or "redskin". A police

officer may not use force unless necessary. When necessary,

no more force may be used than needed in that situation.

kNIIIIL

4
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A policeofIicerl

may not slam a ling,

unarmed en4 coopd.-

ative boyagainst a

wall. He may not -

slap this boy or hurt

him in Iny way. Nor

may a tavi officer

shoot Someone for

arguir with him.

all that

they 0?, the police

must be guided by a

ty -called, "reasonableness". This means that law,

offtcers, must have good, solid reasons for the actions they

take They Must act without too much anger or other emotion.
,r

If a citizen can prove that an.officer has been unreason-

insul , or unfair, the citizen may take action. He

can act to protect melf and others from a "bad" cop:
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WHAT TO DO ABOUT A BAD COP

StOP I

Act courteously toward law officers. Everyone likes

courteous, treatment. Rude treatment will make a "bad" cop

feel he.must prove his power, his "toughness", or his right

to be respected. Rude treatment will make an unreasonable

cop even more unreasonable.

Step II

If a law officer abuses you,uses insulting language,

swears at you, or takes away your rights, report him to

your juvenile probation officer. The juvenile officer will

report what happened to the law officer's boss. The

juvenile officer will also tell the district judge what

'happened. There will 4e an investigation. If the law

officer acted improperly, he will be punished. The

juvenile officer will let you know what action was taken.

Step III

Complain in writing to the officer in charge of a

policeman who acted improperly. The commanding officer
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will investigate the complaint. If he finds it to be true,
0

'he will write into the officer's record a description of

the improper action. These r cords help decide who will

get promotions and raises in ay. If the charge is serious, 0

the-officer may be "suspended". This Means he would not

work for a certain period and would not get paid. Suspension

is a black mark on an officer's record.

Step IV

Complain in writing or in person at a meeting of the

city council or county commissioners. Often, one can get

the councilman or commissioner he knows best to bring up

your complaint during the meeting. The city council and

county coryrfii ssioners do the hiring. They may also do the

fir g if an officer has done a poor job.

.Step V.

'If a highway patrolman treats one, in a very unfair or

, insulting manner, write to the Chief of the Montana Highway

Patrol in qelena. One may also write iSo the State Attorney

General in the Capitol Building in Helena. If an FBI officer
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is guilty of poor conduct, write to the FBI headquarters at

Butte, the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation

in Washington, D.C., or to one's U.S. Congressman.

Step VI

One can also let the public know what has happened.

He should do this only if he has positive evidence that

he was really mistreated. He might write a letter to the

editor of a local or school newspaper. Together, citizens

can put pressure on law officers to act properly.

Step VII

Contact a lawyer for his advice when unsure of what

to do.

Officer, I believe
this arrest is
unlawful! I object!
I will cooperate now.
But I will take
action later!
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--A MONTANA COP

A 12-year-old

girl called the

Missoula police.

She asked for help

because her mom

and dad were fight-

ing. Jim, the

investigating of-

ficer, stopped the

father who was run-

ning from the house and took away his gun. Inside the house,

Jim found the mother and blind grandmother shot and two

children hiding in a closet.

On another occasion, a wife phoned and said her drunk

husband had locked himself in the bathroom. He had fallen

asleep. He was snoring so loudly she couldn't sleep herself.

Jim picked the lock and put the man to bed (on his stomach

so he wouldn't snore).

Another time,a fighting, swearing, spitting man tore
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Jim's uniform. Jim had arrested him for drunken driving.

The man's car had struck and killed a little girl.

The officer involved in these cases is Jim Qberhofer.

He is 0 years old. He has a wife and baby daughter. He

has been an officer with the Missoula Police Department for

five years.

While in the Navy he taught medical assistance,

electrical theory, and self-protection to Vietnamese people.

His experience in medical assistance has been especially

valuable to him. He has delivered three babies.

Every year he attends police and FBI schools to add

to his training. Jim likes to work with people. It

doesn't matter to him if it's an emergency or only an

everyday situation.

.357 Magnum

Revolver

Used by Police
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JUVENILES AND CIVIL LAW

In Montana anyone 7 or over may be sued for committing

a tort. But if they sue or are sued, a guardian will be

appointed to act for minors in civil court. For example,

if a young person's reputation is ruined by a deliberate

and ugly rumor, his parents could file suit for him against

the one 10 started the rumor. If the person sued is under

18, he would Ilave to name someone to act for him, too.

TIME LIMITS

When one's property is carelessly damaged by another,

he can begin a lawsuit within two years after the damage.

If,someone has been injured because another was careless,

he can begin a suit in the three years after the injury.

If a 151/21-year-old played practical
joke which crippled an d lady, he
could be sued. The suit has to begin
within 3 years after the injury. A
guardian must be named to represent
the 151/4/-year-old in court.

If a 16-year-old's parents are killed
in a traffic accident because of a
careless driver, the young person's
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guardian may file suit for him. If

the guardian will not file suit, the
young person may wait until he is 18
and file his own suit. The 3-year
time limit would not begin until the
victim of carelessness is 18.'

/

CONTRACTS

,Juveniles in Montana cannot usually sign legal

"contracts". A contract is a written agreement to do

something for another in return for certain services. A

contract signed by a juvenile means nothing. A juvenile

may easily get out of a contract. All he has to say is

that he does not wish to keep the contract.

-258-
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A young man made a contract with a
local resident to paint a house.

When the young man was half-finished
with the job, he quit. The owner
of the house could not go to court
to force the young man to finish
the painting. The owner, however,
did not have to pay the price
agreed upon.

OP-

An agreement to pay later for what is taken now is

also a contract. Courts will release a young person from

a contract to pay for goods on time. All the juvenile

needs to do is return the goods he received. Businessmen

know that they cannot force a young person to pay for

what he buys under a contract. So they usually will not

sell goods to young people on time payments.

Some businessmen, of course, permit minors to have

charge accounts. Others will sell cars or motorcycles to

minors. Usually, however, parents must "co-sign" for minors.

That means parents agree to pay the bills if the young person

will not or cannot pay.

NECESSITIES AND EDUCATION

Some minors have to take care of themselves. Others

need money to use for educationil expenses. The law makes
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two exceptions about contracts to help them.

(1) Young people may be forced in court to pay for necessities

like food or rent. So businessmen are more likely to sell

them food or clothing on time. Businessmen are more likely

to rent them suitable housing.

(2) Often parents do

not want to borrow

money to pay for their

child's education.

Sometimes banks may not

,J4

be willing to loan

money to parents who

have too many debts.

So a student under 18

may borrow money on his own name to pay for education.

Banks will lend the student money because they know they can

go to court and force him to pay it back if he is unwilling

to do so at a later date.

PARENTS' LIABILITY

Unless t ey encourage mischief, Montana parents may not
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be held liable for what their children do. Only in cases

of malicious mischief must parents pay for damages caused

by their children. Even then, parents can be required to

pay no more than $300 plus court costs.

1

1

SCHOOLS

2 .1111111

Hard as it is to believe at times, schools are set up to

help young people. Schools are supposed to give people the
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. place, tools, and guidance necessary to learn. At school most

people learn basic skills they will need and use for the rest

of their lives. So the law protects schools. It protects the

authority of those who run them.

Any Montanan between the ages of 7 and 16 must go to school

when school is in session, unless he has completed the 8th grade.

But sometimes a minor may refuse to go to school. His parents may

not be able or willing to make him go. So the juvenile court may

send the child to a state institution. There the minor will be

forced to go to classes. This law does not apply if a young person

is studying by correspondence for some good reason. It does not

apply if a court orders that it is not in a juvenile's best

interest to attend school.

RULES

The law says that while they are in school, students

must obey the rules. They must take the required courses:s

They must obey teachers, principals and superintendents.

In school or on school grounds, on the way to or from school,

and during any intermissions or recesses, the young person is

under the authority of his teachers and his school.
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Stuart was given five detentions for
throwing snowballs at some girls on
his way home from school. This
happened five blocks from school.,
He checked with a lawyer who was
his dad's friend. Stuart learned,
the school had the legal right to
punish him.

PUNISHMENT

So schools can be run in an orderly way, teachers and

principals are given much power

by Montana law. If a pupil

openly refuses to obey the

rules of the school, he may be

punished. If he damages

school property such as desks

or books, he may be punished.

He may have to pay for such

damage. If he harms or

threatens to harm any person

in school or the property of

that person, school officials

may punish him. Most often

the student is punished by
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detentions, loss of privileges, or scoldings.lim

CORPORAL PUNISHMENT

Teachers and principals may also use physical punish-

ment. The.law calls this "corporal" punishment. The law

does not say what kind of corporal punishment may be used.

However, it requires that this punishment be used only

when:

There is no unnecessary anger on the part of the
teacher; and

The teachers is in control of himself; and

The punishment is done in the presence of the
principal, if there is one; and

The parent or guardian has teen notified.

Everyone knows, of course, that a great deal of corporal

punishment is used when the parent or guardian has not been.

notified. This happens when a student openly and seriously

defies the authority of the school or the teacher. Then he

may be physically punished with no notice given to his parents.

Jennifer was ordered to stop throwing food
in the school lunchroom. She continued to
throw the food and refused to leave the
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unchroom when a teacher ordered
er to do so. The teacher marched
r to the priptipal's office where

ennifer was soundly spanked.'

W "r uses physical punishment must use only

reasona 4 force. If physical punishment is severe or not

called fb ,,by the circumstances, parents can sign a complaint

in juAicelbfthe peace court. The teacher could face

criminal ch rges.

SUSPENSION AND EXPULSION

Sometime regular types of punishment co not make a

student behave, the student may then be "suspended" from

schbol forseVer401 days. For very serious wrongdoings he

may be "expelled' permanently. The decision as to which

student may be sus,Oended or expelled rests entirely with

a group of elected .0 Weis.. They are called the "school

board".

94IL RIGHTS

Studenti are not without rights of their own. If a
e-4

student is being unfairly treated by a teacher, he may

complain to a prindpal .superintendent. If a young person
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has been'suspended and feels this is unfair, he may ask, the

school board to let him come back to school. He may go to

court, if necessary, and atk the court to let him return to

school.

Before a school board can expel a student, it must

have good reason. It must be able to prove that the

charges against the student are serious and true. The

pupil may go before the school board with his lawyer.' He

may present his side of the story. His lawyer must have a
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chance to cross-examine those who wish to see the student

expelled. A student may be expelled after a hearing before

the schobl board. Then he may appeal the decision to the

local district court.

Schools are set up to .help the community. So citizens'

must be considerate of the rights of schools. Anyone over

18 whO Intentionally disturbs a public schoollis guilty of

a misdemeanor. The penalty is a fine of $10 to $100.,

P.arents or guardians may not insult or abuse a teacher on

school grounds or in school buildings. To do so is a

misdemeanor. The penalty is a fine of $25 to $500.
-AMIE

1 'A
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TWO SIDES OF A STORY

PRO AND CON WITH MICHELLE AND JON

Michelle No Corporal
Provost: punishment

Jon Corporal Punishment
Conover: allowed

"If a company boss hit a
worker. he could be charged
with assault. If I hit you
right now, Jon, you could
file a complaint. Why,
then, can teachers hit kids
without getting into
trouble?

"The law, it seems to
me, doesn'.t protect kids
very well. A teacher.

could injure a student. I

saw a teacher throw a boy
headfirst into a closet
once. Another teacher
threw an encyclopedia at
a kid and hit him in the
head. Sure these boys
were disturbing the.class,
but there are other ways
to control them. Teachers
who don't beat on kids
can have just as much
control as teachers who
do.

"If a kid does not be-
have, he should be sus-
pended or expelled. The
rest. of us are here to
learn, not to watch
physical contests to see
who is running the class-
room."

"Many parents use physic0
punishment to control or train
their children. When these
kids go to school, they may
not always be impressed by a
spoken order or a scolding.
Other kids have never been
taught to obey anyone. Still
others would be delighted to
be suspended from school.
And teachers can hardly teach
someone who's been kicked out.
There has to be a-wa ta
control this type of s dent.

"I've seen teachers s end
more time keeping kids
line than teaching. I e-

sent that and want to see
teachers able to get a little
tougher. I'm not saying
teachers should be able to
injure pupils. Just like
.,::rents or police they can

brought to court for
causing injury to minors.
That's the law."
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DRUGS

Drugs are chemicals which have the power to change

moods. They affect thinking. They change behavior. They

affect feelings. Many drugs reduce the sense of guilt one

might feel at doing a harmful or illegal act. They affect

the ability to make good choices. They injure the power of

judgment. They may decrease the speed with which one can

react. They affect the ability to see, hear, taste,'and

speak.
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DANGEROUS DRUGS, .

For these reasons lawmakers have made it illegal to use

some very powerful and dangerous drugs like LSD, heroin,

cocaine, peyote pscilocybin. Other drugs like barbiturates,

amphetamines, and morphine can only be sold if a doctor writes

a prescription. To use illegal drugs or to use drugs without

preScription when the law rbquires one, is a crime. For adults,

such use can result in a prison sentence of up to five years.

A minor using dangerous drugs can be declared a "delinquent'

youth".

MARIJUANA

Marijuana is not considered to be as harmful as other

illegal drugs. So the penalties for its use are not so

`.harsh. Having up to 60 grams o marijuana or as much as

one gram of hashish (a stronger fo of marijuana) is a

misdemeanor on the first offense. The adult penalty may

be one year in prison, a $1000 fine, or both. A second

offense can send an adult to prison or up to 3 years

and result in a fine of $1000. Having more than 60 grams

of marijuana or more than one gram of hashish in possession
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is a felony. For an adult, it might result in a sentence of

up to 5 years. A minor who uses marijuana can be declared a

"delinquent youth".

Young people under 21 who violate drug regulations must

have a formal court hearing. Someo9e found in possession

may receive a deferred imposition of rrtence if they are

under 21 but over 17 years of age on the first offense.

POSSESSION-

"liossession" means to have drugs on one's person, in

one's room or car or other belongings. Like the use of

drugs, possession is also a crime. One could get into

trouble if he is even in the area'where they are being

used.

The police raided a college "pot" party.

Among the students arrested and charged

with possession were two girls who had

not been using marijuana. They had

just been watching what was going on.

SALE

The sale of drugs is considered to be a far more serious

offense than use or possession. It involves others in illegal .

acts.
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"Pushing" drugs is often used to mean the sale of drugs.

But it can mean sharing illegal drugs with a friend. It is

handled by,courts just as sale of drugs is handled.

A juvenile who sells illegal drugs may find himself in

more serious trouble than a user. He may be declared a

"delinquent youth". His chances of losing his free'clOM'are'

great. If he is 16 or 17, he may be tried in an adult court.

Rip, 16, had asthma. He hadsfrescriptions
for many powerful drugs. Rip sold many of
his pills to sixth graders. He charged.
50t for each pill. When turned in by an
angt parent, Rip was sent to adult court.
He as sentenced to 74ears in prison.

ALCOHOL AND NICOTINE

People in our society use thousands of drugs.

Americans use tons of drugs from aspirin to tranquilizers.

But those under the age of 18 are not considered wise

enough to use two common drugs: alcohol and nicotine. So

the laws of Montana outlaw the use of these two drugs for

people under 18. An adult cannot give alcohol to a minor

without risking a jail sentence. Exceptions include parents
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giving alcohol or cigarettes to their children at home,

and the use of alcohol in religious services.

Did You KnoW That?

The FBI has fingerprint files on all convicted crimi-

nals, all military recruits, all. civil services Employees,

all defense contractor employees, applicants for security

jobs, and other citizens.

Invisible Witness
William W. Turner
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PASTA OR PEMMICAN? WHICH CAME FIRST?

It is almost 500 years since Christopher Columbus

got lost. Many people who wrote our history books .got lost,

too. They said Columbus had discovered America. His real

discovery was a people who had settled America thousands of

years earlier.

ColumbUs and his crew thought they had discovered India.

They called the native people Indians. This was the first

mistake the white man made in his treatment of the native

Americans. It was neither his last nor his-worst mistake.

Through all history since, there has been a terrible lack

of Understanding of the Indian people,and their way of life.

The Indian has been looked down on, shamed, insulted,

cruelly treated, cheated, and murdered. ,But the Indian

spirit does not die. It is as much alive today as it was

when Columbus first trespassed on the Indians' homeland.

LAW ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS

The Indian did not easily give up his land. He fought

the white man brively for 200 years.' But there were too

many white men. The white man's weapons were too powerful.
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Finally, the Indian was forced to live on reservations.

A reservation is-land owned by Indians. Some of the

reservations are shared by two tribes. There are 7 reserva-

dont in Montana. The U.S. government promised the Indian

that he could always own this land. The U.S. government said

the Indian could rule this land.

RESERVATIONS AND TRIBES OF MONTANA

Reservation PrincikalTribe Population
1

Blackfeet Blackfeet 6,216

Crow Crow 4,334

Flathead Salish & Kootenai 2,955

Fort Belknap Gros Ventre &
Assiniboine 1,972

Fort Peck Sioux & Assiniboine 6,202

Northern
Cheyenne Northern Cheyenne 3,000

Rocky Boy's Chippewa and Cree 1 1,317

1

Indians residing in the reservation area
(March 1973, figures)
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When the white man "gave" the lind to the Indians, the

white man thought this was the poOrest land. But sometimes

the white man fooled himself. A few reservations have re-

sources the white man would have kept for himself.' But the

white man did not know these resources were there.

The reservations are indicated on the map of Montana

'below:

RESERVATION GOVERNMENT

Most Indians are members of a tribe. There are ten

tribes living in Montana. Each tribe is a group of people

with the ski* bloodlines, customs and language. Each tribe
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may set up its own rules on the reservation.

The Northern Cheyenne are a tribe. Most of the Cheyenne

live on a reservation in Southeastern Montana." There are almost

3,000 Cheyenne on the reservation.

The Cheyenne want to live together in peace. So they can

do this, they make laws far themselves just like a nation or

state does. All the other Indian tribes make laws for them-

selves, too. The laws of each tribe are different. This is

because each tribe is differ4nt. The laws must fit the needs

of each tribe.

It is helpful to know how tribal law works. We can get a
a

good idea about tribal law by looking at the laws of one tribe,

the Northern Cheyenne.

HOW THE TRIBE RULES ITSELF

The Cheyenne people elect a tribal council of 13 people;

The Tribal Council mpkes the laws for the Cheyennes and other

Indian's who are on the reservation.

One of the many jobs of the Tribal Council is to choose

judges for the tribal court. There are five important judges:
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,- A chief judge sentences all India , Cheyenne and

others; who plead guilty to ...a misdemeanor.

- An associate judge takes over when the chief ,fudge

is absent or ill.

/

- A trial judge holds trials for Indians who plead

not guilty. This.judge must be a member of the

Montana Bar; Association.

- A juvenile judge handles the cases of Indians under

18 years. He hay also serve as the second associate

judge. He sits as the chief judge when the chief

or the associate judge is absent. He can then hear

'adult cases.

A tribal attorney is the tribe's-lawyer. Sometimes

an Indian wants to appeal his case. He may feel

his trial for a misdemeanor was unfair. He appeals

his case to the tribal lawyer. The tribal lawyer is

the,tribe's appeal judge. .
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"NEIGHBORLY DISPUTE"

Clinton Buffalo Calf owned a small herd of beef cattle."

Several times his cattle broke down his neighbor's fence and ate
A

the neighbor's grass. The third time this happehed, the neigh-

bor, Bill Fisher, grew angry. He told -Clinton to move his cows

at once. ,Four days later Bill checked his pasture. Clinton's

cows were still there. So Bill swore out a complaint against

Clinton for trespassing livestOck on Bill's land. Clinton

moved the cowl out of Bill's pasture afte' the cows had been

there for a full week.

Bill's complaint' brought Clinton to trial for animal tres-

pass. The jury,found Clinton guilty. Clinton was ordered to

pay Bill $50 for damages. Clinton did not want to pay. So he

appealed the verdict to the appeals judge. Clinton argued that

the law gave him 10 days to move his cattle after Bill told him

his cows were trespassing.. Clinton proved he had moved his

cattle on the seventh day. The appeals court agreed with Clinton:

Clinton did not have to pay the 450.
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SENTENCES

Sentences given in a tribal court bring the same results

as sentences given in a white man's court. A person may have

to pay damages if he has hurt some person or some person's

property. He may sometimes pay damages by working for the

person he has wronged. He may have to pay money. He may

have,.to give some of his property to. the person he hurt. If

he is unable to pay, he would have to serve his time in jail.

PROBATION

As in the district courts, one who is found guilty

may get probation. Probation is usually given to people with

good records.

Joe Kills Enemy got a 4-month sentence
from the tribal court. He had never

broken the law before. So he was placed

on probation. He signed a pledge to

behave well. He was allowed to be free

as long as he kepehis pledge. But Joe

got into trouble 2 months later. So the

court made Joe serve his 4-month sentence.
And for breaking his pledge, Joe had to

serve 2 months more.
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PAROLE

An Indian who has served one -half of his timA-may'be

paroled. But his behavior in jail must have been good.

Juanita Feather often quarreled with her
neighbor. Sometimes Juanita would start
a fight. After this had happened several
times, Juanita was arrested for "breach
of the peace". She was found.guilty in,
tribal court and sentenced to -two weeks in
jaiT. After one week the tribal judge

.

gave Juanita a parole. She could get a
parole because she had behaved well. And
she had served one-half of her sentence.

FEDERAL CRIMES

Some laws apply to 911 of the states. They are federal

laws. -''hey apply to Indian reservations, too.

When anyone, Indian or white, breaks,apy federal law,

he must go to a federal court. Cheyennes would usually go

to the federal court in Billings. If the Cheyennes are

found guilty, they' may be sent to a federal prison such as

MacNeil Island, Leavenworth, or Folsom Prison. Montana

Indian'youths.might be sent to federal correctional insti-

tutions in either Lompoc, California, or Englewood, Colorado.
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JUVENILE OFFENSES

Indian children are important to the tribe. Through the.

Tribal Courts, the Cheyenne try to help young Indians who get

into trouble. The Tribal Court may deal with young people

who are abused by their parents. It may work with young

people who have trouble at home or in school. It may also

work with young people who break the law.
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"A YOUNd'PERSON IN TROUBLE"

Arlo was 13 years old. He was in the 7th grade. Arlo

often refused to go to spool. He was caught shoplifting

some candy from a store on the reservation. He stayed

away from home for 5 days without permission.

The school principal reported Arlo to the Tribal Court.

The Tribal Court, serves as the Juvenile Court on the reser-

vation.

The tribal judge talked to Arlo and his mother. Arlo

' promised to behave'better. But a monthrlater, Arlo was thgain

in'trOuble.. He had begun to skip school almost every day.

Then he was caught shoplifting. The tribal police took Arlo

tb his home.

The tribal police asked the court to file a petition.

ihe petition gave At.lo's name, age and address. It gave

the name and address of Arlo's mother. It told why Arlo

was bring brought to court.

The court issued a citation. The citation was given to

Arlo's mother. It told her what.was on the petition. It

asked her to bring Arlo to court. If Arlo's mother should

refuse to obey the citation, the court would issue,a warrant.
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Then she would be arrested. She and Arlo would be brought

to court, anyway!

Tile day before_ the Arlo ran away from home. He

was again picked up by the

/
/tribal police. When his mother

came to the station, the -t al police decided to send

Arlo home with his mother. But first she had to pay his

bond. Then sht promised td bring him to court in the

morning.

Arlo chose not to.have a jury trial. He wanted a

more private court hearing. He and his mother met With

the tribal judge, the school principal and Arlo's'bncle.

/7
They talked about what was best for Arlo. They considered

probation or sending him to an institution like Yellowstone

Boys' Ranch at Billings. They talked about putting him

in a foster home or giving him special counseling.

Finally', the judge decided to place Arlo under the care

of his uncle. His uncle would make Arlo behave. He would

see that Arlo went to school.
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Federal Offenses by Indian Youth

Like adults,. Indian juveniles, too, may be sent to federal

court for breaking federal law. For example, if a Cheyenne boy

broke All the windows of the U.S. Post Office at Lame Deer, and

if he had been in serious trouble many times before, he would go

to Federal District Court in Billings. If he is found guilty of

the vandalism of the post office, the District Court has the
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right to send him to a federal institution for young people.

They might do this to this boy because he has been in serious

trouble before. If the boy is sent to a federal institution,

it would usually mean being sent to Englewood, Colorado.

INDIAN CHILD IN TROUBLE

INFORMAL MEETING
WITH COURT OFFICIALS

INFORMAI.

HEARING WITH
JUDGE AND PARENTS

_

FORMAL

HEARING WITH
JUDGE AND PARENTS

JURY
TRIAL

THE INDIAN WAY

letimes white officials do not understand what it

means to be.an Indian. They do not appreciate the Indian

culture or care to know the special needs of young Indians.

So the Indian tribes make sure they AAve their own ways to

help their young people in trouble.
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By working with their own children, Indians feel they can

pass Indian ways on to their young. The tribe hopes that the

young Indians will respect and keep these tribal ways.

When reservation lands were set aside for the tribes of

Indians, it' was an attempt to make up for all the lands the

white man took from the Indians by force. It was also a means

to keep the Indians out of the white man's way. It made white

men feel safer to know where the Indians were.

The Indian was given the right to govern himself on the

reservation. He has kept the right to take special steps to

protect the Indian children who live there. However, these

special tribal protections do not apply to young Indians when

they leave tribal lands.

04

White people have been unwilling to follow Indian laws

even'tthile these white people are living on the reservation.

fimd.so tar, the government of our country has not required J1

the whites living on the reservation to follc)i laws set up
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by thethe tribal council. They must, however, follow all

federal laWs on the reservation.

Did You Know That?

Indian boys and girls cannot be sent to Pine Hills

School for Boys or Mountain View School for Girls if they

get into rather serious trouble on the reservation. How-

ever, if they live in a Montana city off the reservation,

they can be sent to these institutions.

Did You Know That?

Indian drivers do not need a driver's license to drive

on some reservation roads. However, any Indian driver

leaving the reservation must have a Montana driver's license

like'anyone else.
A car "being driven on some reservation roads does not

need Montana license plates. However, it must be licensed

if it is to be driven anywhere off the reservation.
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STAYING ALIVE

1. Keep doors locked to strangers, especially when

home alone.

2. Do not give information'about yourself or your

family to a door-to-door salesman. He might have

made a "kill.ing" on his last sale.

3. Don't tell strangers that there are no men in the

house. You may accidentally be inviting an unwel-

come guest.

R."
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4. When answering the phone just say "hello". Give no

more information until you know for sure who the cAller

This conversation might lead to danger.

1 Janice (answering phone): Hello. Gardner residence.
1

Janice speaking.

Voice: May I speak to your mother or father?

Janice: I'm sorry,but they're not here.

Voice: hen will they be home?

Janice: Not till midnight.

Voice: Thank you. (click)

A short time later a man appears'at the door.

Voice: Hi Janice. Your dad told me to stop by and

take your T.V.. set down to the shop.

Janice: .Come on in. I'll show you where it is.



5. Whenlhome alone after dark, keep curtains drawn.

Keep at least one light on and doors locked.

6. When you're in a car andAt's moving or parked,

keep car doors locked.

Two young Montanans, parked after a
date, were found murdered. They

had been bound and shot to death.
The murderer was(never caught.

7. In case of a break-in, know some quick, easy

ways to get out of your houle.

8. Don't hitchhike. Good morals and good mental health

aren't requirements for a driver's license.

A young Montana girl ran away from

home. Authorities be,ieved she
hitched a ride. She was found dead
at a North Dakota rest Stop. Her

murderer is still free.

9. Don't give rides to hitchhikers. They don't have

to have good morals or good mental health,either.

The only convicted cannibal in the U.S.

hitchhiked a ride in Montana. He killed
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the young man who gave him a ride. He
ate part of the,young man's body.

10. Beware of strangers who are too friendly or too curious.

They may have criminal intentions.

11. When away from home, carry a dime or a quarter for an

111/

.

emergency phone call.

12. Keep police and fire department numbers posted near your

phone. Find out where they are always listed in public

phone booths.

13. Don't get into a car with a drunken driver or one who

acts drugged. If your parent is the drunken driver and

insists that yoo come along, sit in the rear seat, fasten

your seat belt,and hope that this isn't your last ride.

Did You Know That?

The worst criminal--the most dangerous one--is the most
likely too "beat" the lie detector. His attitude, which made
him a criminal in the firsplace, will not cause him to have
the same reactions on the machine as a normally honest man.

Invisible Witness
William W. Turner
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STAYING PROTECTED

1. Hold,a purse with a firm grip or place it in your

rap. Beware of pickpockets 'if you carry a wallet.
. 51'

At a Montana Class "C" basketball tournament,
thieves were at work under the bleachers.
They picked up, emptied, and put back purses
whose owners were busy enjoying the game.

2. Learn to write checks properly so that the checks

cannot be changed.
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3. Ube force or the threat of force only if necessary.to

protect yourself or others from someone who is using

unlawful force.

A man may threaten to hit a father who refuses
to stop beating his children. He may so
threaten if the police will arrive too late
to stop injury to the children.

4. Use only force which will not cause injury(or the threat

of force)to protect your -own or your family's property

from trespass or crimes that do not involve force.

A man may physically force a salesman to leave
his home if the salesman came in without per-
mission and refuses to leave when asked to go.

5. Use force which might cause injury, only if necetssary to

protect yourself or another'from serious and immediate

danger to your lives. You may also use such force-to

stop a violent or forceful felony.

A grocer may purposely shoot or injure an ,

armed ar who is robbing his store.

6. Force likely to cause death or injury may be used
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to prevent violent entry that would endanger life.

It may also) be used to prevent'a, forcible felony in

a building'where people live.

A man could shoot or injure someone who
was trying to burn down his home, if
polide could not arrive in time to stop
the arson.

Did You Know That?

U.S. bovernment officials estimate one million
teenagers run away from home each year.

Did You Know That?

If you're inside a theatre showing X-rated movies,
your chances of being molested by someone are greater.

o
How to Protect Yourself Today
Hair-Baker
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f
STAYING FREE

1. Don't ride around with or hang around with kids who break

the law. If you are with them when they dommit a crime,

the law may consider you as guilty as they are.

2. Don't ride around with kids who are drinking or using

drugs. Stay away from parties where alcohol or illegal

drugs are used. If the car is stopped or the party is

raided by police, you will be charged with illegal
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possession even if you used no drugs or drank no

alcohol.

3. When police stop you for any reason, be courteous.

4. If taken into custody by the police,give your name

and address but answer no questions unless your

parents are present.

5. If involved in an accident, report it immediately

to the police. Make no statements about the

accident until you get instructions from your

parents or your lawyer. Anything you say to people

at the scene of an accident could be used against

you at a later time:

6. If you must go to court, tell your lawyer the truth.

Give him all the information you can. A lawyer may

lose your case if he does not know the facts the

other lawyer knows.

7. If you must appear in court, be clean, neatly
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dressed and courteous. The.impression'you make on a

jury or judge may be very important.

Did You Know That?

The U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare has
a hotline hookup for runaway kids who want help. Runaways can
dial 800-621-4000 any time day or night. They can call this
number free from anywhere in the U.S. Trained counselors at
that number can give advice or refer runaways'to helping
agencies. If the runaway wants, they will relay messages to
the parents. Only with the young person's permission will
parents be told his whereabouts.

a
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AS WE GO THROUGH LIFE NOBODY WALKS BESIeE US TO TELL

US THE RIGHT CHOICES. WE MAKE OUR OWN DECISIONS.

.WE MUST LIVE WITH THE CONSEQUENCES.

OBEY THE LAW?

BREAK THE LAW?'

THE CHOICE IS OURS.
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